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BE A GUEST OF

PROTEST OF WORKERS
PRESENTED BY WALSH
Walkout Follows After J. H.
Libby Attempts to Introduce Views of Shippers
at the Hearing.
(II; Tbu Ainoclnlecl lrw.)

28. Allhougn
Chicago, April
...
executive heads of the railroad
employes bolted from the wage
'
hearing today at which outside orpreganizations were, allowed to pub-lisent evidence on behalf of the
it failed to stop the presentation of the industrial side of the
dispute In which the National Industrial Traffic league asked the
United States railroad labor board
controversy and
tl to throw out all back
to the emrevert the matter
ployes and the corporations.
to sit
refused
men
The railroad
in the hearing when J. II. Libby
attempted to Introduce the shippers" views. Frank P. Walsh, attorney for the employes, presented
a protest to the labor board in
which ho said tho employes were
not going to be placed in the position of being drawn into suiothei
hearing.
The employes also presented a
brief to the board In which they
protested to bringing In of outside parties not Interested In the
dispute. The whole controversy nt
the meeting hinged around whether tho board had the right to bring
in outside witnesses.
In ruling that tho outsiders had
a right to intervene, not as a party
lo tho disputo but ns an outsider,
Hen Hooper,
of the
chairman
board, said: "The board holds that
Uieso
cannot
intervene
parties
here as parties to the dispute because the statuto does not authorize it, but tho board has the power to hear such evidence if It no
idcsires, without obligating itself to
do so at other hearings). Tho board
has In this instance not gone out
(if Its way and asked these men
to appear here."
The railroad men walked-oufollowing tho decision of Chairman Hooper.
e,

LIVE FOR 16 DAYS ON c
MIXED SEA AND FRESH
WATER, LIMITED BREAD
Constantinople, April 28. living
for sixteen days on mixed sea and
fresh water and limited bread rations. 300 children and 3,000 adult
(Jrecks have arrived here on the
Greek steamer Michael Archangel
from Novorossisk, Russia, with ne
food or water aboard.
Suffering from cholera and other
epidemic diseases, many of the
refugees were ill and two had died
at sea. Greek military authoritlc
and delegates of the Greek high
commission inspected tho ship, supplied medical aid and arranged for
emergency food supplies to last the
vessel until she reached Saloniki,
d
will be dewhere the
barked for transportation to the
and
road
tobacco farms
camps In
the vicinity of Kavalla.
,
were recruited
Theso refugees
from among the more than 20.000
Greeks who were driven from their
homes by the bolshevik! and who
have been waiting two years for reThe condition of the
patriation.
others Is said to be serious, with
to thirty dying
from twenty-fiv- e
daily of hunger.

of Miss Ger-

(B The Aaiuclntod PreM.)

Hoopeston. 111.. April 28 (by the
Associated Press). Vending further questioning of J. C Wyman,
former fiance of Miss Gertrude
school teacher,
Hanna,
whose body was found, tu the basement of tho untenanted parsonage
of the First United Presbyterian
church yesterday, no further steps
had been taken tonight to examine
the viscera of the girl.
to W. T. Hanna,
According
father of tho dead girl. "Wyman, a
widower whose homo is in Palestine, III., formerly boarded at the
Hanna home and became engaged
to Miss Hanna. The engagement
was broken last November; Hanna
said.
Dr. J. G. Fisher county physician at Danville, after an autopsy
today, expressed the opinion that
the girl had died of suffocation.
On January 3, 1920, Miss Hanna
was committed to the asylum at
Kankakee on petition of her sister but was released shortly afteracted
ward and had apparently
normally since.

MONEY GIVEN TO
WILSON FUND IS
TAXABLE, RULES
Blair Holds That Such Contributions Cannot Be De-

-

t
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trude Hanna, Whose Body
Was Found in Church
Basement, Questioned.

" Action

Fails to Stop Presentation of Industrial
Side of Dispute Before
the U. S, Labor Board,.
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(lly Thfl ANRtirinted I'mss.)
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RAIL EMPLOYES Former Fiance

,
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Taxpayers

Taxable

Income.

(By The Asaorlnted Prem.)

Washington, April 28. Publication 'of a letter from internal Revenue Commissioner Blair to Senarultor Glass, democrat, Virginia,Wood-roing that contributions to the
Wilson Foundation could not
be deducted by taxpayers from
their taxable income, brought forth
the statement from revenue official tnrinv that a formal explana
tion would be made as to why different rulings were handed down
With respect to the Roosevelt Memorial association and the MeKin-le- y
Memorial association.
It.tUa.atwenc of Mr. Blair, Assistant Commissioner ' Smith ' declared that the bureau would
an explanation of its interpretation of the law holding that
contributions to the latter associa-intion might be deducted from
come. However, no formal statement was forthcoming from the
legal experts
although
bureau,
were said to be at work on the
w

make-publi-

matter.

SCENE OF CRIME IS
VISITED BY JURY IN
.THE TRIAL OF BURCH
(B.t The Aiaoclnted Presi.)
Los Angeles, Calif., April 28.

The only court sessions today in
the trial of Arthur C. Burch for the
murder of J. Belton Kennedy were
held at the scene of the slaying in
Beverly Glen, a suburb, and Santa
Monica canyon, where the prosecution charges Burch, after killing
Kennedy, threw nis tsiotgun in the
ocean.
The court, Jury, defendant and
attorneys went first to the Kennedy
summer cottage in Beverly Glen'
where Kennedy was slain on August
it last.
There various locations (previously described by witnesses were
pointed out to the jury.
After viewing Beverly Glen, a reINSTALLED.
cess was taken and court was
KLEIXSMIl)
Los Angeles, Calif., April 28.
n.oved Into Santa Monica canyon.
Rufus B. Von KleinSmid, former- The trip was taken following an
ly president of the University of nouncement by the prosecution that
Arizona, was installed
today ns it would introduce evidence snowof ing Burch was in Santa Monica
president of the University
Southern California.
canyon shortly after the shooting.
able-bodie-

O

COX MAKES VERBAL ONSLAUGHT
ON

WEATHER

;

........

IN MONTANA IS
BEING RESUMED
(By The Ansoriiilrd rrpos.)
Itiittc. Mont.. April H. Tlio

(By The Asucciuteil

HELP OF PUBLIC

IN

POSTAL IMPROVEMENT
WEEK URGED BY WORK
(n.T The Aniwclnled Fres.)
Washington, April 28. A mes-

l

EXPLOSION IN
WEST VIRGINIA
WRECKS A MINE
(By The Associated Pres.)
W, V., April

ports said.

It

occurred twenty

minutes after fifteen workmen
had quit work for the day at
4 'olock. Mine officials denied
rumors that two men were imprisoned by the blast.
John Mallawone. superintendent of the Summerlee
mine, scouted the theory that
the explosion was other than
tin accident,

B

RUSSIA

HAVE

EElSOBiTTEB

France

ff i

1

WILL MAKEAN EFFORT
TO HARMONIZE VIEWS

French Insist on Full Payment of Slavs' War Debts,
While a Reduction Is Favored By British,

Ballroom of the
Is believed to
fire which
gutted tho ballroom of the Hotel
Willard in Washington
shortly
after President Harding, Vice Pres
A

cigarette stub
have started
the

.

DRAKE ATHLETIC

CONTESTS TODAY
Preliminaries in Some Events
Decided Friday; Performances of Hamilton and
Bradley Feature.
(By The Associated Tress.)
Dos Moines, April 28 (by

the

As-

g
Press). With a
list of 8S9 athletes entered in the competition, the finals in
tho thirteenth renewal of. the
Drake relays will be run off in the
Drake stadium
here tomorrow
afternoon with Indications favoring
a shattering of records in the truck
events. Preliminaries were decidd
ed this afternoon in the
dash and
high hurdles,
the javelin and discus throw, pole
vault, running high Jump and shot
put. Scratches reduced the field
in the
Hurdle rate to six
starters, eliminating the necessity
of trial heats in this event.
Six
qualifiers were selected to compete
in the finals in tho field events

sociated

record-breakin-

100-yar-

120-ya-

440-ya-

Ayres of the University of 111!
nois stepped the fastest time in the
century dash trials, breaking th
tape just ahead of Argue of Occidental college, Los Angeles, in 10
seconds flat.
Paulu of Grinnell
college, Bill Hayes, Notre Dame,
d
national champion in the
dash, and Spetz of Wisconsin were
tho other qualifiers.
of Brutus
The performances
Hamilton of Missouri and Everett
Bradley of Kansas attracted attention in the trials today. Hamilton
qualified in five events, whilo Bradley qualified in three. Bradley
made a leap of 22 feet 3 inches In
the running broad jump and also
led the field In the shot put with
a heave of 42 feet 4 inches.
Joio Ray, holder of Bcven world's
records, will attempt to break the
world's record for the mile tomorrow in the special match race
against Ray Watson of the Kansas
Aggies. Ray, who has paced the
mile in 4:14
seconds
slower than the world's murk
took a trial spin over the quarter
mile course tprday and pronounced
it fajst. Thp weather is almost too
chilly fora record smashing performance, but Ray expects to
cover the mile under 4:20. no matter what weather condition prevails. .
The Drake games have attracted
a larger field than' ever before, a
large number of coaches having
decided to bring their athletes here
instead of competing in the Pcnn
games. Competition among the
stars of tho nvmor colleges- - Is expected to be just as keen as that
between teams from the western
and Missouri valley conferences.
Occidental college of Los Angeles
represents the far west In the
games and Centre college the east.
Teams and individual athletes
from forty-eigcolleges and universities aro entered, while ninety
high schools will be in the competition. Thirty events comprise tomorrow's program.
100-yar-

,

Bill,

5

'

ht

INTERNATIONAL TREE
PLANTED AT CAPITAL
(By The Associated Press.)
April 28. An '"In-

Washington,

SENTENCED TO DEATH.
London, April 28 (by the Associated Press.) Henry Jacobl, a
hotel pantry boy, was
found guilty today by the central
criminal court for the murder of
Lady Alice White, widow of Sir
Kdward White, former chairman
of the London county council, on
March 14, He was sentenced to
death.
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Supreme Court In
Mississippi Says Tribunal's Rulings Can Be Enforced in the Courts.

OF RAIL

(By The

1

IE

'toie;

OUT
S

Ferriday, La., the Water
Is About Six Feet Deep;
Swift Current Running Are Not in Harmony With
Those Paid to ComparaThrough Streets.
tive Employment in Com(By The AsMirinted i'ress.)
New Orleans, La April 28. Inmercial Industries, Claims

At

terest in the Mississippi river flood
situation today was divided between
the thousands of men working to
prevent further breaks in tho levee,
and the smaller groups, who, in
small boats labored throughout the
day after spending the night in the
same kind of work locating refugees and removing them to safety.
Kosciio Work Carried On.
Rescue work was carried on
without intermission in both th2
Ferriday flooded area and at tho
Poydras area, the refugees being
taken to camps set up at strategic
points by tho Hed Cross and private
enterprises. Reports from the Ferriday area late today said the flood
waters were spreading over larger
areus although the first rush has
lost much of its force, xne noou
is snreadlng through Tensas parish
and is nearing thu towns of Vidulia,
Azucema and Delta bridge. At
Ferriday, four miles from the break
the water is about six feet deep
current running
with a swift
through the streets
Plantation homes more than
a century old have been swept
away nn.t great trees which
the force of
liave withstood
many previous floods liavo
liecu uprooted. Many prosperous plantations liuve been
Many homes n ml
farm buildings nave lioen deflood carrying
tho
stroyed,
away or ruining vulualrtc stores
of fKid and feed stuff. Some
livestock also has Iiecn lost.
'
So Heal Suffering.
Due to the .quick action of local
organizations and tho Red Cross,
no real suffering bus been reported
among the hundreds of residents
of the inundated area who are being concentrated In camps where
they are being housed in tents furnished by the Red Cross and the
war department.
Approximately 500 refugees have
crossed the river into Mississippi
and Natchez and are being cared
for there. Tho Red Cross today
tok chargeatof the camp established
Harrisburg, where, it
yesterday
is reported, 1,600 aro being cared
tor. Approximately 2.000 others
are in camp at Jonesville and Mar.
tinsville.
Large numbers of refugees were
taken from
Moreau, Frogmore,
Ohevychase and other villages to
the steamer
Jonesville
today,
Howell bringing many others to
that point tonight, mostly women
and children, picked up along the
route of the Missouri Pacific.
Begin a CJenernl Exodus.
More than 250 persons who had
previously announced they would
remain In their homes at St. Bernard, sourrounded by water from
thet Poyraas crevasse below New
Orleans, began a general exodus in
boats to Violet late today.
At Braithwalte, six miles below
the Poydras crevasse, approximately 450 people were marooned late
today and plans are now under way
to bring them to Violet, where the
New Orleans Red Cross has opened
a canteen and provided all neces-- J
sary supplies for refugees from tlio
St. Bernard flooded, area.

(By The Assoi'lutnl rresn.)

2S. Railroad
AprJS
Chicago,
labor ha been a preferred class,
receiving wages "out of harmony
to those paid to comparative employment in commercial industries,"
John F. Burchmore, of tho National Industrial Traffic league declared to tho railway labor board
at a wage hearing here today. Mr.
also said the labor
Burchmore
board should sei. asule all wage
orders and decisions now in force
and discontinue "tho present
If disputes liavo
hearings."
arisen, he said, "institute hearings
properly conducted."
Tho case now before the board
grew from the request of carriers
for authority to reduce wages of
railroad labor approximately 10 per
cent and to include maintenance of
way men, shop crafts, dining cur
employes, signal men, dispatchers
in the reduction.
ail"Ittelegraphers
is common knowledge," Mr.
Curchniore said, "that railroad labor in many instances has been a
preferred class,, receiving wages out
of hnrmony to those paid to comparative employment in comnierclai
industries and it is neither right nor
to the public interest."
Questioning the procedure under
which tho board Is conducting the
Mr.
Burchmore said,
'hearings,
"the National Industrial Traffic
League submits that when the labor
board fixes wages by an order entered otherwise than after public
bearings at which competent testimony is introduced, it infringes
the right of the public to receive an
intelligent and correct expression
of the board. Witnesses at these
hearings should bo placed under
outh and the league has been informed that this has not been
done.
submits that ths
"The league
board should discontinue the present
hearings and. if disputes have arisen requiring action
by tho board, that it shall instiute
hearings properly conducted.
"We also ask that the labor board
shall set aside all orders and decisions now in force which purport
to fix wages of railroad employes
and leave this matter directly In
We
the hands of tho corporations.
also ask that tho league bo made a
to
in
tho
all
which
party
hearings
general public IsMnterested."
"The employes have disputed the
right of outsiders to appear, while
several traffic organizations have
contended that shippers, as interested parties, have a right to present their side."
--

MAHOGANY
IN MEXICO

TO DEVELOP

FORESTS

rria.)

Chicago, April 2S. The decisions
of the United States railroad labor
board are as. binding as law and can
be enforced in the courts, according
to a decision of the supreme court
of Mississippi, received by the labor
board today.
The decision is opposed both to
the popular conception that the
board's rulings can be enforced
only by public opinion, and to a
recent decree of Federal Judge
Page of Chicago, who ruled that
unless all parties to the controversy
before the board agreed to submission of t lie question to the tribunal
the board had no power to rule, except when commerce was likely to
be hindered.
Page also
Judge
ruled thut the board acted only in
an advisory capacity in making de- isions.
The Mississippi court reversed
and remanded the decision in the
case of Kd. Rhodes, a track laborer, who. had sued the New Orleans
Grout Northern Railroad company
for back Wages and who lost his
suit in tlio lower courts. Rhodes
maintained he was paid 20 cents
nn hour from January 1. 1921, to
June 30, while the laiior ooaru
gave a wage award for such labor
an hour, Rhodes
of StIU cents
asked for $2:10. OS he claimed was
due him under tlfe lubor board s
decision.
The carrier filed demurrers on
the grounds that the transportation
act is unconstitutional.
In reversing the case the supreme
court said:
"In our view the act creates a
system of compulsory arbitration
with notice to the parties and H
and the
right to produce evidence
findings of the board in the cases
provided for n the act have the
effect o an award.
"It has tho effect of giving a
the carrier
right of action against
by the employe or official for the
the
under
fixed
provisions
salary
of the act and the courts are open
for the enforcement of this obligation."

M0FFATT TUNNEL

AND

FLOOD PREVENTION
MEASURES ADOPTED
Denver. Colo., April 23. The
Moffat tunnel and Pueblo flood
prevention measures were passed
on third and final reading, by th
All
state senate this afternoon.
house amendments were concurred
in by the senate. The house passed
the tunnel bill on third reading today and the Pueblo flood prevention bill yesterday.
Both houses will meet tomorrow
to permit the signing of tho bills
Karl
Governor
by Lieutenant
Cooley of Trinidad and Speaker
A.
Davis of Colorado Springs
Roy
aili to consider resolutions. Certain formalities, it was said, 'a I'm
necessary before the special session ends tomorrow. Its work was
completed today.
bill and
As both l he tunnel
flood
prevention measure carry
will
bills
the
emergency clauses,
become laws when signed by Governor shoup.

A
In

Tress.)

FORMER PRESIDENT WILSON IS

El Paso, Texas, April.
movement has been, started
Mexico for the development of its
vast mahogany forests, according
to a report at the Juui'ez consulate.
At Frontera, to Dasco one land
owrier has 850,000 feet cut and
ready for export and has about
two and a half million feet more '.o
out. Tho Belgian consul is reported to have gained control of p.
lurgo forest at another part of the
i
country,
Thu, chief difficulty in developSPEND NIGHT PRAYING
ing Mexican mahogany holdings is
matter of transportation, there
AFTER APPEARANCE OF the
being no railroads in most of tho
tracts.
Another difficulty is reA METEOR IN GEORGIA
(TJY THIS ASSOC
ported to be the hick of a si
St. Louts, Mo., April 2S. Scoring
system.
grading
Ankorlatrd
Pium.)
The
(By
former President Wilson for his reAugusta, (ia.. April 28.
pudiation of United States Senator
LATEST PICTURE OF
Superstitious citizens of this
James A. Reed, Isaac H. Lionbersection, esMelnliy among Ihn
GLORIA SWANSON
IS ger, a democrat, and nationally
negro population, spent last
night in prayer, following tho
BARRED FROM MEXICO known lawyer, tonight Issued a pub'
lic statement of defense on behalf
appearance of meteor of
size and brilliance. In
El Pnso, Tex., April 2S. Juarez of Senator Reed, asserting "Mr.
the heavens. The intense light
customs officials today received Wilson's letter writien with the
was noticeable
for several
orders from Mexico City barring grace of a scholar, Is unworthy of
minutes, the celestial visitor
all Paramount motion
picture him and of his known high charac
being described by some
films from this country unless ter."
as not unlike a Inrgo
a
"Her
Trademark,"
Husband's
automobile headlight.
Mr. Wilson recently Wrote a letmade hero by
Tlio meteor was also soon
picture recently
Gloria Swanson, Is withdrawn from ter to the Globo Democrat of this
from Athens, where scientists
circulation.
Several scenes of city, i which he declared that Mr.
nttaohed to tlio Vnlvorslty of
with Mexican "revolution- Reed was "Incapable of sustained
fights
Gcorgln had nn opportunity to
ists" are shown and tho, customs allegiance to any person or any
study It under especially fa- order says "Mexico Is placed in an cause," and that he "forfeited any
verable circumstances
in the
:
short time It was visible.
claim to my confidence that ho
Untrue and shameful light. ,;
28.

'J'ho AsNocinird

(lenoa. April 2S (by the Associated Press.) Two historic
dealing with the reconstruction of Russia have been submitted by France and (ireat Britain
to the second economic conference
and tonight arc in the hands of a.
special drafting committee
appointed by tho
on
Russian affuirs, which will endeavor to harmonize the difference!) in them.
The special drafting committee
will report to the full
Saturday morning, and the
after approval is
given (he report, will submit it to
the soviet delegation.
France insists on the full payment of Russia's war debts arid
the restoration of private properly
to foreigners: Great Britain favors
a reduction in Russia's war debts
and is willing to be satisfied if
Russia grants former foreign owners the use of their property,
instead or a return of actual ownership.
Era lice's Demand.
' The adoption of the twelve articles in the agreement with Russia,
which regulates the disposal of the
Russian debt, is favored bv Vrinn.
She demands that the soviet conclude before December 31, an
agreement with representatives of
owners of Russian state bonds in
order to provide for tho Payment
of interest.
If an agreement is Impossible,
according to the French contention, the soviet must promise to
accept the decision of a mixed arbitration commission, the president of which will be appointed by
the chief justice of tho supreme
court or tlio United States, or by
the league of nations or by this
president of tho court of international justice,
The French draft demands
In
case private property cannot be r- -,
stored that Russia shall pav in- -.
. These
demnities.
indemnities
would bo provided for bv an issue
of new Russian five per cent
bonds. The mixed arbitration tribunal of three members one
member for Russia, ono for nn interested government and tho thi:v!
who would be president, to be d.- -ignated by the chief Justice of the
supreme court of the United States
who would decide
disputed
'
points.
Duel of Words.
Today's discussion of the two
drafts brought forth a duel of
words between Premier
Lloyd
George of Great Britain and Loiil
narthou. chief of the French delegation, wnich tho auditors
as both witfv and satirical.
Signor Schanzer, Italy, as usual,
took a leading role in the discussion, urging conciliation
between
the French and British attitudes.
Mr. Lloyd George characterized
the French project as elegant in
form but defective in important
fealures. He objected to France's
picture of Russian disorganization,
saying It would displease the" Russian delegation.
ho
Moreover,
added, France's draft spoke overmuch of agriculture and commerce, while it was superficial on
the momentous question of credits,
t rees a Consirtiuin.
Every country, Mr. Lloyd George
insisted, should say frankly what
it was disposed to do for Russia.
He urged the formation of a consortium with precise offers from
each nation, specifically
saying
what it was ready to do. not neces- -.
sarily In actual money but In general guarantees and regarding a.
of
commerce
with
resumption
Russia.
M. Barthou
descri: ed the British draft as "too religiously moral."
Barthou May Not Return.
The understanding tonight was
that M. Barthou would proceed to
Paris some time tomorrow to discuss the general
situation with
Premier Polncare. There were unverified rumors this evening that,
he would not return to Genoa.
from
According to Information
"ontlnued on Page Two.;
doc-inen- ts

ARE

Willard hotel after tire which followed Gridiron dinner.
ident Coolidge and members of floor of tho building, for a time
the scnato and house had left threatened to destroy the entire
after attending tho famous Grid- building. To many guests news
iron dinner. The fire in the ball- of the blaze came when fircniun State
room, which is on tho twelfth rushed into their rooms.

FLOOD WA TEStS

ENTERED

(II.T

LABOR BOARD'S

DECISIONS

Turn

Conference at Genoa,

"The Aniii'ouila . company
proposes (o oim'ii no its other
properties here just as fast us
xve
can
ct
experieneeil
miners."

l?Mifi

and England

Two Historic Documents
Over to the Economic

19 II,

ternational tree," sponsored by
women representatives of twenty- 28. Property
damage esti
was one countries and dedicated in four
mated at
$125, 000. on
caused anrt the mine of tho 'languages was planted today in the
union.
Stuart Collerios company nt (rounds of the
The incident was part of the celeSummerlee,
Kayotte county,
of
bration of the
was wrecked late todny by an
Arbor day, under the auspices of
undetermined
of
explosion
association.
American
the
Forestry
origin, according to reports to
"Long Life to this international
the state department of mines.
tree" was the dedicatory phrase
The reports said there were
enunciated in four languages by
no Injuries.
those who took part in the
The explosion shook the
hills and broke .windows for
miles around the village, reCharlestown,

RECONSTRUCT!

-

Trees.)

2S.
Lord
April
Washington,
and Lady Astor came to Washing
ton today from Baltimore
were guests at luncheon at
capitol, spoke at the Na
Press club and later in tho do
tended a reception given by
Charles 10. Hughes nt tf
American building for tht
American Conference of Won.
Tonight they attended a meeting
at Continental Memorial hall for
Women's conthe
ference at which Secretary Hughes
was a speaker.
From the time of her arrival,
Lady Astor was the center of admiring groups. After the luncheon at the capitol, where she was
"the guest of Senator Swanson of
Virginia, her native state, and at
which she met the entire Virginia
delegation in congress, and the
members of the Virginia branch of
the National League of Women
Voters, she and Lord Astor were
guests of the Press club, where
both spoke on national and international questions. After she had
spoken "rather intimately" to the
newspaper correspondents,
Lady
Astor was photographed shaking
hands with Representative Robinson, the only woman member of
congress.
Women Are Misunderstood.
"My view Is." Lady Astor said in
her address, "that tho men must
look to tin- - women for moral help
to accomplish
in their struggle
I belfeve in
worth while things.
one. mornl law and I believe that
it is incumbent upon the women to
do their share In aiding the men
in their battles. Women are misunderstood, anfl it should be their
function to dispel this wrong idea.
Men will continue to misunderstand until they are made to unI recall during tho war
derstand.
my experience with Americans
across. They did not
came
who
understand conditions, of course,
when they arrived.
"1 talked with a crowd of fine
fellows,, one day and I called a
spade a spade.
They had their
pockets filled with money and I
knew what they had in mind. I
"You fellows aro
said to them:
going out and perhaps drink too
much and perhaps flirt a little, but
In the morning you will have a
headache and regret the time wasted. You won't think it was a good
time at all.' I talked so frankly
to those men that one big fellow,
with a solemn face, sided up to
me and said: 'Lady Astor, you
have ruined my holiday.'
."This is the function of the
woman. If Bhe makes herself understood and exercises the proper
influence, she will become a gnat
force in the world for good."
Compliments Press.
Lady Astor complimented the
American press on the thoroughness and accuracy with which she
said the Genoa conference was being interpreted by American newspaper men attending tho conference.
"The conference," she said, "ban
not failed. It has made the world
know what the problems of Europe really are and what they
mean."
Lady Astor is expected to be the
guest of' Senator Swanson on tho
floor of the senAte, to which she
has the privilege as a member of
the British parliament.

PBOPOSA LS

OF

Diamond mine, an Anaconda
Copper Mining company properly, will resume lull operations next Monday, W. IS. Daly,
general MipeHntciidcnt of the
Anaconda company, announced loday. Two hundred men
have been employed at. the
mine I'm- some lime and Kill
more will uo on sliil't May I,
bringing the number (o mill nt
'
this mine.
Willi the opcnlii- - of (he
Diamond mine, there will bo u
total of 7.;:illl men employed
at the mines of the Auueoiidii
enmpuu.v In this district. e- elusive of the men employed
In the offlees.
"Jills means that there will
( 11,1) 0 II
be approximately
millers and mine men employed by the various companies hi this district mi the
first, of the iiiiinlli," said Mr.
Daly. "This Is the most sliu--

From the Time of Her Arrival in Washington With
Her Husband She is Center of Admiring Groups.

May Go Down in History as the Outstanding
Failure of the Last
Years, Outcome of
the 'Arms Conference at Washington Is a
. "Regional Alliance ," He Says.

'

Flames Ruin Ballroom of Hotel
After Famous Gridiron Banquet

MEN NEEDHFLP OF
WOMEN, SHE CLAIMS

sage to the American public, askin the postoffice
ing
department's efforts towards perfecting the postal service, was delivered tonight by Postmaster General Work and broadcut. by radio
Describing the post-.telephone.
service as one of the great undertakings of the business world
which has not been developed by
private enterprise. Dr. Work dewas "nothing
clared Its purpose
more than to serve the people in
50
an Intimate way in their dully contact with their fellow men."
Calling attention to "postal improvement week." beginning May
1, the postmaster general said the
public's assistance was essential to
success, and urged that mall matIATED PRESS.)
ter be plainly and correctly adtration with the statement that it dressed.
"may go down in history as the
outstanding failure of tho last fifty
years."
Mr. Cox devoted the major part
Of his address to an attack on the

jfBT TOR ASSOC
ra., April zs.
Harrisourg,
Speaking before a statewide gathering of democrats here tonight,
formor Governor .James M. Cox, of
candidate for
Ohio, democratic
president in 1320, started a verbal
onslaught on the Harding admlnls- - national administration and delivered a few shafts at the present
international policy of the country:
"Tho very thing that has threatened to disrupt the conference at
Genoa, is the outgrowth of our international process of circumlocul'OHECAST. .
the formed presidential canDenver, Colo., April 28. New tion,"
didate declared.
Mexico:
Saturday and Sunday, unThe
of tho arms confersettled,
possibly local showers; ence atresult
Washington, he said, is a
warmer east portion.
alliance."
This, he con"regional
Arizona:
unsettled,
Saturday,
tinued, "has led to other alliances,
possibly local showers; Sunday, and
grave crises have come in
probably fair; little change in temconsequence."
perature.
The republican campaign of "reorganization, economy and added
LOCAL REPORT.
in government,"
Mr,
efficiency
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Cox
declared, "has develoed into
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
the
of
in
spoils
actuality
recorded by the university:
.', BS
Highest temperature
42
Lowest
WHIWEn KY TWO YVOMEX.
..26
,.
Range
05
Mean
Independence, Kans., April
8
,
of talk that ha had been
Humidity at 6 a. m
59
them in pool halls, BenHumidity Rt 6 p. m.
slandering
Trace son V, Prior, a laborer, was taken
Precipitation
28
out
on
a
Wind velocity
country road and whipped
Rost by two women early this week, it
Direction of wind
Character of day. ; .Purlly cloudy became known hero today.

COPPER MINING

Viscountess Has This Privilege Because of the Fact
That She Is a Member of
British House.

HARDING ADMINISTRATION

,........

Dally liy Currier or Mall, 85c a Month
Single Copies fio

THESENATE

IN A SPEECH AT PITTSBURGH
1

EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, April 29, 1922.

CHICAGO BOLTED
BY

CITY

SCORED BY DEMOCRAT

FOR HIS

REPUDIATION OF SENATOR REED

His "Letter, Written With the Grace of a
Scholar, Is Unworthy of Him and of His
Known High Character," Is Declaration of
Isaac H. Lionberger, Lawyer.

nl

i

l

ATE!) PRESS.)
may ever have been supposed to
have."
Waging his attack on the former
president, Mr. Lionberger declares
in his statement that Mr. Wilson's
intervention was not only ungenerous but Impolite.
"Once before." he said, "he madt.
an appeal to the 'allegiance' which
he deemed the people owed him.
and so lost control of congress.
Later he demanded tluit they
should give him a vote of confidence with respect to the leaguo
of nations and his demand was denied by the largest popular vote on
record. Missouri went republican
Mr. Wilson's
letter,
by 150,000.
written with the grnce of a scholar,
is unworthy of him and of his
highly known character,"

tage

Two
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OPERATORS FAIL
HTRTr
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Answers to Questions.

J

'"eut;r can

et tlle
n"
ewer lo "y 4Ui!sUun Uy writius
11
I
Juurmtl infoi- LfllllJ The Albuyueriue
U I II
II liU II
imtior) um.eau Frederic J. Ha- 1 1
M".
'rector, Wi.sliln.gion. D. 0.
II I
II Ml MM I U I L L U This offer uppliut iinclly to
1
1
1
1
1
Tbs Uureau cannoi
tormution.
1
I
IV 1 1 IXi
Uljjive udvice on iegul, medical, ana
financial matter. It dues not at
to nett la domestic troubles,
Miners Appear Disgruntled tempt
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject. Write youi
at Lack of Progress To- -, question
plainly and briefly, line
name and uddienc and enclose
ward Settling Coal Strike; full
two centa In stamp for return
Owners Sanguine.
postage. All replies are lent direct
io the inquirer.)
(Hv Til. AeMirlnted Prr.)
How (loos tlio speed of linoNew Yurli. April .TO. The prespure with that ot u typeence of John I.. Lewis, head of the type i on i K.
C. A.
lure writer?
inline workers' internnliorml
A.
Tho typewriter record for
today, failoil to have the predicted sliced mulntalned
for an hour is 131
tffeet of speedini; up negotiations
a minute, which amounts to
toward settteinent of the anthra- words
On lino7,860 words per. nour.
cite eoal strike.
machines engaged in newstype
of
th''
niemheid
lahor
Inptend,
be
of wnpe con- paper work, the amount would
Joint
between 3,600 and 4,000
tract nccotlatlons returned to their unywhere
on
be
less
would
but
ems
hour,
districts tonipht without book per
work or work involving forihat which they had hnttled all eign
The word average
languages.
week to obtain a Blatement from might be estimated at 750 to 8u0
the operators nnnounclnpr what words per hour.
wnfre reductions they would seek
If. Which one of the two states,
opposed to tho Increase
Florida and California, is more likehy the miners.
ly to liuvo a cold spell, and give
The "psyeholocieal moment" to reasons why? J. McC.
reveal their program had not yet
A. Tlie weather bureau says that
arrived, the operators asserted at both of these states are liable to
the close of the session.
frosts to more or less extent,
While the miners appenred disupon the localities, Caligruntled at the lack of progress fornia extends over a wide territory
toward the strike's end. the opera- north and south, with many high
tors, for tho first time since
mountains, which give to it a vabegan last March IB ap riety of climate. Florida Is located
outcome.
of
the
much farther south and has, all
mnKuine
.peared
Prior to the conference, union told, a much milder climate.
delegates had repeatedly expressed
ii. Was Andri-- Johnson elected?
a belief that "hie developments" to the senate after ho was
would take place today. Their disZ. W. O.
A. Andrew Johnson's term as
appointment tonight was evident.
offiHoth operators and labor
president ended in 1869 and In
cials expressed satisfaction with 1875 he was elected to the United
States senate.
the bituminous situation.
'f
Mr. )w:s dee:ared the strike
i). I am a retired soldier, and
movement was holdins strong if contemplate making my residence
fllstrlcts nlready organized, and In trance. Will 1 still be able to
at a satisfactory draw my pay? M. I).
Wan spreading
A. A retired soldier may live In
n
fields.
rate In
' Operators were equally optimis- Europe and receive his pay there.
He must apply to the adjutant genn
tic, asserting that with
mines operating nt only part of eral's office, and comply with the
as to posting address.
rapacity due to the weak mnrket. regulations
Q. At what rate should a baby
the number of cars of unconslgned
M. C. F.
In weight?
roal and the "visible" supply was gain
A. During the first three months
pteaany increasing.
Supplies are the Increase
In
of a normal
weight
trowing rather than diminishing, baby should be about half
a pound
they said.
of the fifth
end
the
each
week; by
The t'nlted States Steel corporathe baby that has been pertion, which only two weeks ago month well
and Is being properly
was reported to be facing a short-g- e fectly
should have doubled its
nourished
of coal and coke, was said
and weigh about fifbirth
weight
to "have coal to sell."
teen pounds, and at the end of the
fifteenth month it should weigh
three times its weight at birth. In4 JURORS SELECTED
fants that are very large at birth
; AND SWORN IN TRIAL do
not increase so rapidly.
Q. Was Kobcrt G. Ingersoll a
OF GOVLEN SMALL
;
republican or a democrat? K, L. I).a
A. Kobert G. Ingersoll was
(By The Asaorlnted Trent.)
democrat and active in party
f Waukegan, 111., April 28 (by the
the civil war, when
until
Associated Press.) Trial of Gov- he becameafter
It was as
a
ernor Len Small, charged with con- a delegate torepublican.
the republican naspiracy to embezzle state funds, tional convention of 1876 that he
ended the first week tonight with made his famous "plumed knight"
four Jurors selected and sworn and speech,
placing Blaine in nominad
lawyers still trying to fill the
tion for president.
panel,
.
How many miles or naviga
. So far as
actual results go, the ble rivers are
there in the Culled
(trial is no further along tonight, Stntes? M. Mcl.
when adjournment was taken for
A. It is estimated that there
Ihe week end, than it was forty-eig- are on the mainland of the United
hours ago, but the lawyers
about 25,000 miles of naviand Judge Claire C. Edwards still States
rivers, 2,500 miles of canals,
believe they can complete the jury gated
many thousands of miles of reguhy Tuesday night.
waters in lakes and
larly navigated
Governor Small and his attorneys Ways,
more than 2.S00 miles of
left Waukegan immediately after sounds,and
bays and bayous.
the adjournment to spend the week
When were Insane hospital
end in Chicago or at their homes. firstj. established
in this coiintry-M- .
Ar,y

III
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SOUTHWEST FORESTS

A. The first state hospital for the
exclusive care of Insant patients was
WILL PROBABLY NOT
established at Williamsburg, Va., in
1768, and its first patients were adGET LARGER BUDGET mitted
?
in 177.1.
Q. What is the oldest kind of
Although there will be more Insurance?
K, V. V,
funds available for forest service
A. Marine insurance long pre
administration next year, conser- ceded insurance against fires and
vation will be made In all branch- upon lives.
es of the operations and It la possible that the aouthw-s- t
district H0LL0MAN ASKS WOMEN
will not obtain any of the additional funds. According to Roy TO KEEP CHILDREN OFF
Jleadley. assistant to the chief
forester at Washington, the great- THE STREETS AT NIGHT
er' part of the additional funds
wfll he used
nthe northwest for- (Hpeeial lorrnpnndror to I'iie Jnnrniil )
ests where the fire danger is
Gallup, N. M April 28. Judge
district
greatest and most expensive to Reed Holloman an of the at
the
address
court delivered
combat.
rooms
court
this
The assistant chief has been In
morning to the
this week with a people of Gallup. A special effort
Albuquerque
number of other forest service of- was made to have the ladies of the
ficials who have been assisting In town present, and particularly the
mothers.
Judge Holloman urged
deciding the financial
requirements for this district next year. the women to take a hand In keeping the children of the town off
1
the streets after the curfew hour,
SHOOTS UIMSF.LF.
28
and
Chicago, April
suggested that they organize
Kalph
today went to a cemetery of in an effort to make the place
which he was part owner and at they live In a better one.
one time secretary, and shot him-ee- lf
The court had an open hour
while standing on a lot which Wednesday morning. Frank Smith,
be had intended to be used for his who pleaded guilty to a charge of
own burial. Ill health was said by rape, was to have been tried at
friends to have prompted the act.
that hour. The court took the occasion to deliver a public address
and call the attention of the people to conditions that had recently
been revealed.
Superintendent Roy L. White of
the Gallup public schools has
worked with the grand Jury Inces
santly and had brought about the
indictment
of both Smith and
Brandy Brock, who committed suicide following his arrest on a similar charge.
Committees of (women were appointed to circulate petitions requesting the town council to publish tho curfew ordinances In each
of tho two town papers at least
two times, and that the curfew
which sounds every evening
siren
Ym
n F'wfcy
at 9 be blown with much more vethnofirrmtht
siik
SaturdayEvtif
hemence. The petition also states
jfofrtfT
that the undersigned will
adrmlagtof H
52&
with the council in an effort
to make the observation of the
curfew regulations more effective.

f
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GeiYour Dollar

Here

FYRAC
Spark PLUGS

This is the plug with one
INCH of firing surface!
Gives a volley of sparks

every time. Means sure
fire! Ignites all the fuel
vapor gives your motor

new power and pep

means more miles per gallon. To get full benefit,
put one in every cylinder.
We'll give you a certificate
worth $1 on a set of Fyracs
for your car. Come in now
'"While this offer lasts!

Price $1 a plug

WHITNEY
Hardware Company
Phone 76.
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Senator John Sharp Williams.
Politics appealed to John Sharp
Williams, democratic senator from
Mississippi, more thnn either the
law business or cotton planting.
That's why he has represented his
state in one of the two branches of
the pational legislature for many
years. He was born July 80. 1864.
at Memphis, Tenn. Educated In
private schools, University of the
South, University of Virginia and
of
the University
Heidelberg,
Baden, Germany. Then studied
law at the U. of Virginia and in a
well known Memphis firm. Then
began proctlce of lav. and engaged
in cotton planting.
Entered congress the first time as a represent
ative.
Served in congress from
to sixtieth sessions.
the fifty-thir- d
Took his Beat in the senate In 1911.
CRUCES WOMAN SANG AT
GRAND ENCAMPMENT OF

THE KNIGHTSJEMPLARS
(Special Corrcipondfnre to Th Journal.)
Ias Cruces, N. M., April 28.
Mrs. Homer C. Rivers, contralto,
has been in New Orleans where she

sang at the triennial grand encampment of the Knights Templar
of the United States. Mrs. Rivers
sang one of her own compositions
entitled "Worthy the Name ot Sir
Knight," accompanied by Mrs. W
J. Stevens, also of Las Cruces.
Reports from New Orleans re
ceived by officers of the Las Cruces
comniandery say a movement is on
root there to have Sirs. Rivers
tompositlon adopted as the national
song of Knight Templarhood.

SUMMER MISSIONARY
CONFERENCE WILL BE
HELD INJVIEADOW CITY
torrfflpomltnre to The .loitrnnl.)
Las Vegas, N. M April 28.
The summer conference of the
(Nperlul

Protestant
district of

Episcopal

Missionary
New Mexico and west
Texas will be held here July
Decision to hold the conference
here was made at the convocation, held In Las Vegas last February. The dates have Jut been
decided upon by Rev. F. M.
Johnson, Jr., rector of St. Paul's
church. Marfa, Texas, chairman
of the committee on arrangement.
The Las Vegas churchmen will
mnke arrangements
for a site
and tents, and will send descriptive matter and road maps to all
pafts of tne district. A large
crowd of clergymen and laymen
is expected, especially from Texas.
During early July, Las Vegas
will entertain visitors from the
Cowboys reunion, the Episcopal
conference, the Informal gathering of Kiwanlans of Colorado.
New Mexico, and Texas, and the
exemplification of degree work
here by the Knights of Columbus.
The town is making preparations
now to care for all the visitors.

LAND0N BAKER
WILL MARRY IN JUNE

MARY

n

Advertise
the
ing Journal for best
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CAMPBELL
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A

BRAND MEWMAN
Has Never Seen Anything to Equal the Way
Tanlac Built Him Up, Declares Houston Man.

He

"It's a mystery to me what was
the matter with me, but whatever It was was very serious and
Tanlac is the only thing that has
ever done me any good," said
Jerry P. Campbell, 8402 Center
street, Houston, Texas.
"Nothing I ate agreed with me
and I had frequent headaches,
my back across my kidneys hurt

til
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TODAY IS BOX STATIONERY
DAY AT THE UNITED STORE
15c

ALBUQUERQUE

BOX PAPER FOR 5c

TODAY ONLY

The treasure boxes from Moscow
alone are heaped to the ceiling
Tho boxes seen by the correspondent filled one floor one hundred
feet wldn.
feet long and forty-fiv- e
Four other floors are being "used
treasures
from the
for storing the
provinces.
The Kiev monastery
yielded
among other articles a golden
dia241
with
lamp ornamented
monds and 207 pearls, according to
newspaper advices.

PROPOSALS FOR

HEINZ

RECONSTRUCTION
OF
RUSSIA SUBMITTED
(Continued

from Page Ons.)

French sources, tne British draft
proposals suggest that Great Britain has a fund of (25,000,000 availin Russia
able for development
which could be placed at the disin
of
interested
Englishmen
posal
that country. It also asserted that
BelRium and Japan possess large
amounts of capital for economic
development in Russia, that other
countries could send technical experts to Russia and thnt Italy
could aid Russia through her cooperative
agricultural

PAINS SO BAD
WOULD GO TO BED

Iron Mountain, Mich. "I had terrible paina every month and at times

naatogotoDeaon

account'of them. I
saw your advertisement and took
Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Veeetablo

with
Compound
very good results.
I can work all day
long now at my
sicktime.

57 VARIETIES

be demonstrated at our store all day today.
are invited to come and sample these pure
products, and be convinced that they are the
packed.
On account of recent reductions, we offer the
following reduced prices:
Heinz Baked Beans, three kinds, three sizes
Will
You
food
best

11 oz., 12c; 18 oz., 17c; 30 oz., 27c
11 oz., 14c; 18 oz., 19c
Heinz Kidney Beans
Heinz Apple Butter
pint jar 31c; quart, 49c
Heinz Peanut Butter, three sizes
3Vz oz., 14c; 6Vsi oz., 19c; 10 oz., 29c
Heinz Chili Sauce
39c
Heinz Evaporated Horseradish
21c
Heinz Ketchup
small, 22c; large, 36c
Heinz Cooked Sauer Kraut
27c
1 lb., 31c; 2 lbs., 59c
Heinz Mincemeat
Heinz Mustard
12c
Heinz Stuffed Olives, 8 oz.
36c
Heinz Olive Oil, 2 pint
46c
4 oz., 26c; 7 oz., 46c
Heinz Pickled Onions
Heinz Pepper Sauce, Red and Green
26c
Heinz Chow Chow
3
oz., 22c; 12 oz., 32c
Heinz Sweet Gherkins, 12 oz
.....37c
Heinz Sweet Midget Gherkins, 10 oz
49c
Heinz Sweet Pickles
4 oz., 24c; 12 oz., 37c
Heinz India Relish
7 oz.,. 20c; 16 oz., 36c
Heinz Cooked Spaghetti, three size .
10 ozi, 14c; 16 oz., 18c; 30 oz., 33c
Heinz Cream Soups :
Tomato
14c and 19c
Cream of Pea
23c
Cream of Celery
23c
HEINZ VINEGARS
Cider, pints
,23c
Cider, Quarts
38c
White
.pints, 23c; quarts, 38c
Malt
pints, 23c; quarts, 38c
Cider Vinegar, 2 gal
73c
1--

Two Women Tell How Lydia L
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Stopped Their Suffering

:

You

may use these
facts as a testimo

nial and I am

recommending the Vegetable Com
pound to my friends." Mrs. A. H.
Garland, 218 E. Brown St., Iron
Mountain, Michigan.
Xcnia, Ohio. "Every month I had
such Bains in my back and lower part
of my abdomen that I could not lie
quietly in bed. I suffered for about
five years that way and I was not regular either. I read an advertisement
of what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had done for other
women.soldecidedtotryit, Itsurely
has helped me a lot, as I have no
pains now and am regularand feeling
Mrs. Mary Dale, Route 7,
nne.
Xenia, Ohio.
If you suffer as did Mrs. Garland orn
Mrs. Dale, you should give this
medicine a thorough trial

1--

EXTRA

SPECIAL

's 16 oz. Jam

...23c

ch's 15 oz. Grapalade

Do you want
a clear skin?

23c

TWO STORES IN ALBUQERQUE
'
330 North Third
205 North First

TheResinol
treatment makes

skins clearer

LUMBER

fresher, lovelier

Try it
cind see

.
By The Assorlntrd Tress.)

Los Angeles, Calif., April 28.
A grand Jury will be Impaneled to-

morrow by the I,os Angeles county
superior court to Investigate activities of the Ku Klux Klan.
This was announced hv Presiding Judge Frank R. Willis following a meeting late today of twelve
of the twenty-thre- e
superior court
Judges.
"The present emergency" caused
by alleged Ku Klux Klan activities,
Judge Willis said, was the sole reason for calling the Jury together.

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

ing.

GRAND JURY WILL BE
IMPANELED TODAY TO
PROBE KU KLUX KLAN

IHTERTA IS DELAYED.
IK
EI Paso. Texas, April 28. Adolfa
de la Huerta, Mexican secretary of
finance will not leave Mexico City
for his conference with InternaHOT SPRINGS PASSES
tional bankers In New York until
some time between May 15 and 80.
A CURFEW ORDINANCE
according to a telegram received
today at the Mexican consulate. He
(Hiwial Correspondence to The Journal.) had announced he would leave May
Hot Springs, N. M., April 28.
5.
The old city council met for the
last time in regular session last
Tuesday night, but will meet with
the newly elected council next Monday In extra session, when the bus- BETTER
iness of the city will be turned over
and the new council sworn in.
The retiring officials are: Otto Thousands Have Discovered
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
fJoetz, mayor; HUmar E. James,
I It. Armijo, Dr. A. C. White and
are a Harmless Substitute
Leo F. Smith, trustees, and W. 8.
Dr. Edwards' Olive tablets the
Howard, treasurer. The city clerk
are a mild but sure
for calomel
lutely resigned.
The incoming officials are: Emll axative, and their effect on the liver is
James, mayor: I,eo P. Smith Jake tlmoet instantaneous. These little
Caldwell, W. 8. Howard and Grover
tablets are the result of Dr
T. Bolander, trustees, and R. A.
Edwards determination not to treat
nowara, cicrK,
One of the last official acts of iver and bowel complaints with calomel
The pleasant little tablets do the rooC
the retiring board was the passing
of a curfew ordinance at the in- ;hat calomel does, but have, no bad aftet
stance of half a hundred mothers :ffecU. They don't injure the teeth likt
very much in earnest about the strong liquids or calomel. They take
matter, each one of whom was will- lold of the trouble and quickly correct
ing to pledge herself to act as a
Why cure the liver at the expense o
deputy night marshal.
:he teeth? Calomel sometimes playi
lavoc with the gums. So do strong
KDITORS TO MEKT.
Chicago. Aorll 28. Several nrnin. liquids. It is best not to take calomel
inent speakers will be on the pro Let Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets takt
gram of the International Editorial ts place.
association at the annual conven
Headaches, "dullness and that laz)
tion which, it was announced to- feeling come from constipation and i
day, will be held in Chicago May disordered liver. Take Dr. Edwards
A discussion of radio twid
"
its use in transmitting news will Olive Tablets when you feel "logy am
"heavy." They "clear" clouded brair
be an important part of the
and "perk up "the spirits. 15c and 30c.

GLASS
CEMENT

RES1N0L

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

5oolhinq and Healinq

423 North First Street

r

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

I

Rulliinnskera sod Wcldrrs.
Tel. 104T-SIC) South Second 6t.

I

"WE'LL RAISE IOCB SALABV
That Is
th.
that our studems ars
E pression
htarlnj from thslr employers.
Is
Knowledfe
Power." The
knuwledge jrou tain from our
business courses places you right
In litis for
promotion. As you
learn more ,ou
cat! earn more.
Our Instruction la practical and
say.
if y ar. interested la
making money, then let ua tell
you now we may help you. Day,
N
.veoing ana special Sessions,
SCHOOL
rOR I'RIVATB SECBE-TAR1K-

.!...

W

.

Eighth Street and TIJenis Arenas.

TiA

JHAfLCALOMa

olive-lore-

t

20-2-

Moscow, April 28 (by the Associated Press.) The famous TrolU-k- l,
or Trinity cathedral in Petro-gra- d
has been robbed of all Us valuables. Similar depredations are
reported at other places, but generally speaking the requisitioning
of church valuables Is proceeding
'
with little difficulty.
Removal of. the valuables from
the churches In Moscow Is about'
completed. The aggregate of treasure th ken Includes
silver by the ton, gold by the hundred weight, pearls by the buHhel
and diamonds by the peck. The
valuables are stored in bronzo boxes and placed In warehouses under guard, where they await sort-

USUi.

three-fourt-

Washington, April 28 (by the
Associated
Press.) Senator La
Follette, republican, Wisconsin, attacking leases of naval oil reserve
lands in the senate today, declarwere
ed the reserves
being
"scrapped in behalf of specially favored
Interests)."
His
private
speech was in reference to lease!
recently made by the interior department in the Tea Pot Dome,
Wyoming, reserve to Sinclair oil
interests.
The Wisconsin senator contended that the department in making
the leases, was "granting to favored individuals public properties
worth hundreds of millions of dollars which belong to the people."
He urged adoption ot his resolution calling upon the administration for all facts and documents
the Tea Pot Dome
regarding
leases.
Secretary Fall of the Interior department was attacked by Senator
La Folletto as the "ablest oppon
ent of the policy of conservation
established under Roosevelt."
In
Pancho Villa. '
all his public career, Senator La
Follette said, secretary Fall was
Gen. Francisco Villa is reported
not conspicuous as a guardian of
to have announced his candidacy
the naval oil reserves.
(or the governorship of Durango
Vnluo of Tea Pot Reserve.
The value of the Tea Pot Dome in recent advices from Mexico,
reserve was estimated at 1500,000,-00- 0 Uodsr h'i amnesty terms he is
by the Wisconsin senator, who pledged to refrain from politics.
declared that the only reason advanced by the interior department
for the leases was the alleged dan- AMERICAN NEWSPAPER
ger of depletion by drainage from
MEET
adjacent private oil wells. This he
challenged, presenting statements
CLOSES IN NEW YORK
from Governor Carey of Wyoming;
Dr. G. B. Morgan, Wyoming state
(By The Aiioclated PreM.)
geologist and others denying thit
New York, April 28. The condanger of drainage existed.
The connection of the Sinclair oil vention of the American NewspaInterests with the Tea Pot Dome per Publishers' association closed
leases, Senater La Follette said,
tho members
had
lies in the fact that the vice pres- today after
a resolution regarding fedident of the Ma. imoth Oil com- adopted
eral
two
taxes,
regarding advertis
pany of Delaware, which was given the leases, is a Sinclair direc- ing and one In nfemory of mem
tor. Harry Sinclair, the senater bers who have died during the last
Officers for next year were
asserted, was "prominent In oil, year.
elected at the morning session.
racing and administration circles."
The most Important resolution
During the period of "mystery"
about tho leases Senator La Fol- of the day, according to officers,
It read:
lette said, "speculation In Sinclair concerned circulation.
"Whereas, tho question of circulaexoil on the New York stock
tion
is
and
solicitation
change Jumped In three days' trad- abuse and has been abused liable to
by both
ing to over 130,000.000.
publishers and advertisers to the
Distinct Surprise.
of
dealminded
fair
disadvantape
"The throwing open of the nav?.l
reserves by leasing tho lands to ings. Therefore, bo it
"Resolved, that any form of
oil corporations by this administration came as a distinct surprise guaranteeof that impairsratethoto level
justice
publishers'
any
to the country," said Senator La
Follette. "The policy of thirteen other advertiser is destructive of
and
should
be
avoided."
advertising
of
years
conserving underground
The association went on record
oil in naval reserves
has been
the
abandoned. The three great naval as opposed to any change in
oil reserves have recently become existing commission system In advertising, and ns opposed to a sysprivate oil reserves."
Senator La Follette, who made tem which splits differential rateB
allowed
between
by publishers
public recently a letter from former Secretary Daniels of the navy agents and advertisers.
This system was held to be "Imdepartment, attacking the Tea Pot moral and
destructive to the best
Dome leases, said it was ''significant that every officer of the navy interests of the advertiser, the pubwho had been specially detailed to lisher and tho agent."
The resolution on taxes favored
investigate the naval reserves and amendments
to the 1921 revenue
who had become especially
well
in so far as it affects
act,
Informed as to these naval reserves, and supported Secretary
Dnnlels In thnt contest have since
been ordered to sea or to other FRENCHMEN
FOLLOWED
parts of the world for duty."
U. S. BANDITS' PLANS
National Safety.
"For several years this fight to
IN HOLDING UP TRAIN
protect the naval oil reserves
against thrse hungry exploiters has
(Bj The Aoelntd Press.)
been waged In and out of conTaris, April 28. Menelas Cher-rie- r,
gress," Senator La Follette continone
of the three bandits
ued. "From the beginning it has
been much more than a question charged with holding up the Marof oil reserves; it has been a ques- seilles Express on July 24, Inst,
caused prolonged laughter In the
tion of national safety.
nssir.es court this afternoon
"Today tho oil reserves are on Seine
the high road to destruction or ex- when he smilingly explained he
were confihaustion by allowing especially fa- end his companions
vored Interests to secure leases dent of success because he had
the
modelled
attack
strictly In ac
upon them.
They are being
In
with train hold-up- s
tho
scrapped; that is all. The circum- cord
States, which he added,
stances
the' de- United
surrounding
successful."
Defendparture from the old policy "are hisalways
act on the ground that he-ing
clearly indicates the need for the was
carrying out tho principles of
full light of publicity on the Interests which have motivated the in- anarchy, Chcrrler, addressing the
terior department In this matter." Jury declared:
"For ten years I've struggled,
Senator La Follette promised
eye, tooth for tooth, against
later to discuss private leases in eye for
my Irreducible enemy society."
the California oil reserves.

a,

Greb, who has boxed In the middle
and heavyweight ranks, recently outpointed
Tom Gibbons, the St. Paul pugilist, in a decision bout here. He me dreadfully and I had an inaspires to the heavyweight title tense pain In' my left side all the
held by Jack DempBey.
time. I tried everything and cut
diet down to almost nothing.
At one time ladies adorned their Imywas operated on twice, too, but
headdresses with carrot leaves, the I still continued to go down hill.
light feathery verdure of which, it
Tanlac I am like
"Since
is said, "caused them to be no con- a differenttaking
man. I eat anything
temptible substitute for the plum- I want, never have a headache
age of birds."
and that awful pain is gone out
of my side. Another fine thing
is that I never have In my life
in
Morn- seen
anything to equal the way
Tanlac is building me up."
Tanlac Is sold by the Alvarado
Pharmacy and all other leading
druggists everywhere, Adv.
ht

Re-

Paris, April 28. Miss Mary Lan-doRaker
announced
today
through her hostess, Viscountess
Jnnze, that her marrlape to Alllster
McCormlck will take place in England in June, tho date to be fixed
later.
Miss Paker and Mr. McCormlck, PORTER WHO HAD READ
It was said,
plan to remain In
OF DOYLE'S
France during May, going to Lon- ACCOUNTS
In
don early
June. They are lookSTABS
WIFE
ing forward to a series of pleasure LECTURES
trips from Paris In the company of
The
Aaaoelsted
(Br
friends during the coming month.
Frets.)
New York, April 28. Suicides In
New York, Newark and Toronto
CONDITTOXAI
PARllOV.
Santa re, April 28. Conditional by persons who had been reading
pardon has been granted hy Gov- accounts of spiritualist theoriesfto- ernor M. C. Mechem to Junn
day were followed by court action
ho was condemned from in Brooklyn to commit a porter
Grant county In July, 1521, to who was alleged to have become
serve five to ten years for an of- mentally deficient and stabbed his
fense not given. , Executive clem- wife in mistake for a ghost. The
ency was recommended by Judge wife was seriously wounded In the
head. Counsel for Frank Alesl.
R. R. Ryan, trial Judge.
the porter, told the court that his
client had been reading accounts
of lectures by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, and that Alosi's mental condition was such that he should not
be allowed at large, Alesl was held
without bail.

ARTICLES ARE SIGNED
BY TUNNEY AND GREB
New York, April 28. Gene Tun-nc- y
of New York, American
champion, and Harry
Greb of Pittsburgh, tonight 'signed
articles for a
bout title
contest in Madison Square Garden
the night of May 26. Tunney, the
champion of the
American expeditionary forces In
France, won the American title
from Battling Lcvinsky in a
contest at the Garden last

(Bf Th

k
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(By The Awwlaled Press.)

serves Are Scrapped In
Behalf of Favored Private Interests.
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Wisconsin Senator Says
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TRINITY CATHEDRAL
VILLA WANf S TO
IN PETR0GRAD ROBBED
BE GOVERNOR OF
OF ALL ITSVALUABLES
DUKANGO STATE

IS FLAYED
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Wind Shield
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C.

Glass-Lumb-

BAI.KKIDOB

481 South First Slrret.
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MJMIIKB

CO.

I'tions 402.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
BE FRACTION
101 8. Fourth.
Phone 10ST--

ISa

ertra Inn nun
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BY NOON TODAY

COAL
Large Sized
Fancy Egg
Gallup

$1050
$11.00

Lump
SPLIT RED CEDAR

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a
so they will reach ua by
Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can
take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad
Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.

sub-scrib- er,

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pre..

Albuquerque Morning Journal '
Phones 13 or 66.

April 29, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

ROBERT HENDERSON CHOSEN AS

NEW YORK NOW

FIRE CHIEF; COLLISTER
IS TO RETIRE THIS MORNIH

CITY

HEADQUARTERS
OF FUR TRADE
By FHEDKKIC J. HASIUN.
New York, April 28. The beaver
on the shield of the city of New
York, which at umes has appeared
a triile meaningless, has lately become as appropriate as it was In
the old days when the shrewd traders of Nieuw Amsterdam placed it
there. For New York now claims
to be the center of the world's fur
industry.
Before the war, Leipsic enjoyed
this prestige, the German city holding virtually a monoply on the dyeing and dressing of alt expensive
skins. But this year, with some of
Kurope's cleverest furriers trans
ferred to New York shops and certain secret processes evidently
transferred with them, American
furs are rivaling and even surpassing the fine peltries exhibited in
the Leipsic market.
Yet this lead Is not likely to be
maintained without a struggle. The
reputation of the German furriers,
famous for
whose skill has been
'
a formidable
centuries, presents
obstacle. Stiff competition is ex
pocted not only in the manufacture

j City Clerk Addie McAvoy and City Treasurer

T. W. Telfer Present Resignations; Glad- ding Wants Vacancies to Be Filled By New
City Manager Yet to Be Selected.

son of the
Robert Henderson,
5fire chief at Kansas City, Mo., and
Tfor many years a captain of the
'Kansas City fire department, was
appointed Albuquerque fire chief
Jfccsterday by City Manager James
Gladding upon tho suggestion of
1 the city commission, which declared
"the office of fire chief vacant, automatically retiring William Comaker, who has been fire chief for the
Ipast year.
Chief Henderson will assume
; Fire
-- his
new duties this morning at 8
Joclock. He was introduced to reFire Chief Collister yester-da- y
tiringafternoon
and to all of the city
Jfiiemen. The new chief has been
trained in fire fighting since his
tvouth and Is a scientific manager
Jut fire fighting methods and
He comes here from
paratus.
hai
Phoenix,' Arizona, where ha fam-ilSspent the past year with hissouth-wethe
into
moved
having
for tho benefit of his wife's
riiealth.
The question of the fire chief appointment arose yesterday of th?n
at the special meeting
city commissioners called by Mayor
Iwilliam K. Walton. The entire
Smembership of the commission was
present at the meeting and It was
Ithe unanimous decision that the
Jposition of fire chief be declared
'
jvacant.
I City Manager James Gladding
Cwas unofficially Informed of ths
commission and
iPRlre nf the
itated that he would notify Chief
' S'ollister at once. This was done
ate yesterday afternoon. The
then Intimated to the
ity manager that they would favor
"the appointment of Mr. Hender
son. City Manager Gladding staiea
his
J hat he would be glad to offer
and would
Hosest
Jmake the appointment, which was
Z

--

Gladding, but as the members desired more information regarding
applicants, it was decided not to
make the selection until the next
regular meeting. A large number
of applicants have filed their recommendations with the commission. Most of the men who have
so far applied for the vacancy ure
technical engineers. A. R. Heben-strei- t,
former city manager, now
connected with the New Mexico
Construction
company, has been
suggested for the position by ComMr. Heben-stre- it
missioner Kd Swope.
stated yesterday that he was
not yet in a position to say whether
he Would be able to accept the
berth if it was offered to him.

MEXICANS, ILLITERATE,
DEPORTED FROM GALLUP

"nth.

el in d hilt
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control

D. A. R. PRESIDENT
PAUL DESGHANEL
DECORATES GRAVE
OF UNKNOWN HERO

Til
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BOOKS, RECORDS

Passing of Former President'
Of France, DUe tO DOUble
Pneumonia, Causes Wide
Spread Sorrow.

Interstate secretary
Day,
M
o.Vi,. Una liti'.a.
(
tii
diction
New Mexico, Arizona and

(By Tlie AHmint1 ln'tM.)
Paris, April 2S, (l!y tho Associated Press.) Paul Deschanel.
former president of France died
today after an illness of less than

The passing of M. Deschanel,
for many years had been
prominent In the political life of
France, caused widespread sorrow.
HiR friends had hoped for
his recovery until this piornini:
when the physicians in attendance announced, that he could not
survive. Madame Deschanel was
nt the bedsido when her husband

P'A

died.

The former president's eagerness to be up and doing, notwithstanding his lung weakened condition, played an Important part
in hastening his death.
lie Insisted last, week on leaving his
residence before he had coiiinlete-l- y
recovered from a cold. There
was a relapse Sunday and double
pneumonia developed on

Ever since the war, the American
fur trade has unquestionably held
in procuring raw
tho advantage
United
Slates
Immigration
of
reF. liarn
John
furs, hut the recent
Inspector
Galfrom
Russia into the world's fur busiturned yesterday
unlup, where ho made a survey ness has caused a good deal of
of the alien situation.
Mr. Ham easiness in New York fur circles.
yesterday was preparing papers The first blow fell last fall when
of the soviet government shipped nine
providing for the deportation
Jose Gonzales and his family, wjio carloads of furs to Leipsic to be
TT
are charged with entry into .New sold at auction, to pay for (lerman
GRAVEST
Mexico from Mexico without prop- locomotives and farn equipment. Mrs. George Maynard Minor at
the greater emphaer inspection.
Mr.
Ham found It fell with all
tomb of unknown soldier in
that Gonzales, his daughter Rosa sis because most of the furs were
Arlington cemetery.
and his wife Victoria are illiterate the confiscated property of private
FACED BY WORLD
firms and individuals, including
and thus eligible for deportation.
Mrs. George Maynard
Minor,
them
of
Soma
Americans.
several
Mr. Ham expects to return to
president cential cf the Daughters
come from the palaces of form
Gallup, Tuesday, where he will act had
of the American Revolution, re-as provost marshal. He is a cap- er Russian nobles, while others had
of
cently placed several floral tributes
been removed from the packs
GEDDES
tain in the headquarters troop, small
fur traders and the large on the tomb of the unknown
New Mexico national guard,
dier in Arlington cemetery.
warehouses.
Among
The
1
v
i u
mtllfrtn An. wreutns were
gathered from all
lars worth of skins belonging to a parts of the country
during the Millions Are Dying for Things
had national convention of the
firm.
American
They
single
D. A. R.
MAY TAKE
been gathered in with fine imparti- held in Washington.
Which Are Necessary to
in
the
soviet
government
ality by
Life and Happiness, Says
its process of nationalizing all reSdone at once.
sources.
wanted to see tho country,"
he
Other Resignations.
even
Ambassador.
demanded
FOR
GRAY
"I
suppose they
told his disapproving friends, who
I Resignations of City Clerlf Addie
the fur capes ano neckpieces from tried their
best to argue him out
reSMcAvov and of City Treasurer T.
women in the
streets,"
the
(By The AHKOrbited Press.
of tho idea. That was In tho fall,
AV. Telfer
were handed to City
marked a New York fur man re- and
Washington, April 2S. The ecodid
not see him again unJSuanager James Gladding yesterday
they
firm
his
In
how
explaining
OH SUNDAY cently,
But when he ap- nomic situation which confronts
Jrhe resignations are to take effect
had failed to get Its furs out of til February.
of the world today constitute tho gravimmediately upon the selection ol
I'll say this for peared he caused the sensation
Russia. "Rut,
est menace In all history, declared
i)ther occupants for the offices.
them they're always very polite. the year by bringing twenty-thre- e
of
silver
black
foxes
with
J Speaking of the resignations last
him. Sir Auckland tleddes, the British
sent nn oi uh iiiviiaiiuno iv pelts
n
nicy
Ho
5tn,ti-on
made
one
Gladding
trapon
City
Manager
that
wd
Game Promises come over to Leipsic and
jnight,
ambassador, speaking tonight be- stated that he would not make apRoods, even if they did happen io ping cxpendition.
Cull
a meeting of the
tn
nf
lure
so
until
offices
Be
pointments for the
"Yes." mu.-ethe fur dealer conference
Oliap, Vail be our own. Perhaps they though'.
of women and the Nainstructed by the city commission.
we micht cherish a sentimental at- - sadly, "if I were only a young man. tional
Ploowo io QinnoH
lln
inr
Leugbe of Women Voters at
" ,v" itachment for some of the furs, ann you wouldn't find me hero in New Cimi inenlul
"I would prefer that the appoiny '
Memorial hall.
tments be made at the suggestion of
Place in the Garden.
Mi lions of
they weren't going to be so mean York. I would be up In the North
men. women and
lie new city manager, who Is not
as to stand in the way of our buy- country making a new fortune. l lii lil it. i) are dyins throughout the
et appointed," Mr; Gladding stated
if we wanted to.
them
never
Furs
have
back,
been
will
the
ing
of food, lack of
for
world
lack
anywhere
occupy
probably
Jolly
J'As my resignation is not effect- box
of Furs.
Selling
nearly worth whnt they are today work, lack of those things wiiich
the Grays Sunday after
t.
ive untl! June 1, I would be veryIf noon for
fir.
was
tho
fall
sale
last
"The
a
fair
fox
silver
meet
Mountalnalr
when
to
are
why,
only
life
and happiness,
they
pelt
necessary
Triad to make the appointments
at Barelas field in the first pre- Since then, there have been sev- will bring from $350 to $500 on he said, adding that this situation
Jthey are desired before that time season
bolshevik!
the
the
eral.
this year. It Is also
Gradually,
had become "the tragedy of (he
edge of the trapping country
flipon the" suggestion of the new possible game
that Manager Dan Padilla are getting rid of about $50,000,00" and the demand Is simply im- moment, and that behind this
manager.
old
or
mense.
Tbese
durout
furs.
will
worth
all
his
There
represent
of
has
never
been
try
anyI
pitchers
tragedy lies even greater dangei
Manaerr Job Open.
the game in order to give them stock which lias been held since ining iiko it neiore.
unless wisdom of pronounced charCity commissioners discussed the ainglittle work
Include
not
do
and
out
fire.
under
revolution
the
"Years ago, the Hudson's Bay acter is exercised."
of new city manager
jnppointmpnt
Rusto
A
new
was
in
the
outfielder
added
new
skins
Economic Problems,
by
brought
Ito succeed City Manager James
thought it was doing a
the Grays yesterday when Van sian trappers. We've got just as company
The Britisit ambassador, who
fine business If It made $500,000
new
furs
was
of
San Antonio,
Cleave,
signed good a chance to buy the
in a year.
even a little fox spoke on the same platform with
Ambussadoi
up for the season. Van Cleave, has as the Germans. Our fur scouts ranch on Today,
Hughes,
Prince Edward Island Secretary
been playing winter ball in the Im are over there now in Kamchatka will sell for
Mathleu, of Chile; Dr. 1.. 8. Howe,
In
$100,000.
the
STAR FURNITURE
crossand Siberia and down nt the
perial valley league.
of the boom, $27,000,000 director general of the
The new Fourth street fence, roads and village fairs of Mon height
union; Mrs. Robert Lansing.
worth of
wero sold In ten can
GUESSING CONTEST
which is ten feet high, was comr golia,
Mrs. Mnud Wood Park and Mrs.
Manchuria
and Persia. day at thopelts
St.
Louis
and
auction,
at Barelas field yesterday These
boys won't have any millions of dollars worth of furs Carrie Chapman Catt, confined his
CLOSES AT 6 TONIGHT pleted
and there will be no more free bail cinch, Leipsic
remarks chiefly to the1 "menace of
believe me, even if they nre are sold every timo we have
an economic
games for the several hundred fans so friendly with the bolshevik!. auction
problems."
in
New
is
which
to
stake
York,
their
Who have formed the habit of tak- Besides, we have the great fur
People wishing
"Governments," said Kir Auckguesses against a $60 Torring-to- n ing advantage
of the lack of resources of Cannda and Alaska to about three times a year."
with emphasis, "pressed by the
It was not until the time of the land
Electric vacuum cleaner
fence on this side of tho field.
need, may do things that may lead
on the continent here World's
from
draw
must get their guesses into the
Columbian exposition in to disaster."
Considerable work has been done
home.
on the Parelas field grounds, which at "The
that the great demand for Among the several thousand woStar Furniture Company befur trade today," he con- Chicago
furs
in this country.
Beshould be in better shape this year tinued
fore 6 this evening.
started
men who packed the great hall
with enthusiasm, "Is about fore that
Here is the contest. A rug than ever before. Additions to th?
they hail been worn only where the arms conference was
exciting sport as It was In the by the very
was laid on the sidewalk in grandstands are also under con- as
women
wealthy. In that year, held, were representative
old days when the Hudson's Bay
front of the Star Furniture struction. The game will start at company
however, came the vogue of the from twenty-tw- o
nations, who had
its
way
was
forcing
busy
3 o clock Sunday afternoon.
puffed sleeve, and with it the first come to the United States as deleCompany last Monday morning.
through the American wilderness. widespread
use of fur trimming. gates to the conventions.
Each evening it has been vaThe only difference Is that now the SInco
cuum cleaned for 10 minutes
then the demand has
MANY DEER SWIMMING
company's scouts are charging by leaps and bounds until grown
by the marvelous Torrington.
today EMMA GOLDMAN WILL
across the Bering sea and InvadaniIN
THE
Tonight at 6 the dirt taken
every
MISSISSIPPI
ing the wilderness of another con- practically
on earth Is being called upon
mal
from the cleaner during these
LOCATE AT PRAGUE
risk
much
as
There's
Just
tinent.
AS
OF
RESULT
FLOOD
6 ten minute
to
will
be
it,
Babbits
are being
periods
supply
and thrill as there ever was piratho
slaughtered
millions
weighed by the two Judges, W.
for
by
Mlv The i mwliited I'rpM
cy on the high seas, poaching in "coney" and French
s,
P. McDowell and Don
(By The Aumirlotcd rreai.)
seal; Russia's
Stockholm. April 28 (by the
seal rookeries, Indians robbing
and the guesses checked.
little
Natchez, Miss., April 28. Many the
horses
are
beln.T
shaggy
Emma Cold- Associated
trapPress.)
deer are swimming the Mississippi caches and traders onstarving,
The person making the nearest
a lost trail, turned into pony coats, and even man who came here from Rus
pers facing death
correct guess the $60 Electric
river from Louisiana to the Mis- and
the
is disappearing at a sia some time
cat
alley
has left. Stock
others growing moderately
sissippi side as the result of the
Torrington will be given abraie as tne furriers become holm to settle ago,
down at Prague,
over night from the pelt of rapia
more and more proficient in their after
flood. Officials here have taken rich
solutely free.
fox."
sliver
some
wonderful
having guaranteed to ab
mensures to protect them.
You know the Torrington.
art.
stain from propaganda. She Is
Trapper Gets $10.0O.
The gap in the levee line was widEven
It is advertised in all the big
I'sc
Cats
Gouts.
ntul
renot to return to Sweden and will
Last summer, tho fur dealer
women's magazines.
It has ened to approximately 2,000, feet, lated,
a friend of his, a young ten- to 'We have learned from Eurone not be allowed to even pass
five hundrea reet having crumbeen approved by the Good
our
said
imitate,"
the
friend,
or
nineteen,
of
derfoot
through the country.
eighteen
bled off the ends in the last 24
Housekeeping Institute. There
Alexander Berkman and Alexvalley in Alas- fur dealer, "so that the furs of the
in satisfactory
are hundreds
hours, according to reports of ob- wenttoto thoto Tanana
animals
warmer
of
which
climates,
ander Shapiro, her fellow anarfind a gold mine. He
ka,
try
servers today.
use in Albuquerque today.
are
less
difficult
to
than
procure
in
chists, who came with her from
studied geology
high school,
There is only one condition
The break In the levee above had
and he believed he knew how to tnose -of the north, can be used to Russia have secrotly disappeared.
to the contest. That is that all
has
a
In
caused
the
Ferriday
drop
rabbit
Remodeled
ho was unsuc- great profit.
river extending from Natchez as hunt for ore. But
guesses to be counted must
be sold for ermine, or remodOfficial records of women's proFinally he gave up theat- - can
far up as the line of Tersas and cessful. and
appear on blanks furnished by
eled
muskrnt
ten
at
seal
times fessional work In Holland show althe
r.i
to
outflnen
spend
the Star Furniture company.
Madison parishes.
the
Virtually all tempt
our labor- together four civil enrMnecri, two
In
value.
He
original
"Just
in
wilderness.
winter
the
They are available on a table rail communication in Louisiana
atories (for the modern fur shop architectural, five electrical nrnl
!jj front of the store at 113
Is really a laboratory) the opossum. one
parishes adjacent to Natchez has
mechanical, qualified women
West Gold for your conven
been stopped.
the marmot, raccoon, Manehitrian engineers.
ience.
BLACK-DRAUGHeven the goat can be
uog
aye,
T
You still have time to win
worked up Into products that look
T. E. MITCHELL SELLS
ihe Torrington.
notning like the original. People.
as a rule, do not know much about
4CARLOADSOFBULLS;0yER
na
'urs, and It is easy to sell dyed Dr. Gla
hare for sable or fox; marmot as pruuf ha ! able topmlttv
cur
(Special Correnpandeup to The Jonrntil.)
or
mink
as
tuberculoma
Inhalad'D
N.
and
sable,
by
M., April 28.
dyed goat
Tucumcari,
In any climate.
of
bear
T. B. Mitchell of Albert, breeder of
various
kinds.
Me Many a Sick
Fur further Information
"The manufacturing processes,
registered cattle, was in the city "Saved
THE T. F, OI.ASS
from Saturday until Wednesday
in fact, are now as important to addreea
MASON
INHALANT
Texas Farm the business as the raw materials. BOILIMNO, CO..
morning with four carloads of
I.OS
Spell,"
Says
bulls en route to Fort
The New York trade is spending
CALIFORNIA.
Stockton and Valentine, 120 going
hundreds of thousands of dollars
er, Who Has Long
to the Elslmore Cattle company of
and using raw furs by the thou
Fort Stockton. Mr. Mitchell's herd
sands in experiments.
Some of
Known Usefulness of
these have failed, but others have
represents several thousand head
with more than a thousand breedfine
results beautiful
brought
ing cows.
Black-Draugh- t.
silky peltries that can't be equaled
A smaller percentage of loss for
in Europe.
Raw
fur may be fine
the past wintej- - than any previous
enough, but its true beauty is
used
have
"I
Texas.
Naples.
time was reported by Mr. Mitchbrought out only in skillful dyeing
for and
Strawberries,
ell. Lightning set fire to the pas- Thedford's
dressing. In making a mole
tures on last Sunday, burning ten vears I can safely say forMr.more
coat, for instance, the skins are
Lettuce,
Radishes,
H.
declares
30
years,"
sections before control wna had than
to B.400 processes.
n subjected
H. Cromer, a substantial,
over the flames.
Green
"Before
our
war
American
Onions,
the
Spinach,
farmer, residing out on furriers had much to learn conThe animals were tested while
Mustard Greens, Celery,
Route 3 from here.
In this city for tuberculosis
of
skins.
treatment
the
by
"I am 43 years old. and when cerning
Dr. W. A. Savage.
Well, they have learned it. We no New Beets, New Turnips,
Mr. Mitchell believes the cat- a small boy I had indigestion and
longer stand in awe of the greater
Rhubarb, Asparagus,
me
tle market is slowly returning was puny and my folks gave
genius of Europe. Let Lclpslo do
a liver regulator. Then
Beef, Mutton, Pork,
to normalcy.
of
Its
the
the
best,
headquarters
was advertised and we fur
Veal, Chickens
industry will remain here in
heard of It.
Jew York. You will see."
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
t,
"I began to take
and have used it, when needed,
DECISION TO O'BRIEX.
LOPES The funeral of Romella ever since. I use
Milwaukee. Wis.. April 28.
Lopes, who died Wednesday, will now in my home, and certainly
trou
It for any liver
Tommy O'Brien, Los Angeles lightMany business men stick to be held this morning at 8 o'clock recommend
weight boxer, was given the newsfrom the family residence. Burial ble.
the same plain style, year In
no
d
. given
201 North First Street
a
It
paper decision in a
"I
have
thorough
will
N.
at
be
M. Crollott
and year out, they like a good
Sandoval,
decision
bout over Joe Jawson.
trial, and after thirty years can
will be in charge.
shoe that fits absolutely right.
standPhone 109.
Is
Milwaukee,
tonight.
my
say
If you have had trouble findSANCHES
Manuel Sanches, by. It has saved me many sick
ing a real "standby," we'll be
Us
Phone
Yonr Order, Wc WUI
Radcllffe college. Cambridge, has
aged 67 years, died last night at spells."
glad to show you a last that's
Do tho Rest.
Mr. Cromer writes that he Is produced in its Bhort life a list of
his
In
tho
for
be
g
It
will
a
you.
highlands.
apartments
right
and noted graduates, among others,
Me is survived by one brother, "never out of
shoe, too.
Francisco Sanches of Pcna Blanco-- says several of his neighbors pre- Maud Wood I'ark, president of the
Prices to suit every pocketbook
N. M. The body was taken to Crol- fer it to any other liver medicine. National league of Women voters:
Katherine Fullerton Gerould, au
from
lott funeral parlors ponding funeral "I always recommend
to my friends," he adds. thor: Lucia Russell Brlggs, presi
arrangements.
This valuable,
old, powdered dent of Milwaukee Downer col
$3.25
$10.00
liver medicine is prepared from lege; Helen Keller, author; Inez
KYAN DEFEATS COXI.ET.
r,
medicinal roots and herbs and Haynes Irwin, author; Elsie
Minneapolis, Minn., April 28,
has none of the bad effects so
Beulah Marie Dix,
author;
Billy Ryan of Cincinnati won a often observed from the use of novelist and scenario writer, and
technical knockout over Rny Con-le- y calomel, or other powerful min- Josephine Preston Peabody, poet.
of San Francisco in their sched- eral drugs.
,
uled ten round fight bore tonight,
helps to keep
Tmo Fruit brand of Velvet lee
when the latter's seconds threw the liver in trim, helping prevent
any flavor, $1.50 per galloii. the
In
the
the
into
or
the
sponge
relieve such troubles as con- rrcani,
m CENTRAL
ring
Phono
highest grade Macaroni,
J58.
eighth round to savo Conlev from stipation, biliousness, Indigestion,
Spaghetti. Eev NooHles. nA
further punishment.
They are sick headache.
JOUmSl Wam adS Oet result?Be sure to get the genuine.
Macaroni Products.
middlcweights.
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Pre-Seas-
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W.
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V
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Gallup Y. M. C. A. hut last night
with information that the national
gun rd boys wiint magazines, books,
checker outfits and phonograph
records.
Two days nfler the troops were
ordered to Gallup tho local Y established a hut there with Lynn H.
Kox, former
here, in
secretary
charge. Fox took with him baseball supplies, a vlctrola, a movie
outfit and nil tho books and magazines available.
liaseball tennis were organized
and checker tournament
started,
but, Rays Mr. Pay, the boys haven't
to
them
occupied
keep
enough
during the time which is heglnnlng
to hang heavy on their hands.
"At first the Gallup trip was an
adventure." said Mr. Pay last
night. "Now the novelty has worn
off and the Y is getting In Its good
work by providing entertainment,
unci nni'iiscnient to fill the time,
thereby warding off the temptations which confront any group of
men situated as the guardsmen are
'it Gallup."
ne .;xp nmcu ,.a.
done similar work In t tioi iU
,
i
"
gunra camps or xm,xy

TUBERCULOSIS

ANOH-LE-
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FRESH TODAY

Black-Draug-

ht

wen-know-

Black-Draug-

Like Conservative
Shoes?

ht

Black-Draugh-

Black-uraug-

m

m
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Black-Draug-

ht

good-lookin-

Black-Draught- ,"

Black-Draug-

CHOCOLATE
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Sing-maste-

Black-Draug-

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

WeSeUSKINHER

Coal Supply Oi,. Phone 4 and 5
George W. Karbiin, assistant district attorney of Coconino county.
Arizona, died at Flugstaff Wednesday, according to word received by
several of his friends here yesterday. Tho Klks, the Masonic orders
and the American Legion will have
charge of the funeral nt Williums.
Arizona.
Ir. Murray, osteopathic physician. N. T. Armljo Ttldg. Phone 741.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. O. II
Kanady, nt Las Vegas, a daughter.
Mrs. Kanady and her daughter will
probably return to Albuquerque In
the near future.
The Duke City Rifle association
will hold a practice shoot on its'
range northeast of the tity, begin-- i
ning at 8:30 Sunday morning.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union office for!
John K. Jncobson J. Stanley Rice,!
Frank Tilllnghnst. J. C. Kills, w.j
K. Hendricks, E. P. Hone, Harry!
Anderson Jose Maria TrnJIIIo. Miss
Mildred Uanse, Jack U. tlonrts and;
L. S. Howard.
Factory wood, full truck load,1
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.!
Phone SI.
Tomas
Sandoval sustained a'
broken rib when his buggy was'
struck late Thursday
night on;
North Fourth street road by anj
niilnmobiln said to have been!
driven by a nnin called lernandez,
Rev. J. W. Mrnner of the Pnp-- j
list headquarters
here, left last
night for Phoenix, where he will
will return
He
tomorrow.
slpak

(Bj Hie

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co,,
Phone 939.

osenwald's
Groce-To- te
Help Yourself to Save

,,,

w

c

trawberries
Box

25c
MEADOW
GOLD

Mfm,h,v.

,.,.

Kllh.ink

BUTTER
Friday and Saturday

tt

j

HORLICK'S
MALTED

class-room-

j

According to the announcement
made yesterday morning by J. M.
r.aynolds, president of the first
National bank, the work of clearbuilding the site of the new bankCentral
ing at Third street and
avenue will begin Monday.
A permit calling for a structure
costing about $450,000 was filed in
the city engineer's office ThursThe permit for construction
day.
does not include the expenso of
finishing the Interior of the building and its other heavy expenses,
such as will be incurred in installing two elevators and large vaults.
It is said that most of the office
spuce to be supplied In the new
building has already been bid for.
The work on the nank will be
completed by March 15, 1923,
to present estimates.

MRS. AUGUSTA E. Y0TT
IS CALLED BY DEATH
Yott passed
Augusta
away last night at her residence
north of the city. Mrs. Yott had
made her home here since 1895.
Her children. Mrs. Garfield Hughes,
Mrs. A. K. Matthew, W. J. Yott and
I.eltoy Yott, were with her at the
time of her death. She is also survived by a brother, Julius Schner-inof Chtcngft.
E.

Mrs.

Well Country Camp
Tiibcrcnliirs
Kates $12.50
For reservations
490-- J

For

("nnviileseeiit
In the! mountains.

per week.

Phone

MILK

Hospital Size
Regular $3.75 value

$2.75
GALLON FRUITS
Dreamland
So. 10
Dreamland
Xo.

AND HATTKRS

Phone

ItPO CLEANING
4 Tilt. Cor. (Kb and Gold

Peaches,

?Qrt
DoC

Pears,

QO
0dL

10

00
OUL
CH

Itntinna Apricots,

No. 10
Nllo Plums,
No. 10

PujnHiip

DYKKS

pound,

40c

j

-

1

Only.
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I-
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'

,

MimrhiH.,

Peking, April 2I .by the As- socinted Press). Fighting began this (Saturday) morning
at dawn
at Changsintien,
twelve miles southwest of Peking. Heavy nrtilljry firing is
audible lh Peking.

'
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of 111 Y w:is so effective
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old
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with!
"People wishing to
'the Y in this work are invited to
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
local
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and
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be
will
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ship
where
Y,
,
ped to Gallup wltnout oeiny.
s
Is
It will require four
giving the
The Y movie outfit
to
Mr.
for
school
for
the
bovs a great time, according
Heights public
camp in next year
Pay. It Is moved trom on
The population of the Heights
every
camp and shows are put
nlsht'
.. has multiplied four times In two
comfortable.
are
years. Figure for yourself what
very
"The bovs
said Mr. Day. "Both the officers it will be in two years more.
Tho house owners of University
and men are very generous in their
Heights will wager $10 worth of
praise of the work the Y Isfordoing."
Iioswater
witli the home owners of
Mr. Day leaves tonight
the lowlands that the Heights can
well.
produce a more beautiful flower
garden than will be grown in the
lowlands. If the residents of the
WORK OF CLEARING
lowlands desire to accept this wa
BANK BUILDING SITE
Willi
ger, piense communicate
u- Zai,f & Co- - Ktaltors
TO START ON MONDAY jcnarlea
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Pnyalliip Bluck- berries, No. 10
Fort Apple Sauce,

No. 10
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TODAY IS BOX STATIONERY
DAY AT THE UNITED STORE
15c

ALBUQUERQUE

BOX PAPER FOR 5c

TODAY ONLY

II. CONNER. M. I. D. O.
Osteopnlliio Specialist.
32D-Stem Blilir. Tel. 701-J.

"

TTNER

SID H

HOUSE

South First.

BOOMS

Phone

221--

The Gllrtcrslccve Electric?
211 Knst Central. Phono 797--
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ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299

Co.,

"Here Come the Elephants"
YOU remember how you used to be on the job
and early to see the circus parade? Remember how you thrilled as the lions, tigers, and the big--,
lumbering elephants passed in review? How the horses,
the blare of the bands, the antics of the clowns, and the
glitter of it all inspired you with a fervid determination
to see the real show the big performance in the tent?
You didn't realize it then, but you were getting a lot out
of an attractive advertisement.
Perhaps you don't realize it now, but other advertisement, just as attractive, just as interesting and far more
valuable to you, parade daily before you in the columns
of this paper.
The merchants and makers of everything you want or
need, here display before you their most attractive
wares. It is truly "the greatest show on earth."
The whole purpose of any advertisement is to excite
your curiosity, gain your interest, arouse your desire; to
tell you something you don't know; to remind you of
something you have forgotten; to convince you of something over which' you have been hesitating.
In short, the purpose of an advertisement is, in one way
or another, to make you happier.

DO

!-

-

--

!

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS AND SEE

IF. THAT ISN'T SO?
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National League.
L.
W.
3
York
...11
New
10
Chicago
8
St. Louis
6
Philadelphia
8

INNING S

Pittsburgh

Brooklyn
Cincinnati
New Boston

Braves Drop Game to
York, 10 to 6; Boston
Makes Four Double Plays
and Rivals Three.
(By The Awoclated PreM.)
April 28.
Boston, Mass.,

J

34

Total

10 10 27 18

Boston.
AB. K. H. PO.

Powell, cf
Barbare, lb....
Cruise, rf
Nicholson. If...
Boeckel, 3b....
Kopf, ss
Ford. 2b
O'Neil,
Watson, p
OCEihger, p....

4
4

1

0
0

3
1

2
8

A.
0
0
0

8

o
4

10

&

9

Losing

del (Grimes).
Cheeves.

5
5

1

2
1

,6

Philadelphia
Boston
Detroit

.
.

4
4

Pet.
.786
.643
.638
.600
.467
.385
.333
.308

Yesterday's Results.
Columbus, 7; Kansas City, 4.
Milwaukee, 4; Toledo, 2.
Louisville, 4; St. Paul, 2.
Minneapolis, 8; Indianapolis,

4.

Where They Piny.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
St. Louis at Chicago.
New York at Boston.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.

HE'S UNDERSTUDY

pitcher

TO CUBS' MANAGER

PhllaclclplUa, 10; Brooklyn, 7.
Brooklyn, April 28. The Phillies
batted Grimes out of the box and
beat Brooklyn today, 10 to 7.
Orimes wan hammered for thirteen
hits in 5 3 Innings, after which
Mamaux and Gordonler held the
visitors runless. Hubbell was effective until the seventh, after
which .the Dodgers rallied and
made seven runs off eleven hits. BH.
Score:
0
Philadelphia 002 603 000107 16
0
16 1
403
000
Brooklyn ...000
Batteries: Hubbell and Henline;
B.
Mamaux, Gordonler and
0 Grimes,
Miller.
1

T

J

..

A

I

-

Two-bas-

B

1

....

p. ...4

1

...
....

110

Two-bas-

Mobile-Birmingha-

a,

8:

3.

Sport Suits
for

Summer Wear
Cool, comfortable

suits in tweeds,

Herringbones, gabardines, tropical

.worsteds and palm beach fabrics. In
our advance showing will be found
a style and fabric to suit every taste
at prices consistent with merchandise
of quality.

$14.50 to $42.50
FURNISHINGS
SHIRTS
CRAVATS
OXFORDS.

E.

f

I'

!

')

L Washburn Company

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

3b
if
20.

3

2 11

cf.,

c,

p

Fullerton, p...
xMenosky . . .
xxLieboId .
Dodge, p
xxxWalters . .

.

,

1
7 24 16
8
35
Total
x Batted for O'Rourke in fifth,
for Fullerton In
xx Batted
eighth.
xxx Batted for Dodge in ninth,
New York.
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
4
Witt, rf
Fe water, If.
3b...
Baker,
Miller, cf...
McNally, lb.
Ward, 2b...
Scott, ss....
Schang, c...
Bush, p

.33 10 14 27 12 3
Totals
By innings:
3
020 000 001
Boston
402 100 03x 10
New York
e
hits
Ward,
Summary:
hits
Dugan, Miller. Three-bas- e
Fullerton. Baker. Home run Witt.
Dou
Bush.
Sacrifices McNally.
ble nlav Baker. Ward, McNally.
an,
Pratt, Burns,
Triple
ntml. Rase on balls Off Karr, 1;
2.
Struck out
2:
Fullerton.
Bush,
nv Rush. 4. Hits Off Karr, 4 in
fnnlne: Fullerton. 6 in 6 8
Dodge, 4 in 1. Hit by pitcher By
Fiillrrton (Kchang twice: Ward).Bush. Balk FullerWild nitr.l
ton. Losiug pitcher Karr.
St. Tinui. 3: Cleveland. 2,
st-Auril 28. Kennetn
T.ouis.
Williams' home run in the seventh
in six aays,
seventh
his
Innlne.
hrnkn un a Ditching duel between
Shocker and Mails here today and
the Browns defeated Cleveland 3
to 2. Shocker hit a homer in the
sixth, tlelng the score. Score:
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A.
SO
If
JamIe8on,
2b 4 0 2 2 2
Stephenson,
2
3
3
0
0
Sppaker, cf . . .
1
4
1.1
Mclnnls, lb
Sewell, as . .
Gardner, 3b
Wood, rf . . .
Shinault, c .
Malls, p
xxFraney . .
plav-Dus-

"Dowdy" Hartnett
When Bill Killefer finds the fob
of managing and catching for his
Cubs a bit too arduous he'll probably send this youngster behind the
bat to sub for nim. Killefer hoped
to develop a good understudy at
Catalina Jslana this spring ana believes he has succeeded with

Theaters Today

I

"Tillie,'' the main
the "B" yesterday,
with Mary Miles Minter as the leading star, is being repeated today
for the last time; also repeating
Monty
"Squirrel Food," a two-reBanks comedy.
House
This
after
Crystal ()ht
o clock
noon at 2:30
the Taylor
Stock company will render a funny
play for the school children, admission only ten cents. At night the
company will play "Tempest and
sunshine.
The wlnd-Uwill be
Sunday night, when "Sputter," will
be rendered, with "Toby" of course
the funmaker.
Iiyrlo Theater Tom Moore and
Hclene Chadwlcx are the leading
characters in "From the Ground
Up," which is being repeated today
for the last time; also repeating
"Nothing Like It," the two-reChristie comedy.
Thriller - "Thunder
J'astlmo
clap," the great Fox feature, showa
dramatic
horse race, Is being
ing
repeated today for the last time;
the management is also repeating
today for the last time the Sunshine comedy of two reels, "Pardon Me."
"B" Theuter

attraction at

.

..401

.

2
33
7x23 9 0
Totals
x Sisler out, hit by batted ball.
In
for Shinault
xx Batted
ninth.

fit.

Tobln, rf ...
Ellerbe, 3b ..
SIsler, lb
Jacobson, cf
Severeld. c . ,
Williams, If .
Gerber, ss . .
McManus. 2I
Shocker, p. . .
.

Iiml.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4
4
3

0
0

0

1

0

111

runs-Sho-

cker

y;

y,

Journal Want Ada Bring Results.

le

NATIONAL LFJIGCE.
New York, 18; Boston, 6.
Philadelphia, 10; Brooklyn, 7.
Cincinnati, 5; Pittsburgh, 3.
St Louis, 11; Chicago, 8.
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100-yar-

1

trii-nmnr-

Cos-tiile-

120-yar-

hlgn

d

Pi

nuraier

ti.
RMifro.
i, o.,
Mestas. Anmie, u.
J.,h
Harwooa.
Madrid.
A. H. S.:
o.

MesiHH,

Costales,
High Jump stortz, wiimK,
A. II. 8.; Ahmie. E. Mestas,
Howard, u. t. i.
Madrid, D. Costales. Harwood;
Valdez, Martinez, Mestas, niennui.
d
dash uiassmun,
Holcomb. A. H. 8.: Thomp
son Begny, omney, v.
Harwood,
Campa. Madrid. Lane,
Martinez, A. Martinez,,
nuruien
low
d
-Renfro, A. H. S.: r-I.- S.I
9.
IT.
Campa,
Zuni,
Mestas,
Madrid. Jose Costales. Harwood,
Candelaria, Menaul.
Broad jump Koyuai. vc.
Zillmer A. H, S. nowaru,Costales.,
Watchman. U. S. I. S.; D. Harwood- Atencio. J. Costales
Martinez, Arvizo, i.anuei.w,
naul.
,
. .
T3
aasn uiasBniiin. i"j-ba- l,
d
Sissinaro. A. H. S.i Watchman,
Laid. Howard. U. 8. I. R: Campa.
MarMadrid, Sandoval, Harwood;
tinez Fuentes. Menaul.
run Armijn. P. Ham1 mile
mond. Giomi. A. H. S.; Mahooty,
Pelescul. Concno, ii. n. i.
throw Venable, Wilson,
Holcomb. A. H. S.; Hunt. mow. An
,
s. i. .; t.ii"-mlllou.
derson,
Menaul.

brV203f

pv&vsuw

ly&M&W

satisfied

d.

n,n-mon-

440-yar-

il i

IM

7

"'""".

Mei,

220-yar-

Two-bas-

Sioux city, 4: Tulsa, z.
Denver, 1; Wichita, 4.
Des Moines, 7; St. Joseph, 4.

one-mi-

220-yar-

2
3
8 27
Totals
By Innings:
101 000
000
Cleveland
100 001 lOx 3
St. Louis
ANOTHER FINK IJTTLF.FIF.LD
e
hits SIs
Summary:
KOLH IX MARY MH KH
MclnniB.
Homo
MINTKR'S I'ICTI RE, "TUjLIE" ler and and
Williams. Stolen baS'
sacrifice GardLucien Littlefleld. who has con es SIsler (2).
and
tributed so many excellent and ner. Double plays Speaker
Stephenson and Mclnnls.
widely diversified character roles Shinault;
to the screen, has another excellent Base on balls Off Shocker, 1;
dramatic opportunity in "Tillie, Malls, 4. Struck out By Shocker,
Mary Miles Winter s latest photo 8; Malls, 8.
play, which Is being repeated to
Chicago, 9; Detroit, (1.
day at the "B" theater. This Is
Detroit April 28. Chicago ap
the fourth Reaiart picture in which
Mr, Littlefleld has supported Miss peared here for the first time this
season today anu aereatcci Detroit
Minter.
wlldness
9
to 6. Davenport's
forced his retirement in the third;
FEAT
PERFORMED
PERII.OV8
IN "FROM THE GROUND CP," Oldham was driven, from the box
NOW REPEATING AT LYRIC In the sixth and McClellan, the
first man to face Stoner, his sue
Darrel Foes, In the new Gold-wy- n cessor, hit over the left field fence
picture, "From the Ground for a home run, driving in two
Up," being repeated today for the men ahead of him.
R. H. k
Score:
last time at the Lyrlo theater, performed a perilous feat of walking Chicago . ...301 005 0009 11
002 010 2016 11
along a girder on a partly con- Detroit
Batteries: Davenport, Wilkinson
structed building, In an apparently
Oldham,
St'mer,
Schalk;
Intoxicated condition. It was part and
of the day's work and had to be Dauss, Johnson and Bassler.
done. But beneath the girder a
Washington, 9; Phlladelphlo, 4.
huge net was stretched to catch
28.
April
Philadelphia,
him in case he lost his balance.
held Philadelphia to seven
scattered hits while his team mates
THIS IS THE LAST DAY OF
hammered B. Harris and Eckert
"THUNDERCLAP." NOW
REPEATING AT PASTIME for 13 hits and a 9 to 4 victory.
Dykes' long home run and Bush's
the fascinating fielding were features.
"Thunderclap,"
R. H. E.
Score:
William Fox special, will receive
110118 0119 18 1
its final showing this afternoon Washington
and tonight at the Pastime theater Philadelphia 100 001 1104 7 S
Batteries: Mogridge and Ghar-ritwhere it has drawn crowded houses during the entire week of its
Harris, Eckert and Perkins.
"Thunderclap" is of
presentation.
the melodramatic type of pictures,
with more realistic action In it PETITION FOR A NEW
than In any picture shown at the TRIAL FOR M00NEY TO
Pastime theater for many, many
weeks. It is one of those
BE ARGUED ON MAY 1
P i c
tures in which a horse race Is the
(By The Anaoclatd FreM.)
culmination of an almost unbrokSan Francisco, Calif., April 28.
en scries of genuine thrills.
Attorney General U. 8. Webb filed
in the district court of appeals today a reply brief to the petition for
AUSTRALIAN BOXER
a new trial filed by Thomas Moon-eTO MAKE HIS DEBUT
who Is serving a life scntencs
In San Quentln prison for murder
IN NEW YORK MAY 16 in connection
with the prcparea-nes- s
day bomb outrage in San
Auoctated
Francisco In 1916. The court set
Prat.)
(By Th
New York, April 28. Jim Tracy, argument on the matter for Monthe Australian heavyweight cham- day, May 1.
Mooney contended that under tne
pion, will make his debut In this
country in a fifteen round match common law he was entitled by a
writ of audita querela, to
with Bill Brennan at Madison
fjquare Garden, May 16. Tracy Introduce new evidence discovered
overseas
had
been sentenced. Webb
several
from
after he
arrived here
weeks ago to battle his way to a replied that the writ sought was
bout with Jack Dempsey for the the same as another procedure
called coram nobis, only under anworld's title.
other name, under which the state
supreme court had denied a new
WE8TERX LEAGUE.
Omaha. 6; Oklahoma City, 10. trial in 1518.

10.

With trial heats to bo run In the
d
dash, both hurdles and
the 220, winners In these events
Will have to work hard for their
places In the interscholastlo meet
at University field tomorrow. The
entries as a whole are the best that
have ever participated In the secondary school meet of Albuquerque. The Indians and the high
school are the two nearest matched
teams, while Harwood and Menaul
will make strong bids for first
honors. There will probably be no
in any race and the
field events will probably be taken
by close margins.
Coach R. W. Johnson will officiate as starter and Glen O. Ream
of the Y. M. C. A. will be head
field Judge. Lewis R. Wilton will
have charge or tne rieia events.
Merced Madrid of Harwood is
the Iron man of the meet, having
been entered in nine events. David
Campa is the best man going into
the meet for Harwood. The high
school is nutting its nopes on jonn
Venable for first In the shot put
and discus. Glenn iioicomD is
d
hurdles
picked to win the
anu .lames uoyDai is eipecieu iu
win the broad Jump. Nathan Glass- man is being relied upon for points
in the Javelin and i.i the dashes.
The Indians will take first and
second in the mile with Mahooty
and Pelescul unless someone spills
the done bucket and they will be
strong in the hurdles. Menaul will
run strong In the dasnes ana longer
'
runs.
A
nnradn will start up Central
avenue headed by the Indian school
irom
band, starting at 2 o'Ciock
TTniii'th street.
Tne meet win nia.i i.
at. 2:30 and end with a
. ..
relay.
The entries are as iouows:
dash Glassman, Roy- d
bal, Sissinaro, A. H.S.S.: Watchman,
I. 8.; Campa,
i. rttl. Howard. U.
Tjine. Madrid, Harwood; Martinez,
Fuentes, Menaul.
shot Put Venable,
s.nnnnrl
wiisnn Holcomb. A. H. S.; Watch
man TTnward. UOiKHUCK. u. o. x.
Campa,
S.; J. Costales, Chaves.
' Crnz. Menaul.
i j jvirun jiammonu,
san.vnni
,nHn r.rimmer. A. il. S. toninu, .iwln. Ynaselo. U. S. I. S.; J. Cosunhie. Sandoval. Harwood
Cand'elaria. Arviso. Escajada, Me
naul.
,
Pole vault Stortz, (Jiomi, neiA
H.
S.; .paisano, Atuun
fro
Anallo, V. S. I. S.; Madrid J.
Costales, Harwood,
Jose
walk-awa-

.,

....

JT

FIELD

100-yar-

Two-bas-

ti

er

(By The AMocltd Praia.)
New York, April 28. The New
York Americans easily defeated
Boston today, 10 to 8. The Red
Sox made a triple play In the second inning. Walter Pipp, New
York's first baseman, wno aid not
mlHH a. same all last season, was
out of today's game as the result of
a minor operation on his nose.
Score;
Boston.
AB. K. H. PO
O'Rourke. ss... 2 0

Karr,

c.....'.

"VARSITY

IT

Scholastic

3b-ss-

1

TODAY

inter--

Smith, rt
Dugan,
Burns, lb
J. Collins,
Ruel,

12 260

3

iS

Red Sox Pull a Triple Play Mile Relay Race to Be Fea
ture Event ot Annual
in the Second; Pipp Out of
Contest for
Game as Result of Minor
City Track Title.
Operation.

Harris,

"

City Ball Dope

JO TO

SCORE

Pratt,

0

MEET

DEFEAT BOSTON;

Foster

-

mnrlnnnti. 5: Pittsburgh, 8.
Pittsburgh. April 28. Cincinnati
1
I
bunched hits off Carlson in two
5
imliiv and thj P.eds defeated
1
6
b
2
1
4
and
Pittsburgh 6 to 3, InThree hits
1
0
5
1
1
3
three Clncln
nrrnr resulted
0
0 an
0
S
4
0
while
natl runs in the third inning,
0
0
J) two more were scored in the sixth
JJ 0
4 on two hits and a sacrifice.
6 IB 27 13
38
R. ETotals
Score:
2
By inningB:
Cincinnati ...003 002 000 5 10
130
000
16010
New York
..000 000 0303 12 1
6 Pittsburgh
120 000 300
nntnn
Tiottorips: Couch and Wingo:
e
hits BanSummary:
Carlson. Yellowhorse, Wheeler and
Three-hHRcroft, Howell, Ford, Boeckel.
hits Smith. Ford. Sacrifices Gooch.
Rnnrrnft. cruise. Double plays
Nehf to Bancroft; Nehf to Bancroft to Kelly; Groh to Kawlings to
i;
Kelly; Kopf to Ford to Barbare,
Kopf to Boeckel. Base on balls
Off Nehf, 3; Watson, 7; Oeschger,
3.
Struck out By Nehf, 3; Watfor the teams of the
The line-up- s
son, 2: Oeschger, - 2. Hits Off
and the Belen
Watson, 8 in 7, (none out in Old Townfor Stars
tomorrow's game at
players
eighth); Oeschger, 2 in 2. Losing Belen
is as follows:
pitcher Watson.
or
Belen: Dempsey, c.; eLntz
Elsas-se- r,
Ratllff,
p.; Hartllne, lb.; H. 1. f..
St. Louis, 11: Chicago, 3.
Lerun,
2b.; Layne, ss.;
Chicago, April 28. Sherdel held
c. f.; Moots, r. f.
Chicago to six hits today while St. Cade,
Old
Town stars: Ismael Tenorio,
Louis pounded the local pitchers
c. f.; Garduno
Harry Gilliam,
for 15 hits. Including home runs or fValencia,
r. f.; Modesto C. Ortiz,
two
and
Ainsmith
by
by McHenry,
lb.; Henrique Perea, 2b.; Pascual
Hornsby, and easily won, 11 to 3. Cutignola,
Jr., 3b.; Esperidlon GueScore:
Dionicio Chavez, p.; Juan
c.;
vara,
St. LouK
ss.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Apodaca,
1
0 0
2
2
5
Smith, rf
RATE IS
Fournier, lb .. B 0 11 121 04 01 COTTON SEED
S
1
Stock, 3b
SANTA FE
BY
REDUCED
Hornsby, 2b ... 6 3 32 4 40 00
3
Heathcote, cf . . 4 2
Las Cruces, N. M.. April 28.
0
0 0 0 0 0
Schultz, cf
en tn 13.60 a ton on cotton
cmm
McHenry, If ... B 2 4 21 0S 01 seed from Las Cruees to El Paso Is
5
0 0
Lavan. es
W. R.
Ainsmith. c ... . S 1 2 8 0 0 the reduction announcedanabypasoim-g2
0 Brown, general ireigm
0 0
0
Sherdel.
Railroad
Fe
agent of the Santa
to
39 11 15 27 13 2 company at El Paso, In a letterPorTotals
P. Porter, head of the
Robert
,
Chicago.
Brown
Mr.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. ter Lumber company.
4
0 2 2 0 0 says among other things:
Stat!!, cf
"Our tariff bureau nas Deen inHollocher, ks. . . 6 1 0 31 1 0 structed
to publish a rate of 17', a
0
4
Kelieher, 3b ... 4 0 0
cents a hundred en cotton seed,
1
0
14
3
1
3
...
Orimes, lb
40,000
minimum
pounds, Las
Frieberg, rf . . . 3 1 0 11 0 0 Cruces to El Paso. This rate to
0 0
0
0
4
MUltr, If
from intermaximum
as
a
1
1
0
0 apply
2
Krug. 2b
mediate points. We cannot at this
1
0
0
!!)
Klugmann.
the date the rate will be2
3
3
0 time give
0
0
O'Farrell. c
come effective, but probably it will
0
0
0
0
0
0
or forty
Worts, c
be in the next thirty-fiv- e
0
0
0 0 0
0
Cheeves, p
days."
1
0
0 4
2
0
la exit
Keen, p
said
Mr. Porter
today
0
0
1
0 0 0
zMaisel
that more than 3.000 acres
pected
0
0
1
0
0
0
Kaufmann, p ..
of .land in Dona Ana county will be
0 0
1
0
0
0
ezHartnett
planted this season. The workcon-is
under way, and will
already
33 3 6 27 IS 1 tinue to May 10.
Totals
z Batted for Keen In seventh.
The better relations committee
in of the Las Cruces chamber of comBatted for Kauffmann
t7.
merce offers three substantial cash
eighth.
Bv innings:
prizes for the first three bales
001
403
20111 grown and ginned in Dona Anas
St. Louis
3 oountv, brought
to the chamber
000 210 000
Chicago
e
hits Stock, office for inspection.
Summary:
Orimes
MeHenrv,
(2), Kriisr.
SOITHF.RN ASSOCIATION.
Smith. Three-bas- e
hits Statz (2).
rain.
.Home runs Hornsby (2), Ainrain.
New Orleans-Atlantsmith, McHenry. Sacrifice Stock.
Double plays Lavan to Hornsby
Chattanooga. 1; Memphis. 9.
to Fournier, 2; Keleher to KingNashville. 4; Little Rock, 3.
man to Grimes. Base on balls
COAST LF.AGCE.
Off Cheeves, 1. Keen, 2; Sherdel.
4. Struck out
San Francisco, 6; Salt Lake. 5.
By Keen. J; Sherdel, 3. Hits Off Cheeves. 6 in
Sacramento, 12; Los Angeles, 10.
Oakland-Seattl- e
Kaufmann. 2 in 2; Keen, 8
postponed.
Portland-Verno- n
in 6
Hit by pitcher By Sher- postponed.
4

S

5
6
6
8
8
8
0

.
. 7
. 6
., 7

St. LouIb

.714
.671
.600
.423
.429
.286
.260

Where They Play.
Chicago at Detroit.
Washington at Philadelphia.
Boston at New York.
Cleveland at St. Louis.

today

......

.78(1

Yesterday's Results.
Chicago, 9; Detroit, 6.
St. Louis, 3; Cleveland, 2.
New York, 10; Boston, 3.
Washington, 9; Philadelphia,

New

York profited by Watson's wlldness
In the fifth and eighth innings, beating Boston 10 to 6. The
home team was In the lead twice
and outhlt the visitors but could
not hold the champions in the
pinches. Boston made four double
plays and New York three. Score:
New York.
AU. K. H. PO. A. E.
0
Bancroft, ss.... 2 2 20 32 62 0
Rawlings, 2b... 4 00 0 2 4 0
Groh, 8b
2
0 0
1
1
4
Young, rf
8
0 0
0
1
3
Meusel, If
0 0
2 11
2
3
Kelly, lb
0 0
0
fchlnners, cf.... 64 12 22 3 1 0
Smith, c.
1
Nehf, p
J. 1 6 0

........

Tjcagae.
L.
3
.11

W.

ret.

FOUR T
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MS
AUTHORIZED

5
TO

PRESENT CLAIMS
(By The Associated PreM.)
Washington, April 28. Request

for congressional authority to permit the Indians of California to
the governpresent claims againstclaims
for adment to the court of
was
made
today before
judication,
the house Indian aiiairs committee.
.
Spokesmen for the Indians, in
own
of
members
their
cluding six
race, Frederick G. Collett. execu
tive representative or tne maian
of Caliof
board
fornia, and Representative Raker,
democrat, California, declared the
claims were Just and the government owed It to the Indians of
that state to permit them to go
before the court of claims with
their case, to be decided there" as
a matter of Justice."
Exclusive of the $4,000,000 glven
the Indians of California for relief of suffering. Mr. Collett declared the federal government had
never given them a penny for comwhen
pensation. He declared that
tHe senate rejected in 1 852 the
which
govthe
eighteen treaties
ernment negotiated with the Indians, it did not have information
before it from the government
Justice of the
agents revealing the
claims contained in the treaties.
"The Indians from New York to
tha west." Mr. Raker said, "have
hen romnensated for their claims.
Thoso in California never have. The
government took their lands when
the gold rush came In '49 and left
thorn holding the bucket. There
Is more merit In their claims than
in those already adjusted with Inonly
dians of other states and they
ask authority to let the court of
claims hear tne case anu aeume u
as a matter of Justice."

vltatlon of King Alfonso, It was
ported today.

EASTERWOOD APPOINTED.
whose office and postofflce ad
GALLUP MAN IS GIVEN
dress is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Santa Fe, April 28.-- 0. P.
ONE-HALTO
F
Witness my hand and tne seal ot
NINE AND
of Clayton, has been apthe said court on this the twenty-fir- st
New
Mexico
the
pointed
for
agent
PEN
IN
THE
TEN YEARS
the American Investment comday of April, 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
pany, an Oklahoma corporation. (Seal)
Clerk.
(Mnerinl Correnprniiitnce to The Journal.) Easterwood
succeeds Lewis W.
HARRY
Gallup, N. M., April 28. Frank Osborne.
F. LEE, Deputy.
By
d,

Smith, of Gallup, who was indicted
by the grand Jury in session here
last week on three charges of atcharge of
tempt at rape and on tooneone
charge
rape, pleaaes guilty
ot attempt, In the district court this
week and was sentenced to nine
and one half to ten years in the
state penitentiary by Judge Reed
Holloman.
Following Smith's indictment and
arrest, a fifth charge was placed
The comagainst him, for rape. him
by the
against
plaint was filed
thirteen-year-ol- d
girl
of
a
parents
who lived near Smith's home. Smith
iranie
occupied a small
house, which he had built himself
on the extreme outskirts of town.
The house Is located on a section
of land near town which Is under
controversy, and is claimed to be
state school land. It Is said that
ana
the rooms were decorated
enulnoed with such Dleces of furni
ture which would be especially
to children. He had been
a resident of Gallup for five or six
years. Mrs. Smith, the wife, died
here about five years ago. no is
about DB years of age and has four
grown children,
inciuaing twin
two-roo- m

boys.

Smith suffered a mental collapse
soon after he was taken into custody . He was hurried away to the
state penitentiary lonowing m
sentence.

TWO MEN ARE CHARGED
WITH CRJMJNAL LIBEL
(Special Correapondrnce to Th Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., April 28. As
an outgrowth of the alleged publi-

cation of an article stating that
Tltlo Melendez, a prominent citizen
of Mora county, had failed to return all his property for taxation,
the Mora county grand Jury has
brought indictments against A. A.
Sena, of this city and Thomas
assessor of Mora county,
charging criminal libel. The article
Is said to have been published In
La Gaceta, a Spanish publication,
of which Sena was proprietor and
which has since been discontinued.
The grand Jury also has indicted
the following for alleged approach
to less than fifty feet of the polls
during the recent city election at
Wagon Mound: Sabino Lopez,
Martinez, Frank Mares, and
Ramon Atencio. Lopez Is a peace
officer of Mora county.
Do-lnr-

talaTaMNdiNMmi

TO RESIDE IN 6PAIN.

Funchal, Island of Madeira,
April 28. Former Epress Zlta ot
Austria Hungary and her family,
who have been living In exile here
for several months, will leave
shortly to reside In Spain at the in
re-

a;

--

CATARRH
of tha
BLADDER
!h

Canaille fumv

'fliuaii'oaii
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF.
SUIT.
No. 13298.
In the District Court Of the Second '
NOT1CK OF SI ITi
In the District Court State of New
Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico Within and, For the
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
No. 13.302.
County of Bernalillo,
Francis Newton McCloskey, Plain- James Lewis, Plaintiff, vs. James
M. Crouch and Mrs. James M.
tiff, vs. Russell Wright, if living,
and his unknown heirs and per
Crouch, His Wife, Defendants.
sonal representatives,
if de To James M, Crouch and Mrs.
James M. Crouch, His Wife, the
ceased; Edward J. Chllders. An.
Defendants Above Named:
tonlo Ortiz. Sheriff of Bernalillo
- Lounty, New Mexico, and Sue
You and each of you are hereby .;,
cessor in Trust to Harvey B. notified that a suit has been
r ei guHson, Trustee, deceased brought and filed against you In
Santa Fe l.and Improvement the above court and county by the
Company, a Corporation; Charles above named plaintiff the general
v. uuniop; R. u. Dunlop; Mar oblects of which said action are to
garet juuniop; Mary Dunlop WI1 compel the specifio performance
Hams;
Isabel of, and praying that you and each ..
Sophia
Moise;
Roalfe; Grace Dunlop Husklns; of you be required to specifically
Josephine
Dunlop;
Josephine perform and fulfill, that certain
Mary Dunlop, a Minor; and All written agreement between you .
Unknown Claimants of Interest and plaintiff dated June 8, 1921,
in the Premises Adverse to the as modified by mutual consent In
Plaintiff Defendants. .
writing expressed of said parties ,
To the Above Named Defendants: on November 28. 1921. whereby
You and each of you are hereby you and each of you contracted and '
notified that the above named agreed to sen and plaintiff con
plaintiff has this day filed suit In tracted and agreed to buy those .
tne saia court and cause against certain lots, premises
and real
you and each of you, the general estate, situate, lying and being in
nature of which action is to quiet the city of Albuquerque, county of
the title of the plaintiff to Lots Bernalillo, New Mexico, more parnumbered Thirteen (13), Fourteen ticularly described as follows, to- - ;
(14), Fifteen (15), Sixteen (16), wit:
Lots numbered
Seventeen (17), Eighteen (18) and
Thirteen (13),
jvinetcen (18). In Block Twenty-fiv- e Fourteen (14), Fifteen (15), Six- - ,'
(25) of the New Mexico Town teen (16), Seventeen (17), Eight- Company's
Original Townslte of een us), Nineteen (19). Twenty
Albuquerque New Mexico, and to (20), Twenty-on- e
(21), Twenty- bar and estop you and each of you two (22), Twenty-thre- e
(23),
from having or claiming any right, Twenty-fou- r
(24), In Block num .
title or interest in said premises bered Fifty-fiv- e
(55) of Raynolds
adverse to the plaintiff;
and to addition to Albuquerque, New
cancel and remove as clouds upon Mexico, as said lots and block or
the title of the plaintiff the record blocks are known, designated and
of a certain mortgage made by described on a map of said Ray
James L. Athey to Russell Wright, nolds addition made by J. R. Far- and covering Lot Thirteen (13) weii and rued in the office or tne
Rethereof, and filed for record on Probate Clerk and
recorded In corder of Bernalillo county, New
May 14, 1881, and
Book O, page 263, of the Records Mexico, on the nineteenth day oi
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico; July, 1912; and also described In
and to cancel and remove as a that certain warranty deed from
cloud upon the title of the plaintiff said Raynolds Addition company
the record of a certain deed of to James M. Crouch, recorded In
trust made by William B. Chllders Book 63 Deed Record at page 1,
on the second day of August, 1884, records of the Probate Clerk and
to Harvey B. Fergusson, as Trus
recorder of said county
tee for Edward J. Chllders, cover- of Bernalillo, New Mexico.
You are further
Interest
notified that
ing an undivided
in Lots Thirteen (18) and Four unless you enter or cause to be enteen (14) aforesaid, and recorded tered your 'appearance In said
on August 4. 1884, In Book 55 of cause on or before the fifth day ot
Deeds, page 430. of the Records of June, 1922, Judgment will be renBernalillo County, rew Mexico.
dered In said cause against you
And you and each of you are and each of you by default and the,
hereby notified that unless you relief prayed for will be granted.
enter your appearance In said The names and address ot plaincause on or before the eighth day tiffs attorneys are George fl. Klock
of June, 1922, Judgment will be and M. J. McOuinness, Albuquerrendered In ald cause against you que, New Mexico.
and each of vou bv default.
FRED CROLLOTT. .
(Seal)
The name of Ure attorneys for
Clerk.
the plaintiff ia'Slmms & Botts, By HARRY F, LEE, Deputy, ;

LEGAL NOTICE
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SWEATER WITIIOUT
SLEEVES IS BEING
SHOWN FOR SPORTS

CHAPTER 29.
Jack hunted up Howard Dunn
and borrowed $40 and sent it to
Holen bo that Bhe would have It
noon. Ha almost
groaned
by
aloud as he handed - tt to the
It was such a
meHsenger boy.
ifwaste of niouov, and added to
that was his dislike of having
Holen gamble. Yet he could not
help feeling a little thrill of admiration as he thought of how
well she had played the night
before.
"She had them all skinned a
Wile!" he muttered.
That day Jack wrote a rather
good sized policy. He was
as the man had been going away and had Insisted upon
being examined at once. He was
voted a good risk, and Jack was
elated.
"Helen will be awfully pleased,"
he soliloquized as he started for
home. Hanging on to a strap In
the crowded subway did not dampen his enthusiasm.
It was encouraging to get a good policy
once In a while.
He let himself In with his latchHis success had crowded
key.
out the thought of the club, of
Helen's losses, of the $40 he had
had to borrow. The unlighted Hat
brought memory.
"She's going to be late tonight,"
he said aloud. Then he went into
the kitchen. He had not stopped
for luncheon, so anxious had he
il been to have everything attended
to before the man he insured got
He was suddenly very
away.
hungry.
as
he had put the kettle
Just
on to boil, and commenced to
nri the potatoes, the telephone
"Hello,

voice.

Jack!" it was Helen's

"Yes, Helen."
"Do you mind if I don't come
home to dinner? Mr. Layton is
away and Mr. Barnes is going to
take Nell to dinner and to dance
and they have asked me. Isn't it
lovely of them. Nell says perhaps
you will Join us."
"No, thank you! I've had a
hard day and am too tired to tog
up unless I could come Just as
I am." A wistful note crept into
his voice.
"Oh, no, Jack!. Why, I should
be mortified to death. If you are

tired, don't sit up. I shall probably be late." Ho heard the click
of the receiver as Helenhung up,
and although he pestered central
for several minutes he could not
get her back.
Unfortunately, ho did not know
where the club was meeting that
afternoon, or if Helen were still
There wus nothing he
there.
could do, he couldn't find them
if he dressed and tried. So with
a sigh he returned to the kitchen,
put the pan of potatoes away,
made some strong coffee, and
made a dinner from the odds and
ends in the Ice box. All suddenly
his hunger had left him.
He thought of his good new as
ha smoked his pipe after he
cleared everything up. And with
the thought came a bitterness toward Helen he never before had
felt.
She was out with Barnes, dancing, having a gay time while he
sat alone, lonely for some one to
enthuse with him. over his good
fortune.
"I won't tell her about what I
did today.
She'll only want to
spend it for clothes to wear out
with other people!" he said aloud.
Jealousy stirring within him for
the first time since his marriage.
Before Jack Hunter married
Helen, he had been inclined to
feel Jealous of her. But no such
thought had entered his mind
since. She was his wife, and he
trusted her. But that Barnes was
a devilish good looking fellow, he
mused, and Holen was young and
fond of gayety.
"I'll have to spruce up and take
her out more," he finally said.
"But I shan't tell her of my luck
today. I'll Just start a little bank
account with that commission,
and pay the bills out of the other
business that comes in. She doesn't
deserve to know about It," he
added, feeling a bit guilty at keeping it from her.
At 11 o'clock he went to bed. It
was 2 when Helen came in, and
when she saw ho was awake she
retailed her evening with great

gusto:
"We had the nicest time, and
the loveliest dinner. Mr. Barnes
spends money like a Prince! And
ho looks stunning'
in dinner
clothes really handsome and distinguished."
Jack answered her pleasantly
enough, but under his breath he
said and meant It:
"Damn

Barnes!"

BEAUTY CHATS
B

Edna Kent Forbes.

4 IA rJ

soup-stoc-

There are two, and only two
'ways to fill out shoulders that are
too hollow for beauty.
One is to
i
hold them properly back with the
chest high and to take deep
breathing exercises, and the other
is to massage the hollow places
with warm cocoa butter. A good
plan would be to try both these
treatments at once.
If you try massage, wash the
skin with warm water or at least
hold towels wrung from hot wa
ter over it so that the pores of
the skin are open ready to abWarm
sorb the nourishing oil.
the cocoa butter and then mas
sage vigorously with the tips of
the fingers until you feel you have
worked in a certain amount. Of
course treatment like this would
have to be given at bedtime,
otherwise the clothing would be
In fact you
hopelessly stained.
have to wear an old night-dres- s
on the nights when you give yourIt really is
self this massage.
very beneficial, for cocoa butter
most
the
is probably
fattening oil..
In the morning you should
wash the skin with warm water,
for a certain amount of oil will
remain and might stain your unIn the morning also
derclothing.
before an open window
stand
well wrapped up so you will not
catch cold and begin breathing
Stand with the hands in
il deeply.
extend them
front of noyou and hhanthA
vmt
Thla
.Mnwloa
and lets
the
f
lungs
expand
helps
Hold the breath,
in more air.
exhale, and repeat a dozen times.
A few vigorous arm exercises
will also help to fill in hollow
shoulders.

at one time were tire
some and complicated.
Begin any time.
Keep on Heading Mr.
Educator's Talks.

TJS

(Hy The Annotated

BY MINERS
SAYS
NOT DISMISSED,
JUDGE JOHN POLLOCK

SUIT FILED

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
of

Highest of Quality. Lowest
Price Expert Watch Repairing.

JOTTLIEH JEWELRY
CO.
Your (ufirnntft l Our Name
103 N. rirst tit. Opp, Y. M. C. A.

chill-hlal-

fele

fb
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BACK FROM BUYING

TRIP

T0JEW

YORK

iunlor mem
ber of "The Economist" dry goods
the east.
from
returned
has
store,
After visiting Mrs. Lewinson am
children in St. Louis, Mo., and nin
mother and sister at Atlantic City,
N. J., Mr. Lewinson' entered New
York city and purchased a largb
list of "rush goods" lor nis sioij
here. These goods are arriving
daily, and they represent some of
the finest and best summer goods
to be found anywhere. In the consignments receiving are a number
of extra fine trimmed summer hats,
just the styws now wearing oi
Broadway in New roru, ana me

Book

Us fellows was standing erround
the lam post tawklng about different subjeks sutch as Reddy Mer-fSkinny Martin saying. Aw that
big stiff, I tell you wat I think of
that big stiff, I think he's a grate
big stiff, and If he was heer now
Id tell him the same thing to his
face.
Yes you would, sed Sam Cross.
Meenlng he doubted it, and Skinny
sed, I certeny would, and if theres
enybody heer says I wouldent. Jest
step rite up and say so.
Which nobody ste; ped up and
did on account of Skinny being a
better titer than enybody exsept
Reddy Merfy, and Jest then who
came erround the corner but Reddy
himself, me saying, Heer he comes
now, tell him now, heers your
chance t,o tell him.
Sure, tell him now, heers your
chance, all the- fellows sed. And
Reddy came up and all us fellows
waited ixclted to heer wat Skinny
was going to say.
Wich he dldent say enythlng,
and Reddy Merfy sed, Wats the
trubble, wats a matter, wats you
all so 'quiet about?
Skinny Martin wunts to tell you
something sed Sid Hunt, and Reddy sed. Well, heer I am, tell me.
Wloh Skinny started to speck
twice and dldent and then he started to and did, saying, I sed Id call
enybody a big stiff that I thawt
was a big stiff but I dldent think
you was one and never did.
Wich us fellows all started to yell
as if that wasent what he sed at all,
wich It wasent, and Skinny sed,
Wats you yelling about, do you
meen to call me a liar, does enybody heer meen to call me a liar?
Wioh nobody sed they did, and
we all stopped yelling for safety
ferst. Proving it all depends on
whose the best (Iter.

7n

The suit brought in the United
States district court here by the
United Mine Workers of America
to test the validity of the Kansas
industrial court law. was not dismissed "yesterday, and was erroneously stated, Judge John C. Pollock told the Associated Press today. Hearing on the suit was suspended, Judge Pollock said, because of errors in the plaintiff's
petition and they were given thirty
amended
days in which to file an errors.
petition correcting these

A

i

(By The Asuoclntrd Frett.)
Kansas City. Kans., April 28.

The number of married girls
sixteen years of age Increased from
34,829, or 3.7 per cent of the total
female population at that age In
the United States in 1910, to 41,.
623, or 4.2 per cent of the corresponding total in 1920.

long walk and come this way no
more." And yet I feel the pressing need of some one who will
hear my talcs of vitals gone to
seed, of toothache In my ear; of
all the divers aches and pains
my system can disclose; ot fever
in my seething veins and
in my nose. I'd pay a man
a decent wage if he would calmly
sit and listen to me while I rage
about my latest fit. But no one
seems to want the job, men sigh
and turn It down: I've offered it
to every swab who hangs around
the town. The poorest fellow
shakes his hpad, and says, with
aspect sour, "No! Either you or
I'd be dead before you'd talked
an hour."

I'ru.)

Philadelphia, April 28. Protest
of female
against the inclusion
students within tho colluge walls
At the close Of the meeting yes- - so thnt to the casual observer the
terdav afternoon of the fctate university has "larcelv lout Its nnal- I
Nurses' association Miss BertlceA.Ihy of masculinity and degenerated
Rees of Tucumcari was elected into a hybrid organization of
of the organization for education,'.' is contained In a re-- a
of the directors of the alumni
year; Miss Catherine Taylor wnslPort
named vice president and Miss; to tho trustees of the University of
MurcnMt Tunner wan plertefl sec-- ! Pennsylvania, made nubile todav.
!Tlle report suggests that funds of
retary and treasurer.
uonar oenenc lounua- The annual meeting of the state
Hon bo used to create a separate
re
nurses closed yesterday with a
college.
ceptlon and tea given for the mem women's
Limitation of enrollment Is also
bers of the association by tho sisthe report stating "we
advocated,
ters of St. Joseph's sanatorium.
the proposition thnt the uniYesterday the features of the pro- oppose is for
the masses."
gram were an address by Dr. Leroy versity
S. Peters on "Tuberculosis and the
Nurse," and a discussion in the
around the STATUE OF "CIVIC
afternoon centering
licensed nurse, and a proposed hill
for the legislature in connection
VIRTUE" IS READY
with that topic.
TO BE UNVEILED
the
nurses
100
attended
About
meeting.
Mi

TWO-WEEK-

hear me talk, remark, "You are
a bore; you'd better take a good

SEPARATE COLLEGE IS
ADVOCATED FOR WOMEN

YEAR

RiMrninur Lewlnson.
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4 PRISONERS PLEAD
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$1.05
24 lb. Diamond M. Flour
48 lb. Diamond M Flour...
$2.03
24 lb. Bos Patent Flour
$1.18
48 lb. Boss Patent Flour
$2.27 5
32c
Pompeiian Olive Oil, 2 pint
W PomDeiian Olive Oil. pint
58c
$1.08 JJ
Pompeiian Olive Oil, quarts
28c Q
Extra Special, Paul's Jams, 1 lb. jars only
No.
2
can
each
Blackberries,
only... .23cJ
Tj Puyallup
Sunkist Brand No. 2 Sliced Pineapple, only. . .20c
1--

7 .v.

;,;
,

s--'

j

r

Armour's, St. Charles, Red Cross Milk,
each tall can only
Horlick's Malted Milk, 50c size
Horlick's Malted Milk, $1.00 size
Horlick's Malted Milk, $3.75 size
Needmore Brand Lima Beans
16 LBS. SUGAR for

i

Mrs. John Jacob Rogers.
Mrs. John Jacob Rogers, wife ot
Representative Rogers of Massachusetts, has been appointed as the
personal representative of President Harding to make a tour of inspection to investigate conditions
in soldier hospitals. She will report directly to the president

Sunshine Barrel Lemon and Vanilla Snaps,
Each barrel
10c
Sunshine Sugar Wafers, value up to 25c, only. .16c
ORANGES! ORANGES! Extra Nice, per doz...45c

Sii SKINNER'S

MATINEE FOR SCHOOL
CHILDREN AT CRYSTAL
OPERA HOUSE TODAY
A sppcial school cliildi-rn'will tip Kivi'ii today
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The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Products

"j

at the
Crystal opoia house ly the Ferris

TayTaylor Stock company.
lor, who is always anxious to
selected
has
llio
kiddies,
please
his best and funniest play for
the occasion, namely, "Sputter."
It was In this story that tho famous character "Toby" was created and Mr. Taylor guarantees
that It Is a riot of laughter from
start to finish. Toby stutters to
heat the band In this story and
his efforts to suy what he thinks
without getting his tongue twisted
and whistling would mako a cigar
Ktoio indiaii laugh. Toby has also
arranged for somo clever songs
and sayings to entertain the little,
folks. "Sputter" will be repeated
again at the Sunday evening
and It is safe to say the
"big kids." from twelve years old
to sixty, will enjoy It as much as
tho tiny tots. As usual, there will
be vaudeville between tho acts.
Tonight the company will be seen
In "Tempest and Sunshine." the
well known book play.
Mr.

I'""

SATURDAY AND MONDAY ONLY
Exceptional Bargains for Men, Women, Children
Millinery, for ladies and children, values up to
89c
$4.75. Saturday and Monday
This Sale Includes Petticoats. Bloomers, Camisoles,
Rompers Shirts, Etc.
Discount on Anything in Our Store Saturday
25
and Monday
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

Tucumcari, N. M.. April 28.
The IS months old child of Mrs. C.I
of
C. Clolden died here Thursday
from
spinal meningitis resulting
Injury sustained hy a pencil being
stuck Into its eye and head when
It fell on the floor last
Sunday
The Injury was not;
afternoon.
thought to be serious until about
hours
twenty-fou- r
previous to
child, an
death. The father of the
- M
V . wns
n.,.in1. r.r h t.7 T
killed here some months ago when
Incomof
the
In
front
he stepped
railing limited No. 3 In the local Mrs.
A brother of
road yards.
Golden died a few weeks ago In
this city.
X-
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LUCERO'S 89c SALE

Cnrrrnponilenre to Tlir Journal.)

(Special

ii

W

ATTACK OF INFANTILE
PARALYSISJS FATAL

The Lucero

Garment Shop

Corner Second and Silver

DEPUTY
BATTLE

KILLEDINA

(Bj Tba AMoclaled TrcM.)
Springfield, 111.. April 28. Sherof Itushvllle, and
iff Ed
Deputy Sheriff Frank Uttger towere shot to death
night in a battle with Greek section hands four miles north of
Beardstown.
Deputy Carl Neff
was seriously wounded.
The shnt.1 were fired when the
officers attempted to quiet a dis
turbance among tno ureeKS, wno
nre quartered in cars alons the
cihlrne-nT?urlineton & Qulncv
tracks at Frederick.

BUY FOR LESS

Owing to their crowding Into
the smoking compartments of first
as well as third class coaches, tho
railroads have begun to provide
on trains
smoking compartments
for women only. They have dis- are
covered that the
scorned, by both sexes and that
men do not give up their seats to
women In smokers.

20 cakes P. and G. Soap

$1.00

$1.00

Blue Ribbon Flour
'

Every sack guaranteed to give satisfaction or your
money refunded.
24 pound sack
$1.10
48 pound sack
$2.15
Complete line of Fruits and Vegetables.
Save Money by Trading Where You Get
BED-ROC-

CMS

PRICES

K

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., Inc.
nnounvAY

FACE

$1.00

20 cakes Sodate Soap

.

RASH DISFIGURED

and the price is

Plenty of nice STRAWBERRIES
lower.
16 POUNDS SUGAR

.

TO CHARGES
AND ARE SENTENCED

Three penitentiary sentences,
all of which may be suspended,
ladies of Albuquerque should see
and one sentence in the county
them.
Jail, were handed out yesterday
by the district court to prisoners
RELEASE SAILOR FROM
who entered pleas of guilty to the
offenses charged against them.
CHARGES OF MURDER
Enrique Vargas was given a
two and a half to three year senAmoclalcd
The
Press.)
(Br
tence on a charge of grand
,
Miami Fla.. April 28. Vernonl
larceny. John Thompson was sen- -'
ZZr:
Bracklehurst. mate of the British
tenced from two to three years
been
schooner Lewis Brothers, has
on a charge of passing bad
released from charges of murderichecks. W. W. White was given a
ng; Captain H. Chute, master of
two to two and a half year senth
chnnner. bv the British au
tence on a
of obtaining
thorities at Nassau, Bahama is- -, MacMonnies' statue of "Civic V'. tue"- money under charge
false pretenses. R.
was
taKen
he
where
in
hoisted
loririai,
to its pedestal
lands,
being
Lopez, who has served 44 days
according to advices reaching here
in jail while waiting for rtial
city mil park, tiew York.
on a petit larceny charge, was
tonight.
The much discussed statue It sentenced
to 60 days In the county
Mac-BRYAJT DRY JOIN'S NAVY.
"Civic Virtue," by Frederick
! Jail. He will be given credit for
Houston, Tex., April TT28.
Bryan
the
already spent at the
111
Tin. f.nm MnnnahtnA
UaVrl. Monmes, has at last been hoisted countydays
institution.
fountain
of
in
the
pedestal
j10
county, Tex., enlisted in the navy
here today. Calling at the recruit- - City Hall park. New York city. The
ing office he made known his do- -- 'statue shows a youth armed with a
sire to sail the briny deep and af- sword, haughtily stepping upon the
ter passing the physical tests was recumbent bodies of two Loreleis,
throat and cheat
Signed lip.
and manv wnmen nt tho citv havfl
wallow (mall pieces, of
A86,!
Recent budget studies have
ex2Pj?
tablished the cost of living for a
Stepped on even if
woman in Texas at 314.78 a week, foF v.om
a woman In Washington statu nt ,on'y 111 'lojrory.
122.10 a week, and a woman In j
Km
Om 17 Ulttkmjm
North Dakota at $16.65 a week.
Journal Waut Ads Bring Kcsults.

10c

38c
75c
$2.65
17c
$1.00
SUNSHINE BULK SODAS, per pound
12c
These Crackers are packed in 4 and 6 lb. Caddies.

-
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GUILTY

ty$?r

Opposite the Y. M. C. A
opo

109 North First Street
ni
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Cocoa Butter Massage Helps.
do the use of any powder in keen
lng the hair fluffy as it may absorb so much oil in the hair that
it will become brittle. The only
timo to resort to orris root, or
any other powder, is when the
Dixie: Any of the mixtures hair Is too oily to make 'possible a
made from honey and almonds becoming coiffure and then it will
are good for keeping the hands only require a small amount of
powder to accomplish this.
soft and white.
Your
Troubled:
finger nails
break off because they are too
S
TRUCE IS
brittle.
Keep them softened by
rubbing into them each night
BY PAPER
AGREED
TO
either a cream or some oil.
T. A. R. B.: Powdered orris'
MAKERS AND UNIONS
root will not hurt the hair, although you do not want to over- (By The Associated Fran.)
New York April 28. Under s
truce agreed upon today by manufacturers and delegates of the International Brotherhood of Paper
Makers, unionized news 'print paper mills of the United States and
Canada continue in operation for
another two weeks.
In the interim, 60,000 labor men
will vote whether to accept the
terms laid before them today or
reject them and strike. It in expected the vote will be completed
and
by May 10, when delegates
manufacturers will meet in New
York to survey the result.
The truce was the result of a
series of conferences, following the
announcement
manufacturers'
OUR COURSE OF BUSIthat, at the expiration of present
contract, next Sunday night, they
NESS INSTRUCTION
proposed to reduce the wage of
will develop in you the skilled men 10 per cent and to
all extra compensation
winning streak that folks eliminate
for overtime.
talk about. We teach in
Among some labor delegates the
belief was prevalent that the vote
the most modern manner would
result in a refusal of the
the business lessons that manufacturers' terms.
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You'll Always Do Better

tablespoon ot flour rubbed to a
cream with a little melted butter.) Remove the skewers from
the cooked beef rolls, pour the
hot gravy over them, and serve
at once.
Bannocks: Mix together
of a pound of oatmeal,
six ounces of flour, one teaspoon
ot salt and four teaspoons of baking powder. Rub into this, with
the finger-tipone heaping tablespoon of lard and butter mixed,
and make Into a stiff dough with
halt water and half milk. Roll
out as thin as possible, cut with a
tumbler Inverted, and bake on a
as with
griddle
Serve hot with
Knglish muffins.
plenty of butter.
Hominy-Appl- e
Pare
Pudding:
and core six apples.
Arrange
them in a baking dish and fill the
cavities in the apples with any
kind of Jelly. Then pour the following over the apples: Mix together2 one cup of cooked hominy,
cups of cold, sweet milk,
the beaten yolks of two eggs, two
heaping tablespoons of sugar, two
tablespoons of butter separated
into small bits, one tablespoon of
lemon Juice,
cup of
seeded raisins and a pinch of salt.
Cook in a slow oven until tho
apples are tender, then remove
tho dish from the oven and cover
with a meringue made from the
stiffly beaten whites of the two
egi,'n and one tablespoon of granulated sugar; slip the dish back
into the oven to brown a minute,
and serve either hot or cold.

DINNER

SPRINGTIME

Spinach and lettuce in fact, all
greens are very necessary to our
systems in the spring. For greens
not only contain minerals called
which we
"vitamincs"
without
cannot lie healthy, but they also
act as a broom to the digestive
organs sweeping them clear of
any clogging mutter and giving
them a fresh nturt.
In
day, pcoplo took
"sulphur and molasses" to clear
the Mood; but now we turn to
an abundance of fruits and greens
instead.
The following menu is
an excellent one for this season
of the year:
Beef "Olives"
Boiled Potatoes
Spinach
Bannocks
Hominy-Appl- e
Coffee
Pudding
Beef "Olives": Have two pounds
of rump stenlc cut thin. (It should
make about six slices). Brush over
theso six slices with a littlo beaten egg, salt, and pepper, and roll
each pieco tightly, fastening it
with a small skewer.
Put one
or canned conpint of
somme into a stew 'pan, lay in
tho raw liei'f
lay thin slices
of uncooked bacon over all, and
lay on top a round piece of wrappaper which you havo cut
fik, vtjtt.
i
Ira ping
tho exact size of the pot. Let
stew
for about two hours,
gnt!y
By ELOISE.
then remove tho rolls, placing
Sleeveless sweaters in
on
them
hot
a
platter, and make
styles are beinpj shown by all the a
gravy of tho pan liciuor. (To
leading makers of knit goods.
These models are particularly com- do this simply add a very little
fortable for sports wear because hot water, and thicken with 1
they lend warmth to the chest and
back and leave the arms free for
strenuous movement.
Then, too,
the tailored blouse fits much better
under the sleeveless sweuter than it
d
does under the usual
Bah sweaters,
and the feminine
golfer likes to be trimly tailored.
By WALT
She likes to wear her rough tweed
or smart silk suit with a silk or
wash tailored blouse and It Is often
MAN WANTED.
impossible to get the coats of the
new suits over thick sweater sleeves.
T sometimes
wish that I could
Tile sleeveless sweater, therefore,
solves the problem, for she may find a patient man and strong, a
wear her suit and tailored blouse fellow of receptive mind, who'd
and her sweater may be added for listen all
day long, while I relate
warmth without being stuffy or how
tough I feel, describe the
cumbersome.
This smart styln comes in yellow aches and pants that, torture mu
from roof to heel, and hurt my
pnd white as pictured here, red and ancient
I know It Isn't
white, blue and wtvUe, and Jade ami good or fangs.
wise to tell such tales as
white. It ties up snugly about the
to
hnr
these
neigh
people, who
neck and laces at the hlp. The
all storiea of disease.
Tho
stripes In the band, which forms
the peplum, have a slenderizing ef- cops at otico lmpntient grow,
1
on
when
their beat, and
fect.
gut
It is suitable for golfing,
sluing my narrative of woe, of
tennis, yachting or beach wear.
aching head and feet. I tried it
on a crippled gent who could not
get away, and on my head his
staff was bent; it spoiled for both
a day. And strangers, when they

BY N,

K

By LAURA A. RIR&MAN.
A

TILL OUT HOLLOW
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Kahn's Grocery Bulletin

FFICiEHT HOUSEKEEPING

BY JANE PHELPS.
JACK KKF.PS HIS SUCCESS
l'HOM HELEN'.

WOMAN TO MAKE
HOSPITAL SURVEY

6
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HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND
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Also On Back and Chest.
Lost Rest. Cuticura Heals.
"My baby broke out with rash
on his face, back and chest. At
first they were tiny pimples, and after a few days became dry and hard.
Hla skin was red and sore, and the
eruptions itched so that he scratched,
and hit face was disfigured. His
clothing aggravated the breaking
out, and at night he was cross and
lost hit rest.
"I began using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. I could tee an improvement, and after using two cakea of
Soap and one box of Ointment he
was healed." (Signed) Mrs. Jessie
McCollum, 332 So. Bth St., Kantat
City, Kansas.
Use Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum for all toilet purposes.
IwvbtMtTrMkTlItIL AitdraaOaBnnUW
HtarlM. Dqit. B, Micl4. IUm." Soidwrwr-whf- rt
Smd29c Ointments and M. TlumSc.
Wa Cuticura Soap sImtm wltboat mag.

Albuquerque

Santa Fe

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Rend D iwn)
Leave
7:30a.m....
Arrive .. 10:30 a.m
Leave ,. 12:30 p.m
Arrive ,. 3:00 cm
Arrive m 6:00 p.m

To Albuquerque (Head
...Arrive . 7:00
Albuquerque
Leave . 4:00
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Arrive . 13:46
Arrive . 11:15
Espanola
. Lea ve
7:30
Taos

Cp)
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
a.m.
a.m.

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.
Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confect ionery,
Phone 222.

Albuquerque

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD
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D. A. MACrilEUSON.
CARL C. MAGEE,
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Secretary.
D. A. MACPHERSON.
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C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111
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AN INDEPENDENT

18T9.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c;
yearly, In advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico."
The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press U exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this pap&r and also
local
news
herein.
the
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BUYING VOTES.
The Journal has debated long and hard on the
possibilities of any good coming to the stato from
a. continuation In power under the present organisation of the republican party. A good, old time
republican said to us the other day "I loved my
children, but I had to spank them somcli nics In
order to make them be good. I love tho republican
party, but I must help spank It this year to make
it be good."
A large majority of republicans in this state are
A large majority of the natives are
"natives."
g
These peoplo are kindly,
republicans.
and
They are not crooks and criminals
in a ratio beyond other peoples. But they have
lived in New Mexico for four hundred years, far
removed from the civilization of the Americano.
They have built up language, customs and modes of
life peculiar to themselves. That Spanish civilization exists today in a half dozen counties, in very
nearly Its original purity, uninfluenced by Anglo-SaxoInstitutions.
A vast majority of these people are Americana
by birth and loyalty, but they are not Americanized.
They have a viewpoint all their own and it is unlike that of tho rest of America. They have not
American ideals. They do not speak the American
language. Such of tVcm as have had a chance for
education have taken on our ideals and language
readily enough, but most of them have had no such
privilege.
These people are a pastoral and agricultural
Before the Americano camo they knew
' nothing of written obligations. A man gave his
verbal word and it was his binding agreement.
The early Americano Introduced much that was
bad and undcpendable. The drinking, gambling,
cheating Americano had a bad effect on many ot
these people. Their habits were debauched, their
lands stolen and the people themselves reduced to
The man who
a, state of economic helplessness.
who blames them for their condition is not a student of the early history of New Mexico.
"Bull" Andrews, a renegade republican politician from Pennsylvania introduced the idea of cor
rupting these poor people politically by tho use of
money. Living in poverty, election money camo r.s
a. monetary boon to them. At first they were given
a bill and a ballot and the purchaser stood by and
i saw to it that the ballot went into tho box. Later
the system was camouflaged by "hiring" these people as "political workers." A man with four sons
was paid to get the four boys to the polls. Then
each son was paid to get the father and thro":
brothers to the polls. Thus under the guise of hired
"workers" their votes were Purchased. This prachas been continued
tice, with slight interruption,
to the present time.
It is reported from reliable sources that the
republicans expended over $200,000 in the state
election of 1918.
Approximately $100,000 was
spent In 1920.
In an effort to combat this situation tho oirt
reactionary democracy tried to ralso money in sudi
quantities as would be effective. They usually
failed. They did not have the sources of revenue.
Today, among politicians, the problem is how
their respective parties can raise unconscionably
large campaign funds. It constitutes the chief topic
of discussion. To do It, the republican leaders
pledge the party's soul to the special interests.
Meanwhile the native vote has been bought and
paid for the party has felt it owed these people,
nothing. Thug the native has sold his birthright
and reduced himself to Peonage. This statement,
of course, does not apply to the group who are eduand Independent.
cated,
With this combination of big business supplying
the money with which to buy a purchasable vote,
decency cannot prevail. Governors are mere tools
and the governorship proves a "political graveyard." If a governor attempts to break away, he
commits political suicide. Platforms and Pledgee
are of little consequence. Campaign funds become
home-lovin-

n

The
chem and asked for an order of extradition.
governor set the matter for hearing on May 1C,
tho ostensible reason being to give A. B. McMiHen,
attorney for tho First National, time enough to
return to Albuqucrquo from a trip abroad, At that
tlmo the Arizona authorities will, they announce,
return to Santa Fe to press the matter.
Governor Mechcm gave no intimation, according to information received by the Journal, as to
his final action.
These defendants claim that there are technical
reasons for questioning these indictments.
They
also assert their innocence on the merits. This being true, it Is difficult for the average man to understand why they do not hasten to llolbrook and
quash the indictments, or prove their innocence.
Their fierce fight to prevent extradition is Inconsistent with their claim of innocence.
Tho chief thing which the average citizen feels
with
is tho certainty that had he been charged
crime In Arizona and his extradition asked for last
Thursday, he would be on his way to that state
right now, in custody of the sheriff. He feels certain that the governor would have acted promptly
in delivering him up.
The Journal has no wish as to the final outcome ot these cases in Arizona, except that Justice
be done.
We are resentful that men can become
so powerful in business and politics that they can
put themselves for months or years beyond the
reach of the law.
Perhaps Governor Mechem will give these men
up on May 10 and so help them to have tho chance
to prove their innocence before a Jury in Arizona.

J. M. Raynolds and Guy
president and vice president
Rogers,
of the First National Bank of this city and Ed
Cox, of the First Savings Bank and Trust Company,
were indicted for alleged crimes connected with th'- -'
failure of the Holbrook State Bank, of llolbrook.
Arizona. Mr. Raynolds waB formerly president ot
this bank. At the time of its falluro Louis M.
Raynolds, a cousin of J. M. Raynolds and now an
employe of the First National Bank, was president.
A civil suit, brought by the receiver of the defunct bank, against the First National Bank Is
now pending in the Federal court at Santa Fe.
Reld, Hervey and Iden, attorneys of this el'y, represent the receiver in this case. The suit Is an
effort to collect money which Is alleged to have
been Improperly taken by tho First National from
the Holbrook bank.
Attorneys at Phoenix were employed by these
defendants and a vigorous effort was mado to pic
vent the governor of Arizona from asking Governor
ElaborMechem to Issue an order of extradition.
ate briefs, raising many technical objections, were
filed. Nevertheless Governor Campbell signed tho
requisition several days ago.
On Thursday the sheriff of Navajo county, Arl- lona and two representatives of the prosecuting
attorney, presented these papers to Governor Me

v.
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and the politicians are the ones who have sought
"Why should l mind?" grunted
to mislead the public as to the facts at Gallup, The Mrs. Twistytail.
"Well, I thought perhaps you
very quotation from the Graphic which we reprint
above Is only an effort to lead people to believe niljht think I was too stylish with
that trouble existed in Gallup when it did not.
Some ten thousand people in and about Gallup
know the facta Several thousand of these read
the Journal every day. How absurd it would be
to state an untruth about conditions and so brand
ourselves as liars before that vast audience.
The Journal stated the simple truth about Gallup. No one has specifically denied our statement of facts. All that the defenders of Governor
Mechem have done has been to disagree with us
as to what might have happened it the troops had
not been sent. Probably one man's views is as good
as another's as to what may happen In the future.
All of which is written to combat the propaganda that we deliberately color the facts, and not
for the purpose of defending our position. The people may rest assured that this insinuation Is untrue
now and always. If the Journal inadvertently fails
to use tho truth it never fails to make correction.
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EXPLANATION.
Night dips a splinter of the dark
Deep in the glowing west.
Then lays it flaming on a hill
And hammers it with zest.
The whirling sparks the anvil spurn,
And, glancing far away.
Become the stars whose gleaming makes
Tho midnight's bright array.
The night then hangs the splinter bright
Upon the darkness high,
And those who know no better say:
"The new moon's in the sky."
-- Arthur Wallace Peach in the Boston
Transcript.
r

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
IT'S A GREAT LIFE.
European International politics consists in put
ting something over on somebody. Chicago News.
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

1921,

respectively,

May $1.42i,4 to $1.42 'A and July
$1.2614 to $1.26V4.Corn gained
lie to c to c to Tic, oats were
unchanged to lie up and provisions unchanged to 5c lower.
As nearly as could be ascertained, the European
purchasing of
wheat included 1,500,000 bushels of
Canadian wheat for Greece, but
what proportion
of tho other
was United
bushels
1,500,000
States wheat and how much was
old wheat or how much was new
crop could only be guessed. Ger0
many was said to have taken
bushels of new wheat for
Unfashipment.
vorable
crop conditions were mentioned as explaining In a measure the enlarged European demand.
Before the news of European
buying became current, the wheat
market here had a downward tendency as to price, owing largely to
a pronounced decline of values nt
Liverpool, where all commodities
were said to have been depressed
as a result of anxiety over develop
ments at the Genoa economic con
ference. At first, too. the fact that
Monday Is the first delivery day on
May contracts seemed to have a
bearish influence here, but subsequently cash houses were buyers,
and the price of May tightened up
more relatively than July or Sep
tember,
Indications of liberal export busi
ness In corn and oats as well as In
wheat gave independent firmness
to corn and oats.
Provisions were dull and aver
aged lower, failing to retain a
slight advance which had resulted
from higher quotations on hogs.
Closing prices:
$1.4214;
Wheat
July,
May,

l'rrai.)

GLASS

It

leadership.

In December,

(By The Associated

B. GttrU

61c;
37c;

s.

NEEDED.

By Howard

THE MARKETS

as much as 3.000,000 bushels, led
to a new upturn today in wheat
prices here. The market closed
unsettled at the same as yesterday's finish to Use higher, with
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IN West Silver.
ket prices today registered many
rooms and sleeping porch. 1008 Nortu.
KOK
KiG.N.T
Thloe rulnuned mtuBeltceu Second,
"Nurse Jane, have you anything material
tfi-K- .
recoveries from the reces
phono
Ing rootrn. 819 Nurih Pourth.
black in the bungalow?"
asked sions of tho midweek, regardless of
FOIl KENT Two rooms, furnished for FOR RENT Two ruritiBTxra rooms, for
6
for
call
cent
rate
a
the
his
of
muskrat lady
loans,
Uncle Wiggily
per
light housekeeping; adults; do lck
708 North Third.
lioilflekeeplnir.
731
iiuih Second.
highest quotation ror this accom
FOU KENT
housekeeper one morning.
furnished
Neatly
leepln
in several weeks,
FOK KENT Modern
furnished apartroom, clone In. 317 South Third.
black?" repeated modation
"Anything
steam heat. Averill apartments.
to
ments,
throe
one
ot
Gains
points
500,-00FOK
HE.NT Furnished
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "Why, there were
308
h Second.
housekeeping
Son
mado
better
known
the
by
rooms,
lis South Walter, phone K.7-.- l. FOR KENT
is some of tho stuff I use to shine shares and
TUruo-roofurnished
among several of the -September
FOIt PKNlVrwa furntsnea roonn tol
the stove."
apartment with slf eping porch and
miscellaneous
and
food
oil,
trans-Atlantissues,
1727
I'liht
l
West
enlral
310
mean
South Walter.
hath. Apply
"No. I don't
that," said notably Standard Oil of New Jer
FOU KENT
Two large front rooms,
the bunny.
FO lYK E N 'iT M udoFn
Hpart
Biscuit and American
like new. Hi Bouth Edith,
newly furnished, close in; no
"Then there is the blacking for sey, National
nient,
i Id ren.
from
advances
A pply
4t'0 North Fourth,
cli
ranged
ROOM
Radiator,
and
aleepini,
porch,
adjoining
your shoes," proceeded the musk-r- at four and a half to seven points.
301 South Edith, phone 1340-- J
bath
furTwo and three-ruoFOR RENT
lady.
were
AlDealings
comparatively
FOK IlENT Two rooms and sleeping
nished housekeeping apartments.
"I don't mean that, either,"
first
in
three
but
the
or
furnished
704 buquerque Jlutel, UlB'.ii North Second.
unfurnished.
hours,
porch,
light
made
answer. broadened later on
Uncle Wiggily
'
West Coal.
Steam heated apartment,
FOR RENT
steady absorp
"What I want Is something like tion of tho
East Silver,
In Park View court,
FOIt RENT Three modern furnished
cheaper rails, also shipblack cloth. I want to make myrooms
,1.
A.
423
for
West
Hammond,
fall
phone 1fi2?R.
housekeeping.
steels,
sugars,
pings, independent
self a blnck bow necktie, like the textiles
Rnnta
Fs.
FoK ItENT One furnished and mi unand merchandising shares.
one I saw on Grandfather Goosey
FOU ItENT 313
furnished apartment, hot water. 1215
South First, twu
Traders seemed
disposed to
Gander the day he laughed
me
West Roma. Apply apartment 1, or call
rooms
for
suitable
for
housekeeping,
490-adopt a more conservative attitude
couple.
for scrubbing your kltc.hen."
consideration of the
Two-roofurnished apartFOU KENT Bed room, garage, lights, FOK KENT
"Oh, you mean one of those On further
prospective
water and phona furnished. 710 West
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
new style, flowing ties, with the coal strike situation,
Vs
rates
and
the
reasonable.
rent
freight
tangle
Lead.
phone
higher
paid;,
long ends that artists wear!" in international
Son h Kroadwny.
affairs, as indiFOH RENT Modern sleeping room, adlaughed Nurse Jane. "Let me see cated by the course
one
events
at
KENT
of
FOR
203
and
small
One
Averlll
bath.
ft
apartments,
iarye
joining
now, something black. Well, here Genoa.
North Hecond.
apartment, furnished completely for
is nn old waterproof cloak or rain
215
Crane- Apartments,
and
FOH KENT Nice large south front room, housekeeping.
stocks
affiliated
Sugars
cnat that I am through with.
is
phone 314.
furnished, steam heat, bath and phone. North Seventh,Three-rooprice
of thin, black cloth, and if you were bought on additional
2350-FOK
Call
RENT
apartment
and the favorable quarmake a bow of that water can't advances
for light housekeeping, modern,
FOH
KENT steam heated sleeping
$22.50 per month. 00 block South First,
terly statement ot the Corn Prodhurt it."
216 Vs
rooms.
Hotel,
Albuquerque
TELLING THE TRUTH.
i
company stimulated buying of
Inquire Bayoy Hotel off ce.
North Second,
"Just the thing!" cried Uncle ucts
Three-roomodern fur"Please cut me off a that issue. Investment rails were
FOU RENT Two or throe furnished FOR RENT
Wiggily.
than
little
second
better
but
nished apartment; private bath, glassed
firm,
rooms for light housekeeping; nu sick.
The Deming Graphlo takes us to task for strip of the waterproof cloth."
wood floors, eto
hard
porch,
New
sleeping
Haven
issues,
417
West
ary
particularly
Hllver,
So
Nurse Jane kindly did this,
The postmaster
1122 West Central, phone 3R5-.- T
Governor Mechem.
criticising
FOH RENT Two furnished rooms and
Uncle Wiggily a long, wide and Minneapolis A St. Louis were
FOR KENT
One housekeeping apartpublisher earns his salary by coming to the defense giving
sleeping porch for two; do children.
of the black cloth.
He put In greater demand. Sales amounted
strip
ment of three rooms and both, comHO South Wain u t.
of a republican governor. It's all right. lie should it around his neck, tied it into a to 1,135,000 shares.
also furnished suite of
furnished;
pletely
FO:i KENT Furnished, light housekeepMoney brokers
regarded the
twu rooms and bath. Apply 203 South)
bow, with long, flowing ends, and
do what Is expected of him.
rate for call loans as mere- $1.2614.
ing room, for ladles only; $10 month. Foil rt h .
higher
on
his
then
glasses.
put
4(15 South Edith.
The editor makes the following rather candid
KENT Modern furnished flat, ex"How do I look, Nurse Jane?" ly temporary and entirely due to
Corn May,
July,
FOH RENT Nice room, cloae In, for
tra large tooths, desirable for office
transfers of funds incident to May
sounding statement:
Oats May,
he asked.
July,
need
no
apsick
gentleman
employed;
and living rooms; will take board In ex"Mr. Mageo has alienated public opinion by
"Just like some artists, but hot interest and dividend payments.
Pork May, $21.00.
ply. '319 North Fifth.
change for rent. E. Mali a ram, 618 West
like all artists!" the muskrat lady Time funds were unchanged, but
$10.80; July, $10.97. FOH RENT Beautifully furnished room Central.
May,
Ills unfair treatment of news originating In the
were less freely offered for the
new
a
$10.87.
fad
In
answered.
ho'll
"It's
home.
Ribs
Mrs.
Fred
modern
May,
$11.60;
July,
Apply
FOR ItENT Furnished apartments, conis bad newspaper
disturbed zone at Gallup.
Hamm, fiD3 North Second.
soon get tired of wearing such a longer dates.
venient to sanatoriums; four rooms,
was the only
rate
British
-IThe
n
glassed-ipractice to carry editorial bias outside of the
bow
necktie."
ROOMS
Nurse
IMPERIAL
ce.
sleeping porches, gas; on East
rooms,
clean
big
Omaha Grain.
thought
of
or week.
Over Pastime Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
rates
by
2
editorial column. Readers are entitled to tho
day
No.
Jane, as Uncle Wiggily hopped off exception to the weaker tone
28.
Wheat
Omaha,
April
McMMMon & Wood, phone S48.
or
see
21
within
West
Centrat
Theater,
holding
exchanges,
No. 2 mixed,
by himself to go look for an ad- aforeign
news as it Is and not as the editor would like
fraction of yesterday's best quo- hard, $1.31 1.40;
FCK RENT Rooms, fLrnlahed for light
venture.
$1.18.
It to be. Such prejudice foments class feeling
housekeeping; no sick or children. 603
He had not gone very far be- tation. French, Italian and Bel2
No.
54c; North
6314(0)
white,
Corn
FOR RENT Furnlnhed front apartment,
Fourth. Phono 1239-six
to
,
eased
of
four
remittances
and interferes with reasonable adjustments
fore he met Mrs. Twisty-tallthe gian
53c.
2 mixed, 02 14
two rooms and kitchenette, bath adNo.
FOU KENT Nicely furnished, wall venpoints, and all the northern and
difficulties."
2 white, 33Vi3614c;
large front porch; thoroughly
joining;
pig lady, who was tho mother of eastern
No.
or
Oats
one
tilated
bed
suitable
for
room,
were
close in; no sick or children. 121
quotations
European
clean;
and
two gentlemen. 41ti South Third.
Floppy Twistytail, the
We do not mind being criticised. We rather Curly
show- No. 3 white, 3514c.
South Arno.
alone
rate
Dutch
the
lower,
cute
little
two
pig boys.
FOH RENT Well furnished room, adlike it in fact. But this disingenuous effort to have
"Where are you going. Mrs. ing firmness.
joining bath; for gentierdan employed.
Kansas City Cash Grain.
Closing prices:
423 South Third.
it appear that wo are guilty of coloring the new J Twistytail?" asked Uncle Wiggily.
Phone 17S1-28.
Cash:
FOK KENT
Kansas
40 H
Large living room, ,
City, April
Beet
American
Sugar
am
"I
to
five
tho
ten
ELGIN
and
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
going
to fit an editorial policy is utterly unfair. The Jour2
sleeping porch,
No.
1.46;
hard
$1.29
Wheat
47
U
Can
American
tne
cent
store
to
a
annew
by
apartments,
housekeeping
day
service ones a week.
Junitor
get
kitchenette;
hat,"
No. 2 red, $1.30
nal has a. standing rule in the news department swered Mrs.
week or month. 6024 West Central.
American Smelting & Ref'g. . !)6
This Is one of the most completely furTwistytail.
No. 2 white,
Corn
33
homes
In the city; ft!5
Tobacco..
nished
Sumatra
that no story shall color the facts. We attempt to
American
apaitment
I
income
with you?"
"M;iy
FOH KENT Neatly furnished front bed
56
No. 2 yellow, 55
122
per month. Occupied by present tenant
room In modern home; employed lady five
adhere to it rigorously.
quired the bunny, with a low and American Tel. & Tel
seen
be
fan
by
Way 6; referyears,
17
Hay Unchanged.
or gentleman preferred. Phone lfi8G-Zinc
ences.
Tho people should have the facts. If these are polite bnw of his pink, twinkling American
McCrefghta
Apartment Home,
52
Anaconda Copper
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms. 315 West Lead avenue.
nose.
"I
to
have
to
the
go
three
own
deducwith glassed sleeping porch, gas, bath;
1001.
given accurately the public can draw Its
and four cent store, which Is Atchison
no children; reasonable. 710 South Arno.
1 (
tions. The editorial page is the place in a newspa- right next door to the five and Baltimore & Ohio
FOIt
KENT Furnished
784
housekeeping
ten. to get a new tire for my Bethlehem Steel "B"
per for the airing of the editor's conclusions.
and steeping rooms,
and sleeping L.O.V1' 1'air Kinases In case, name Homer
29 Va
if you don't Butte & Superior
So,
('Iilcaso.
McCuna on lid. 823 South Arno.
The Journal charges that the special interests automobile.
porch; reasonable; close In. 207 North
55 Vi
California Petroleum
S.
28
mind. I will walk with you?"
Bureau Fifth.
(U.
Chicago. April

THE WORST IS Y ET TO COME.
Detroit has voted by an overwhelmlnglng ma
of
Is
there
Under such conditions how
hope
jority to buy its street car lines. By what reduced
relief through the republican party? If the special votes the tax levies to pay deficits on their operaInterests are driven out, the party cannot win. If tion will be carried is not now forecast. New York
Herald.
they stay in, they corrupt every department ot the
state government.
TOO IMPORTANT TO OVERLOOK.
The hope of the state apparently lies in a proRepublican leaders of the senate having decided
gressive, militant democratic party, which will go to pass a bonus bill at Mhis session, it is to be
to the polls with a program of reform and service hoped that they will not forget, as the house did.
to provide the means of paying it. Chicago News.
to the people. That party should let the purchasmade
should
be
vote
able
go where it may. Appeal
HE NEEDS WET TOWEL FOR HIS HEAD.
to intelligent republicans, Americano and native,
One of Mayor Hylan's appointees says that it
with a program of Stato betterments, including the will be Hylan for president in 1924, or revolution.
probably would be far
elevation of the unlettered native people, and thus Of the two evils, revolution
Pittsburg Gazette-Timepreferable.
the voluntary help can be had to carry the state.
TREATS niM LIKE A PEACE TREATY.
It seems apparent that if there is a present help
Senator Borah evidently thinks that General
for the internal affairs of New Mexico it lies in a
Semenoff Is one of our foreign relations. Columvictory for a democratic state ticket under proper bia Record.
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MATRIMONY AND EDUCATION.
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(From tho Dayton News.)
was George Ade, that incomparable humorist,
who put Into the mouth of One of the characters
In "The College Widow," the words "Look at tho
college widow; she never marries; she Just fools
around." These may not be the exact words, but
they convey the meaning which Mr. Ade intended
should be conveyed. It appears, however, that conditions have changed since the good old days of
Ade's delightful comedy.
Dean Nicholson has procured from the marriage
records of Wesleyan graduates at Middletown,
Conn., statistics which show that every tenth man
that comes to Wesleyan will marry a local girl. By
his own method of reasoning, therefore, the Dean
declares that the chances of a girl getting married
in small college towns are fully a quarter better
than they are If she lived In a community of equal
size where there is no college.
Thua matrimony and education have something
more in common. For fear that his assertions may
bo misunderstood the Dean does not profess to be- lievo that matrimony is the only mission In a town
where a college is located. In and around Middle-tow- n
figures are said to disclose more than 223
girls from that city have accepted Wesleyan graduates for husbands, and 100 more have married men
studied at Wesleyan, hut did not graduate there.
Adjoining communities have contributed to this
survey. These figures being true, it is easy to discern how colleges In small communities render a
distinct nervier, and refute practically everything
Mr. Ade has said on the subject.
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THE WORKMEN ARE.
AtSSRX AT ""TOO
SIR.' T HEX ARE

KEEN HOME,
located on fine street in the
A

Highlands, well built, adobe,
five rooms, two sleeping porches, large front porch screened,
back porch screened, large attic,
laundry
good oaeement,
tubs, furnace heat, fire place,
two fine bath rooms, good electric fixtures, slinde, full size
lot, garage and a complete
home. This house was built for
a home and is one of the best
constructed houses In Albuquerque.
Priced for a few days only for
$7,900. Terms it desired.
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THIS DANDY HOME
On Luna Jiiitik'viiifl
For Sale: klvlnf? and rlininir

F

I'LL NOT HAVE.

HERE. THAT KIN
MF

room with colonade; pleasant
kitchen with Moora coal, wood
and sras range, bath. Good-size- d
bedroom and glassed slenpin
porch, largo cloeets, two porchcorner lot,
es, garage,
lawn, paved ntreet. Price
only $."i,300. Lovely furniture.
Included at ?6,000. If i.t a
medium-sizehome
want,
sea this one.

1

Blde-wal-

d

Have you purchased that University Heights, lot yet? If not
make that step today to secure one or more. You owe it
to yourself and family (or intended family) to nave fur that
nost of your own. Why not
have Ileal Ideals? Secure a
lot In a Itestrlcted District.
There are a few nice lots left
In the Fir.ST ADDITION and
they are selling fast In the
addition that will be a X'ata-dis-

LOWLANDS.
three porches,
rooms,
modern, completely furnished,
full Bizo lot and in a dandy location in the Fourth ward.
Priced for only $2,650. Terms.
Two

several good houses
furnished or

We have

for rent

H-I-

LINCOLN ADDITION.
Located just north of town on
paved road, large lots, good
wonderful
soil, ditch water,
view, shade, fruit trees, and a
good place to forget the landlord on rent rinvs. BOLD ON
EASI PAYMENTS, $20.00
CASH AND BALANCE $10.00
PKU MONTH. Call us for an
appointment and get your plclt
of these choice lots at once.
D. T. KINGSBURY ,
Realtor.
Real Estate. Loans and
Insurance.
Phono 007-210 W. Gold.
A BARGAIN
Good substantial, well built, stucco home, five rooms, modern,
furnace heat, fire place, built In

FOR RENT
Beautiful Luna Boulevard home
of five rooms and sleeping porch;
for rent
furnished;
completely
May 1.
ACKERSOV
GRIFFITH
Phone 414. Realtors. 120 8. 4th

FOR SALE
Klelehr

Real Estate
Change
dwelling; modern, lot
10(il42, corner, clue In, Highlands;
fine location.
$3,500 P'ive-roobrick, modern, suitable fur two fumUle; Highlands, oloie

A.
$5,fl00

Seven-roo-

In.
13,000

GOOD BUYS
Two rooms, twoo sleeping porches,
bath, well furnished, on a dandy
lot in the Fourth ward, $2,100.
Four-roobrick, glassed porch,
bath, shade, close in, $3,600.
We have soino homes worth the
money.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
riiono 450-216 W. Gold.
J.

r unu

acre of land, Just
outside city limits, near Fourth street
bouse, outbuildroad; Rood four-rooings, shade and fruit trees; a?y terms.
J3,rf0. i'ivo-roowhltj stucco bungalow, new, oak floors, basement, furnace, lawn, bldewulks,
garage. Luna
Boulevard district.
'
Three-fourt-

h

IN FOCKTn WARD, $4,500.
One
adobe - stucco
house, one
house,
houses comparatively now, lot
150x142, fruit trees, good well
and pump house, $1,000 will
handlo this. See us without
delay, this is a bargain.
DIECKMAXN REALTY CO.
Realtors,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
300 W. Gold.
Phono 670.
four-roo-

m

1576-J-

MR, SMITH
At 2349-- J
And ask him to let you see his
new home at 906 North Eighth
n
street; four beautiful
shade trees, lawn seeded, walks
all in, built-ifeatures, hardwood floors, breakfast room,
fire place and very attractively
furnished.
Priced to sell at terms that are
within reach of all.
n

NOTICE TO AGEXTS.
I have appointed Joseph Collier, 207 West Gold avenue, my
exclusive agent to sell property,
No. 718 West Coal avenue.
J. MARTIN IIAYDEN.

FOR RENT
ItlC.NT
lok
314 Wwl
Five-roo-

VOH

Dwelling
furnlshea bulls.

Marquette.
KENT Stucco house, four rooms
snd bath; good repair. Phono 1S03-cottaue end
Foil 11ENT: Ona three-rooPhone :?thg-porcJr, some furniture.
new ltouic. snap.
vnrt kai.r Three-rooHce description on back page signed
() Houtli
Kim.
FOH KENT Four rooms, modern, two
screened porches. Call at 3U1 Boutu
Edith, phono 1340-- J
l On KENT House, an Kinds; furnished
Wood.
McMlllion
and unfurnished.
Realtors, 200 West Gold.
Threu-rooKKNT
house with
FOK
sleeping porch, close In. Dr. Burton,
.
Harnett
suite
building.
modern bungaFOIt KENT Five-roolow, furnished; highlands, close to car
Central.
East
line.
Apply716
modern house.
hknt Four-roorul
front and bach porch, full furnished.
close In.
Apply con ftam cos i.
modern, furnished
Hill llENT-.Nic- e,
with glassed sleeping
brick houso
forch; ailulls (inl y. Phone 10C7-LIST your vacant houses witn the City
Itealty Co.. for prompt and efficient
West ouiu, puuiiq vni
Service.
FOIl KENT A modern furnished cottage,
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch,
A pply 11113 South, Edith.
on car line.
new
modern
10U 11ENT Attractive
bungalow, unfurnished, Areola heat; on
Harvard and Silver. Inquire 6Ufc South
H gh. phon o S07-furnished three-rooI'OK KENT Yay 1,
two glassed-l- n
modern house.
6011 East Pacific.
Call
sleeping porches,
nt ') South Walter.
three-rooFOtt KENT Furnished new
cottages, 125 and $45;
and five-rooVntverslty Heights. Iloom 7. First
Bank building.
furnished col- FOR HKNT Three-rooporch. Phone
tage, bath and sleeping 1624
East Cen881-call for keys at
tral, between nine and twelve.
four
Foil KENT Furnished cottage,chicken
rooms and screened porch; also
$25 month.
yard and garden ground,
1115 North Fifth, phone 1317-FOH KENT Five rooms ,and sleeping
porch, 705 South High, (30; modern
four rooms, gas and coal range, 414 Weal
drnn 10, $35. J. A. Hammond, $24 East
I'OK

Silver.

FuK KKNT Modern house of five rooms
and porches; oak floors and built-i- n
cabinets; price $35 per month. 824 West
Coal.
City Really Co., 207 West Gold,
phone 667.
new
three
houses,
FOH KENT Two
rooms,
bath, large closet and large
f
screened front porch; will furnish
desired. Good location on South Walter.
or
12(10
South
phone
Edith,
Inquire
07--

brick
KENT Attractive four-roosleepbungalow, furnished, glassed-l- n
ing porclr and two screened porches, full
basement, furnace heat, stationary wash
tubs, hot and cold water; hlghlanda, one
block from car line. 202 North Sycamore,
owner next door.
FOR KENT In Santa Fe, from middle
of June to middle of September, commodern, nine-roopletely furnished,
house, five bed rooms, beautiful grounds,
flowers and fruit trees, one and one-na- if
block from plaza, best location In city.
Address Box 954, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FOR KENT One of most moaern homes
n city; close In, extra good location;
beautifully furnished, hot water heal,
garage, alx rooms, sleeping porch i lovely
front porch, piano and Edison Inolufled
East Central; owner going east, will lease
in furniture. New bungalow, located on
to desirable parties.
Apply 71C Bast
Central.
FOR

DRESSMAKING
UhESbMAKJNU By the day or al home.
snj west Iron, phone U20-HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams'
1100 South
Broadway, ph. 777-- J,
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
mall orders. N. Crane, 21$ North
Seventh, Crane Apartments, phone $14.
AND
MILLINERY
'DRESSMAKING
Hate made and trimmed to order; work
and style guaranteed; prices reasonable.
22 West Lead, phone 2001-u1

University Heights Realty
Company.
Phono
Corner Yale
Od.'l- - J
and Central

E9R

rHENT

Ranchey

to lease until October 16, grating privileges on 120 acrea of land, Including
large lake. Phone 402,

WANTED

Board St

Rom

WANTED Koum and board. In private
gentleman.
"family, by middle-age- d
Address W. J., care Journal.

FOR RENTOffice Koomi
foil KKNT tTfiiieri'or.s! xLun StVicliiei
building,

Korber Auto Department.

Real

Estate,

SALEPoultry-Egg- i

PLANT

Brunse turkey eggs, for
Phone 241
s.
foultry Remedies for all
208 North Arno.
Phone IBSO-FOR HALE Black Minorca eggs. 76c
per
r.iioB. o;a noutn f irst, pnnne 1747-'"OR 6ALE Huro-bre- d
C. Rhoda
a
Kcd hatch, ng eggs. Pho le 1703-FOR HALE One dozen young Inylng
each' C" Wc" Loai1' phone
iooTm
FOK SALE Black Minorca eggs, ,1.26 a
setting; IS a 100. Fred Eakes. phone
5409-JHALE

hatching.

SOME

Realtors.
West Gold.

S7.

On Luna boulevard,

As Long As

J. Leverett,

Realtor.
Phone 110. Office: Third & Gold
Salesman on Grounds.
Jj. C. HATTON. I'hone 2418 J3.

2416-R-

MONEY TO LOAN

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
216
Phone 999.

WANiD
Male.

Vv

AND
INCOME
story brick rooming house
near business section. Lot room
pnouKh to build business house.
d
cash and balance like
One-thir-

rent.

$16.00.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

Good

McMlLUON & WOOD,
Realtors.
Loans. 206 V. Gold. Insurance.

&

FOR RENT
Clean three - room furnished
cement block bungalow, with
all modern conveniences, Glassed-in
sleeping porch. Newly
decorated.
61
EAST SILVER

HOME
tract, a perma-

A GOOD
Twenly-acr-

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

For

Rent-Roo-

m

with Board

WANTED
WA.NTKD

Phone

dOS--

Miscellaneous

furniture, an

quantity.

roll-to- p
WANTED
To buy second-han- d
oesK. fnone
WANTED
5x7 camera, in good condition.
Address U Van Zaudt. Madrid, N. M.
two-wa- y
becono-nanWANTED
force

e.

pump,

rnnne

ziu-rt-

ANY ono leaving the city and desiring
reliable party and place to leave piano

fall

A. UAMMOND,
K. Silver.
1'hono

e

nent and steady income. This
land is of a sandy loam, very

rich soil, especially adapted to
small fruits and vegetables.
Good school, u progressive
community. Close in; $250.00
per acre; $1,000 down, balance
long time terms.

J,

L, PHILLIPS,
110 S. Third
Real Kstnte.
Phono r,34V, 2400-J-

82

1

1522-R-

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service Included.
J. KOKUER & CO.
Auto IX'imrtinent.

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

TRY BODDY'i MILK.; BEST IN TOWN,

l'hono 24I3-RMedium-siz- e
WANTUD
safe; must be FOR SALE Everbearing strawberries.
Phono 2I09-Jcheap, for cash. Address postoffice
Pox 192, city.
FOR BALE Double set work harness.
' E PAY highest prices tor rifles, shot
217 North Third.
guns, pistols.
Wrlght'a Trading Post, FOH SALE Roller cananea.
Fourth and Gold.
Walter, phone 1067-J. II. MOOHE, licensed electrio contractor. FOR SALE Crocnct work and tatted
service;
get
dependable
tuy prices
121.", South Walter.
bnby caps.
Phone 816-SALE
Shasta, daisies and other
e
v'e HAVE several
first morl-gag- Foil
Phone 1214-perennial
plants.
loans. Who wants them? 11 o- FOR SA1.U 4 x6 la, camera ami outfit;
Million & Wood.
a real bargain.
224 South Walter.
SCAVENUKIt
AND HAULING done.
E.
ROOFINO
A. Griffith. 722 East
Iron, rhons
1341-EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-or lS.in-W- .
kalsumin ana paper, wax- FOR SALE Erectrlo range. sectional
CLEANING,
book case and Edison records.
613
ing and tilling floors; work guaranteed
West Roma.
John Uoodson, phone H8.j.
IT
MAX BARGAIN
6TOKC at tie Bouth PART leaving city, must soli al sacriAddress W. P.
fice, new player piano.
First, will pay the highest prices for
your eecond-han- d
clothing, ghnea and II.. care Journal,
SALE
furniture.
161.
FOR
Phone
Jewel gas range,
523
broiler and oven.
Call
North
RUG CLEANERS
Eleventh, or phone 165.
WE VACUUM
WASH RUGS
AND
n
SALE
FOR
Shasta
a
Phone
daisy
Navajo rugs
specially.
IHS-II. & Q. Cleaners.
308
and violet plants, dahlia bulbs.
North Twelfth, phone 4B2-BEAUTIFY YOUIl HOME
HAVE your lawna. flower beds, shrubs, TYPEWRITERS, all makes, 110 and up.
83 per month.
etc., plented or cared for by experiAlbuquerque Typewriter
enced gardner. 101S South Walter.
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
RUG CLEANERS
and
FOR BALE Used tractors,
ir-l- s,
1x15 Rugs Cleaned, II. 2S.
with gsng plows.
Hardware
MATTRESSES
renovated, (3.60 and up; Department, J. Korber & Co.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotBedding Company, phone 613-tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
WE SPECIALIZE in laying and finishing lots.
Da ry, phone 1916-Bwayne'e
hardwood floors In parquet and all FOR SALE 18x1 6 foot tent In
goodcon
other designs; also all kinds of hardwood
over thousand feet of lumand
dltjnn
Interior finish; estimates given on appli- ber, cheap. Call 1102 North Eleventh.
references
Address
furnished.
cation;
FOR SALE Planus and player pianos;
llox B. A., care Journal.
pro-wvalues. Phone 109. Geo. P.
Lenrnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOR SALE Ranches
SAXOPHONES and all band instruments,
new or need. Private or class Instrucs
FOR BALE A small ranch,
mile west of bridge; modern bouse. A. tions on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 302-J. James.
FOK SALE
Bath tubs, lavatories, sinks.
2.i0 ACRE LP. chama valley dairying
range boilers, pumps, pipe and well
1111 North
stock and farm lands. K. A. lieron. points. W. C. Thaxlon,
Fourth.
Chama, New Mexico.
1'OH BALE Small ranch, fine soil for FOR SALE Small base burner. In good
Jewel gas
condition, 817;
grapa- - and fruit, under ditch; teune.
In good
Phone
condition, 83.
$!i0. Call at Hatton'a Store, west of range.
1M4-R- .
Barelas bridge.
23
FOR BALE
REFRIGER ATOMS for sale; soma
Four acres, two miles from
ellghlly used; at wholesale prices; hurry
postoffice, on main ditch, double house,
garage, milk house, good chicken houses, If you went to save some money. Americhickens and turkeys, also furniture and can Furniture Co., 223 South Second.
e
2416-.tools; terms.
SOFT SPOTS
fleet and arch cushions
FOR
OK TRADE
I'i.e acres tn
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
Fruit vale, near paved road; fine grape troubles, II, Plentar
Arch
Th"S.
or chicken ranch; easy termo to right F. Keleher Leather Co., 401Supports.
West Central.
party. Phone 9J, or apply room 15. First
ASBESTOS
HOOF PAINT
National Sank, or 1100 South Walter.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. 81 per galF nt SALE Tweiity-twu-acr- e
ranch, part
lon. The Mansano
South
Co., 110
or all of aame; on Old Town boulevard;
house and outbuildings; Walnut, phone 1834 J, Try a built up
good
alfalfa; all klnde of fruit and berries; roof, will last as long aa the building.
owner leaving, account of health. P'.one FOR BALE Rake, coal shovel, spale, set
owner. 8417-Ror 341.
of shelves, electric
.'Universal
Iron,
n
oil can. leather
FOR SALE Ranch of nearly Mil acrea, bread mixer,
two
part heavily wooded, perpetual eprlnga. portieres, hatchet,
porch curtains,
Ideal
Inside
cattle
national fruit Jars: prices for quick sale. Phone
range.
call mornings. 900 North Fourth.
forest boundary;
herd of registered 1439-Hereford, horses, chickens: farm Imple-tnent- USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat.
1
la-ouse,
corral!, several
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale
small
orchard. Illness in Par.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
family makes It necessary to sell. Price Plymouth
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
E.
and terms reasonable.
Address L.
Floor
Paint.
Roof Paint and Cemont. Satt.
Bowman, ears postoffice box 111,
isfaction assured. Thus. F. Keleher r.ciith-Co- ..
N. K.
408 West Central,
phone 1057-J- .
FOU SALE Corn planter, nay rake, trao-tn- r,
FOR SALE Furniture
tractor plow,
three bottom
harr-wsthree disc
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster- - and
plows.
threa
Krvl- - Bedding Co.
three
mg. rnune iil-w- .
cows;
horses,
Jersey
names;
portable
platform scale, counFOR SALE
Furniture for seven room;
also house for rent. 315H West Gold. ter scale and two wagons, one alfalfa
renovator, buckboarfl,
cart,
WANTED
Piano and several used rugs. double and single hsrneas. Apply al
any sise. Address Box 400, care
Mann's Garden
21S6--

Old hickory porch bench and
three porch chairs; everything In good
used furniture.
825 South First.
FOR SALE Dresser, 116; chiffonier, 114;
small library tablo, 14; sewing machine.
110; baby buggy, Is; typewriter table and
desk combined. $5; new dining table, 117;
stand table, $2; refrigerator, lR; iron bed
with mattress,
r; 9x12 rut, 18: Incubag
tor,
capacity, $10; oil cook stove,
bed
$2.50; cot with pad, 13: four-piec- e
room aet, three
beds with
Slmmone
springs, sanitary cot with pad; many
other articles, 611 North Third.

FOK SALE

FOR SALE OR TRADE

MUSICAL

SllverOlated
Silver-plate- d

BAKOAINS

Trombone

Jin.no
&M

Melophone

ti.10
.
Bras Baritone
JS.00
Slide Cornet (new)
Pair Turkish Cymbals
60u
7. 0
Conn Cornet Caso (new)
7..'.0
Pole leather Melophone cane
2.23
Hamilton Musto Stands (new).,.,
Cornet Mouthpieces and Mutes.... t.oO
10.00
Chinese Uong
Metronomes
Get my price on Saxophones and mall-ordbargains tn anything musical.
FRED K. ELLIS, Phone il02--

WANTED

House

FOR BALK Three mules, wagon and TWO business women want smell furharness; would trade for late model
nished htuse in lowlands; must be
Ford runabout W. J. Saunders, PJa-rlt- mod.rn end rale reasonable. Address
N. M,
jii, care Journal.

Charles

G,

Zapf & Co,
Insurance.

.

Realtors.

.

FOR SALE

to
Want to sell this home at
once, located at No. 212
Harvard avenue, University Heights.

has

living-dinin-

g

This house
room, 2

nice bedrooms, large bath
room, kitchen with built-i- n
features, oak floors
throughout, large closets.
This was built for a home
last fall. Garage, young
trees and shrubs. If you
want a good buy see this
place at once. Will sell
furniture with house if
you wish.
WM. J. LEVERETT

Realtor
Phone 110. Third & Gold
Fire Insurance.
LOTS
We have some choice building
lots at a very reasonable price.
See us for University Height
Lots.
good

furnished

four-roo-

house for rent.

OFFICE ROOMS

Any lot may be bought for
Secure one
$10 per month.
from any Realtor or call at the
main office, Second and Gold,
RII'J.
jl'lioiics

.T.

A

-2

HELP

Better Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

$5.00 per month. We will help
finance you a little home on
these lots. It will be cheaper
than your present rent and you
will soon own your own home.
Sold fourteen lots last week,
get your locations now.

Wm,

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

JL.

CANNON ADDITION
Just across Barelas Bridge, lots
$100 and up. $10 down and

bath and sleeping
condition. Close in.
J2.50O. Terms.
shade and
Five rooms,
bath,
fruit trees. Chicken yards, gar- to
convenient
lot,
Large
ago.
shops, $2,700.
Three fifty foot lots, clos
in,
one block from Central, $900 for
all You can double your money
on these.
porch.

A

HOME

Two

211 W. Gold.

Phone 410.

Four rooms,

brick,, five
rooms and large sleeping porch
good roomy rooms, fne basement, fire place, furnace, a
dandy at the right price. Hurry
If you want It.
MONEY TO LOAN.
Wo can supply your needs on
good loans. Most any size, if
you have good roal estate security.
It. MoCTiVfiHAX, REALTOR.
204 W. Mold
Thono 442-Real Kstate, Insurance,
Notary Public.

e.

InC

Healtor.

Phone

REAL HOME

A milker.
ANTED
Apply Iiezemek's ROOM AND BOARD, 811 Soulh Broad- uairy, iwiia .Norm Fourth.
vay.
WANTED
Man to 00 pmnlllig for part
accommodations for convaCall at llntton's EXCELLENT
payment on lots.
1450 East Sliver.
lescent.
More, wept of Ilarelas bridge.
sleeping porch,- - wllb board.
WANTED
bpanisii young men to repre CANVAS
810 per week.
1207 East Central.
sent Insuraence company; splendid opColombo RIH1MSAND BOARD, men preferred;
portunity for right party.
1027 Forrester.
840
sick.
no
31.
room
and up:
hotel,
n
FOU HEN 'Nicely jurnisned rooms with
WANTED
Have places for ten
first-clatubls board. 110 South Arno.
miners, with families preferred; 110
FOR HAl.K Eleven months old pullels,
strike; northern part of stute. Apply ul phone 1327-S. C. White
each,
Leghorns,
Ely's tuti t.rant avenue. Hanta Fe, N. M.
FOR
BENT
Koom and porch, one or two
Poultry Yards, bit Soulh Eighth, phone WANTED
Man uud wife to work on
gentlemen; board if desired. 1109 fsorth
man
do general ranch work; High, phone 1!56-to
ranch;
FOR BALE
Hatching eggs, Shepherd must be good milker; wife to help with FOH KENT Koom ana
s.e..iing porch.
strain Anconos. heavy layers, 15 eggs housework.
furwith boaro for gentlemen convaleswftges,
11.60. Phone 1?13. or apply 1318 South nished house, Reasonable
wood, milk and a permacents. Phone. H79-W- .
High.
nent pnsltlun for right party.
State
Koom and board for two
FOK SALE Eggs for naichlng; 8. ti. Wflffea Wanted In first lrMr
Hath If 1'OH KENT
gentlemen employed; private family,
Ii. L Reds. C. P. Hay strain, S. C. W. ' Simmons, Valley Ranch, N. M.
a month. S17 Hmith Arno.
tr.
Leghorns. Mrs. Gentry strain, II per set- Female.
EXCLUSIVE
bed room and Doard for
ting. Hit South Broadway.
WANTED
Salesladies.
one or two parties; no other boarders;
Apply Anieil-ca- n
FOR
SALE
Sixty
Co.
Furniture
positively no nick taken, l'lmne 1102-Barron strain Leghorn hens; Hogun-- 1
Competent womun, general FOH RENT Flrst- - lass
with
room,
d and proven; very reasonable.
W. WANTED
housework, half days. 227 North High.
D. Campbell,
board, in prlvats home, for one or
postoffice box 261, Helen.
MuN. M.
120
WANTED
North
to
if
desired.
do housework, out two; garag
Lady
of lown,
Address pustofllce box 221, lberry, opposite Presbyterian Sanatorium.
FOR S..LK Pur- - ored H. C White Leghorn batching eggs, fl per setting; IS city.
JAMESONS HANCII
Ideal summer
location for convalescents; cool snd
per hundred; fancy table egga at market WANTED Reliable woman to cook and
house for family of two. Phone shady; two mlleg from town; frea from
price. T. B. Wiley, box 135. city, phone
keep
IM11-R8CII-dust and smoke. Phone C23S-.for
FOR SALE S. C. Black Minorca.
C. EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Woman cook, FOR KENT Have accommodations extwo healthseekers; private home;
Blue Andaluslan hat-hln- g
good salary; air dining roum girls.
eggs, il per
, arcel post
perienced nurse; home cook Inn; rates
pre- 110 South Third, phone
setting or tnirteen.
1107 Soulh High
paid; IS egga I1.S5. 825 North Fourth, WANTED
Solicitors, ladles, pay every reasonable. Apply
phi,ne 500.
MIRAMON I
between nine and
Apply
evening.
FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON
for tubercular
eggs ten and four and six, at 333 North A 8ANATORIUM-HOTE- L
nurse In at
ior naicnmg, 12 ana 13 per 16; from Fifth.
convalescents; gradual
blue ribbon winners; special on best WANTED
tendance;, rate by the week or month.
to
woman
American
Young
H00-Jbuff pullet In class. Phone 1472-Call
618
assist with housework; good home to
West Fruit.
or call 102 FOK RENT Room and sleeping porch,
right party. Phone 2133-FOR SALE a. C. White Leghorn hatcn-ln- g Columbia,
with board, for gentleman, )G0 per
month; will be glad to come after anyeggs and baby chicks, 120 per
Male and Female.
one Interested.
117 South Ulrard,
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gensolicitors wanted, fa per
try Poultry Ranch, pnjtoffice box III, HlUII-CLAhl- S
Height, phono 155H-J- .
phone 1769-(Is. Emcee Kfudlo, Grant building. MRS. CAW. BEUuWnD Private SanaMan and woman to work on
FOK
SALE Hatching eggs, fertillTy WANTED
torium, HIS South Edith, for henltlr-secker- s;
ranch. Call 2os South First, ask fur
modern rooms, furnished nicely,
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Klnitle
Comb Rhode Island Reds.
Write for paperhanger.
sleeping porches, excellent meals, tray
cool, shady
prices. Zlinmcr Ranch Company, Ban WANTED
Boy, not over 18, or woman service, nurse In attendance;
N. M.
Acacia,
who speaks English, to work at clean- place for aummer. ' hone 135(-TWENTY-NIN- E
Apply 222 Vi North. Third, RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
ycara on the same old ing offices.
ranch, ft. c White Leghorn chicks, room 2.
John's Sanatorium (Uplacupalli rates,
120 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- e
117.(0 to fit per week: Includes private
years' exSALE Livestock
room with aleeping porch, connected to
perience with incubators. Tott Poultry
Rsnch, Postoffice box 107. phone 17S0-Dath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
FOR SALE
Jersey cow. Phone 2411-RFOR BALE
nursing: excellent meals, tray
Hatching eggs; four popular FOR SALE A- -l Jersey, To for quick general no
B. C. R. t. Reds, Mayhood
extras. All rooms have gleam
varieties:
servloe;
le"H
"17 South A rno.
neat,
hot
and cold running water.
Cam-pinestrain, 15, 11.50; Famous Silver
Jersey-HoisteiFljK""SALE
Phone
cow7wiil be W. H. Llegler, Superintendent.
15, 13.00; ft. C, Light Brown Leg191.
fresh soon. Phone 2401-Rhorns, 15, (1.50: 8. C. Dark Brown Leghorns 19, 12.00. Robinson, Old Town, FOK SALE Bucks and does; also fry- NOTICE
A
TO
HEALTIISUEKEHS
phone 138.
ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
number of our guests who have reRED POULTRY TARDS
Blue
ribbon FAT RAU1J1TS, dressed or undressed. gained their health, are going home; we
will have a few vacancies; now la your
Barred
K00 North Fourth, phone 1595-winners; 8. C. H. I. Reds,
Rocks, egga for hatching, breeding pens
to aecure modern accommodaA- -l
young dairy cows for sale cheap. chance
and cockerels; best winter layers; fertility SIXMrs. Laura
tions and the right kind of food with
1010
North
Eleventh.
Hall,
goo . care and aclentifio guidance; we
West At- FOR'SALE
guaranteed, wm. raets, 413-4:- 3
Large team of mares, five help you to get well; It's not what you
lantic, phone l';83-BABY
CHICKS
and hatching egga. 2402-J-and alx years old, well broke, Phooa pay but what you receive that counts.
Casa de Ora.
Mountain View S. C. R. I. Reds; prise
d
saddle mare.
winners at El Paso. Albuquerque and FOR SALE
A.
See
618
North
Eleventh,
I,. Martin,
Denver; bred for the best In color. (Vpe
WANTED Position
and egg production. Order chlx In ad- phone 861-C. P. Huy, 23 North High.
vance.
Work by boy o( 17, Willi bl- FOK SALE
Nl.e riding and driving WANTED
Phone ir,7li-cycle.
horse; drives single or double; true
PERSONAL
puller, wcighu 1,000 pounds, dark brown, WANTED Washing and Ironing, by the
Price
C5; strong buggy harness, light
oorii or roimn nry. i,aii i t va-- .
DETECTIVE Al JNCY. Phone 32-buggy.
Inquire 900 North First.
YoL'NO LADY desires
bookkeeping or
LADIES shampoos, 6G0 and Ijo, at their FOK SALE Four A- -l milk cows, five.
stenographlo work, afternoons, rhone
homes. Phone 20FS-six and seven gallon cows when fresh;
MEN'S HAIRCUT, 60c: children, S6c at now milking from three to six gallows,
work
By competent woman,
20RR-.8100 each; quick sale; leaving town; also WANTED
Phon
thai hum
with young and bred docs, 2 each. 1656-W- .
WILL give mother's care to a few chil- does
1000
South Elm.
dren In my own home. 809 West
WANTED
Young man with car, wants
light occupation. Address X. E. K..
CARPENTERING
n
would like to drive
care Journal.
party west, or drive car through; re- PETT1FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. WANTED Poeltlon aa oonk, or house- ferences. Wm, F. Klmberly, Ban Yaldro,
All kinds of work.
Phone 1S78-nwitrr uy wiuow
witn cniiu. AnNew Mexico.
dreas Widow, care laay
CONTRACTORS,
Journal.
carpenters, house building and repair work, at lowest prices. WILL work for board and room; arrestAUCTION SALE
Phone 1676-Walraven
Hall.
ed case tuberculosis.
llabbl
ADDly
ILLY WILLIAMS, THE AUCTIONEER. PA1NT1KU, paper banging
nj cuteom.-inlng-W; Bergman or Captain Oueat.
U
all wo'k quaranteed.
When you need an auctioneer, can
OFFICES
DAILY
Jaullor
CLEANED
C8 fouth Edith, phone 1844-J- .
Owens,
Billy Williams, resldenoe phone 1609-- J.
services, house cleaning (with vacuum),
I sell livestock, merchandise, furniture.
LET US furnish an estimate on building flours polished; references. Phone 813-or anything to be sold at auction. Noth
that
home, sleeping porch, garage, or WANTED
Work by young man: prefer
ing too large or small to give my per doing your repair, remodeling or cemeut
work In grocery alore, or delivering;
sonal attention; satisfaction guaranteed. work. Phone
H97-will consider anything. Address F. N. D
you to Investigate my low prices care journal,
MATTRESS. RENOVATING I WANT
on any kind of a building proposition
MAN desires work of any
1 have In view.
y
A. 1. Palmer. Bunga-loMATTRESS KKNOVAT1NG, la.&O and up.
kind: experienced ' In office work;
Builder, box 41, city. Phone 1768-Huf gleaning, furniture repairing, furand Spanish. Address
speaks.
English
C13-niture packing.
Ervln BUILD1NQ, alterations, repairing, large
Phone
Jobs or email; work by contract or by i a. u., care journal.
neaoing company.
the day; rtasonable prices; work guar- WE HAVE an experienced bookkeeper
who will take several email aets of
anteed; estimates fret,. Call E. E. JohnTYPEWRITERS
18 John.
books
son, 17BB-to keep at a reasonable fee.
f'YPE WRITERS All makes overhauled
Service Bureau, 121 West Gold,
Expert
720-and, repaired.
Ribbons for every ma- FOR RENT
phone
Miscellaneous
Exchine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
change, phone 803-- J.
Journal Want Ads Uriu-- r Ucsults,
lit South Fouilli,

Three hens with K. I Red
bahy chicks, and eight loylng "hons.
SI 2 North Third.
FOR SALE While Wjandotte
hatching
eggs, fertility guaranteed, loo each.
j
. n . maseey,
woutn Broadway
FOR 3LE rt. c. Khode Island Reds
and Black Hi. orca hatching eggs, II
70
per setting.
North Second, phone
IS1S-R- .

CO.,

OPPORTUNITIES
A

Int'L Feature Sgfwici.

rf

J, D. Keleher, i

FRAMKT.I
231

TREES

APPLE. PEACH. CHERRY.
PEAR, PLUM. RHUBARB.
LILACS. ETC.
Free Delivery.
NURSERIES
ALBUQLEHQIE

"LICKNJjJ"

FOK BALE

grar-au-

sell.

Insurance, Loans.
Phono 156.
22S W. Gold.

8R3--

.

FOR

Realtors.
Fire and Auto

A. L. MAHTIX CO.,

4--Z'J

""C)l922

BARGAIN EXTRAORDINARY
o
A six room home with
on a corner lot, 3 00x142,
all fenced; chicken yard, fruit
trees and room for another
house.
This house Is easily convertible
into a double houso and Is
well located in the IIiehlnnd3.
Price only 12,500.
Money to Loan.

m

CALL

A BIG SNAP.

three

e,

J.

...

Seven rooms, brick,
porches, modern, located close
in. Must be sola at once, leaving town, for qulclt action the
email sum of $4,600 will take
this. For appointment, phone

modern houso, tar-ageast frontage, DO foot lot,
for only $3,500. It's worth the
money. Let us show it to you.
Six-roo-

BARGAINS
IN LOT1
H, Mi Fourth ward, near Hoblnson
Tark, with enough adobes on the
lot to build a five-roohouse.
I'lieap at H.ISOO.
$.',00 -- Corner lot on North Eleventh
Ktreet, one block from car line.
The best buy on this popular
street.
1730
Kast Central avenue; very desirable; level: concrete foundation in for a five or
New and modern brick
house.
lo'ines on
either side; worth
more, but the owner, wishes to

r J"

five-roo-

features,
largo clothes closets,
A. FLOSCBIEIK, IffisEkr
screened porches large basement,
Autoranhlle insurance,
completely furnished with good Fire, Accident, ISoi
Surety
li, Loons.
substantial furniture. This is a
No.
8.
. telephone 674.
once.
St.
Ill Fourth
bargain and must be sold at
Can make good terms if desired.
Call in afternoons between 4 and
5 o'clock
at number 816 South
Who Will Get This?
Sycamore avenue.
Five-roomodern brick, large
garage, fruit trees, and one of
the best corners In the Fourth
ward. This house must sell this
$30,000 TO LOAN
week as owner must have
Business Property.
CASH. Price $3,000 and first
come, first served. Call
REALTY SALES CO,
S. Second.
A, C. Stares,
riione 609.
217 .South Aran.
- 168 and 1221-- J
Phones

iii

uufsia

AND SIX LOTS

BUY

GOOD

A

H!

Jas, M, Johnson,

Insurance, Ileal Estate, Loans.
115 S. Second.
I'hone 240.

Four small, new frame houses,
on corner
lot 1U0 by 142,
Now renting; for
Highlands.
147.00 po,r month. This Is a
net 23 per cent Investment.
350 cash and
Price $3,100;
$30 per month.
Four-rooframe house, lights
and water, reasonably :lnse-in- .
Lowlands. $1,750; $50 cash and
$20 per month.
Four new stucco houses, modern, and close to street car
line, three rooms and largo
sleeping porch. Lowlands.
each; $150 cash and $30
per month, Interest included.
Old, but quite large, frame
house on street car line In
Old Town.
Big corner lot,
$850;
$50 cash and $15 a
month.
frame with large
sleeping porch, electrio lights,
city water, lot 50x142. on
South Walter street. Highlands.
$1,300; $300 cash, and $30 per
month, interest Included.
Nine-rooand basement, new,
modern, adobe house, $4,500,
$350 cash and $4 5 per month.
Part of it now rented for $48
per month. Largo lot and garage.
HEAL KSTATE KXCUANGE,
409 West Copper.
0

Two-roo-

BARELAS BRIDGE IS
OPEN
About 500 feet west of the
bridge, you can buy fertile soil
close to main ditch in lots no
142 feet, for $100 to $200; $10
cash and $5 per month. Call at
IIATTON'S STORK.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AUTOMOBILES

FoK hALB ttTd (Jedar., just like new juun w. niuso.v,
Altoruer.
1550.
Phone 460.
Ro.ws 11, 17 and It, Cromwell Building.
FOH t5AI,K
Ford roadBter, with detach- 116J-Phone
ame tru-'ill North Third.
h'Hjy.
AND BTHOBON.
PHVHICIANX
5
FOR ISA LB
BulcK touring car;
firn-c'as- a
o
condition.
Co.. UK. 8. I. HLBTON.
UlMuaee of Ui) Stnmarh.
city
Suite, t. Harnett HulMlnf.
FOU HAI.rc
Kurd npetMintf r body, cheap.
Albuquerque Wet Wath, 610 North DR. H. C. CI.AKKR.
Third.
Eye, Kar, Muse and Throat.
Harnett Building.
Phone tit.
FOH SALIC
dome extra gnud used, cars;
Office Hours
easy terms, JdcJntoth Auto Co., 311
9 to 1J a. m.. snrt 2 to 6 p. m.
WVwt C"pppr.
"ART VVR
i 11X7
FOH SA1.K Clirii p,
Ford touring, iK. M AK(i A K KTC
I'none I1.
liko now: leaving town; will aacrlfke. HeaMcnce lift l".at central.
Phone 671.
Phnnf 6ti;i-FOH HAL 10 Funl truck, gocd mechanical
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Morrow
condition,
good tirps: llaO.
31 :i West Silver.
Autn
Practice Limited lo
Foil HALE Ford sedan, prauticaily new, GENTTO - C IUNAHY DISEASES
In perfect condition.
Iloom. la. AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
First National Hunk building.
H'aseerniasi Laliorntnr.e In Connection.
now and Cltlcns Bank Blng. Phone HBO.
EXi'IOHT radiator repairing,
aecond-lianFord honeycomb radiators '
for mi If O. K. Sltfot Metal Worki.
FOH HALE A ral bargain; U17 Ford
roadHter. in good ahaptj; forced to lell Discuses of the Eye. Glnsgrs Fitted
1 0
a North
14n.
Office removed to 114 N. Secby Saturday,
Eighth.
ond st. Ground floor. Phone 842.
FOH SALE A chevrolrtr"peedstcrTflne
I'ondltinn; reason, party leaving town;
7
412
bIho hoy's bicycle.
or 414 North
CHIROPRACTORS
Fourth.
t

F.CrBAKES7MrD;

FOU HALE JJuick
model
L)41; good condition; wire wheel, good
70S
West
tlrea. Trice JT6.
Inquire

Central.

FUU HALE OH TRADE For deairable
lots, late model Lexington car. run only
S.Orto miles; can be seen at 131u North

Fourth.

alt'jll!!!,

.

JJuwvuv.

Chiropractor

19

an

1

Chiropractor.
and 20 A mil Jo nulldlnc

10
CARMEN',
I

BUSINESS

ArniU

Bnllillni.

CHANCES

illi

West 4
touring car; run STATU UOtLL. for sale,
Central.
very liuie; looks Kite new and the price
Is rlK'it.
Hoover Motor Co., 41 S West FOH BALE llfllevue liutel, pool room
"opper.
ana cola drink stand. 31U South First.
K-FOH JJALK
Light Bulck, fntH; FOR SALE Two-stoorlck bulldtnu.
Ktutlebaktir, five passenger, $i!60; Ford
21 S South
First; location good for any
130, kind of
$200; Ford Uoadster,
touring
tJr,
business.
w-t
i in
io)d.
SAI.K Hoarding
house of ton
TVVU CAItS
Ford and Orant good con- 1'OU
rynms, A-- l location, rood in;ome. Ad- dition: full equipment ; great bargains. dre3sW
caro
N..
Journal.
llI-'SecSe thrne; must sell.
North
4
" 7- v
$173 CA.SH takes overw,:ll psiabhii.d
oii'T, phone
business netting from 138 to 148 weuk- FOH BALK Dodge
Brothers
touring, ly. Address
U. H. N., care Journal.
Ford liKlit truck and touring, light
FOR
SALE
Mine sliop, fulMjiTeTl of ma- Biili-Maxwell truck and touring.
"6,"
.7. Korber & Co., Auto Dept., Dodge Bros.
chlnery: 100 pslrs of itw shonai cheap;
Healem,
!"dl,rIIl!,;Aldrp" s- 8- - tare Journal.
b to 7.j
Ucneral merchandise store:
SAVE
per cent on used parls, KOH SAI
smalt .I'ttlemeiit; good location; good
n it eel?,
tirrf.
magnetos,
bearing, huslnr-ssO. P.. cere Jntirneal.
Address
Our
etc.
stock
grows
sprhiRf",
larger daily.
1'arts In Ht.tclc fur Overland. 9t), 80 Chal- .NOW IS yOLTt chance to get a goi.rl
mers, Maxwell truck and pleasure carj,
business. In first-clas- s
location, selling
4, Studcbaker
Chevrolet 4I"1. Paine 4. K.-oi. account of health.
Address Box loo,
4 and 6,
Mcintosh Auto Co,. 311 West care Journal.
C'OpptT.
tF YOU GET my prices jour money will
FOH HALE 1!10 Dodge touring,
stay In Albuquerque. W. C. Thajtton,
equipped w ith on
numbing Fixtures and Supplies. Hit
a roniM top; makes a fine winter car,
Fourth.
Nortji
cloned up, and a nice open ear tn the FO'l PALE
Dry cleaning establishment
summer; paint and tires almost new;
latest
equipment. Including Ford deen nine in excellent condition and can't
livery
truck, 1750. Have cash. Address
be heat; owner must sell at a snap; price
"Pry Cleaners," care Journal.
K4fi,
nt the Jamison Ranch.
FOU SALE- - mil lard hall, leased for
WHEN IN NEED OF
twelve months. $50 per month clear M
TIRRH, rims, carburetors, sprlnas. magowner; will take good car In trade. lr
netic, generators, wheels, (ears, axles. .V Hiley, Beleu, New
Mexico.
brarlnKS, horns, accessirles.
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WELL 1CSTA BUSHED business desires
man experienced In real estate. li.:iu
cars: Buck, Maxwell.
Chandler, and office work. In connection with build
Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and r. B.: Overbusiness; best location In city; Investing
land, every model: Hup. Olds. Trow, Elk- ment required. Address N, M. 0., care
hart. Meo, Don, Saxon. Btudebaker, both Journal.
4 and I.
FOK
ALE Indian trading
store anil
VIADUCT OATtAOH.
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
600 SOUTH SECOND,
fenced; one section land leaeed; atone
T.nrgest parts house In the etate.
building, 10x20 feet; three living rooms,
SAVE upward of tiO per cent on tested storehouse, corralls;
fine well of water;
parts. Studcbakr '. Dodge, Oldsmoblle, gasoline engltie; three hesvy horses, har-ne- eChevrolet.
Maxwell,
('.rant, Overland,
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
ChalmE. M. K Interstate.
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
ers. Falge, Bulck, Dort. Btodiard-Dayto- n
mllea from Gallup, New Mexico; tea
and others. Engines for stationary, truck miles from railroad;
a bargain, dissolvand tractor use.
Address postoffioe bog
ing
partnership.
Any part or acceesiry for an. auto,
J73, Albuquerque, New Mexica.
AI.HUQUETIQUE AUTO WItKOKINO CO.
r.U-lPhone 434.
West Central.
MONEY TO LOAN
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house,
Used cars bonabt sold and exchanged.
Mu.NKY IO LOAN oo w atones, diamonds, gun and everything valuable.
WANTED Rooms
Mr. B. Marcus. Hi South Flrat.
V AN'i'KU
room
aleepand
MOiNEYTO
LOAN ondlainonds. watches
liouuektji'ping
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable,
ing porch. mar car line and reason
able. Phone 1273-Gottlieb Jewelry Co 105 N. 1st.
WANTKD
To rent room, by young man 1IONEV to LOAN From $1,001) up; cart
make good ixed loan on close-i- n busiemployed nights; must be close in,
lowland preferred;
consider
steeping ness property. McMlllion A Wood, 209
Address
with
J.
West
Renltnrs.
Gold.
room.
porch
dressing
W. O., care Journal.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, diamonds, watches. Liberty bonds, pianos,
FOR SALE Real EMate automobiles;
lowest rates.
RothmaB'e,
VOK SALE
Thirty lots, by owner; all 117 South First. Bonded to the state.
R.
Old
J.
prices.
Zamore.
Town.
ONLY four tote left of thirty-tw- o
listed
near Highland Park. UOfl to 6S0; eas.
terms, J. A, Hammond, i:4 East Sliver.

Full

HALE

A

Nash

Hix
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CANTALOUPES

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
i'hono 421. 4 --'a North First.

From Mexico nre promised for this morning, and the price
will be reasonable for the first o season.

Strawberries

We will have the largest. shipment of the season and no storo
will have a better prii-e-

508 West Central.

Kpnce.
JBAl'P

Phone

&

I'lidcrtakci's ami Funeral
Directors.
Private Motor Ambulance.
118 West Silver Avenue.
Phones mS, Vny or Mght

Phone 25
Orders Delivered for 10c

FINK SHOE REPAIRING
75c
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear . . . ,40e
!M)c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels. Goodyear. .. .40c
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
213 S. Second St. Phone 567-Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While You Wait.

l

Thund rclap

The Greatest

Featuring

MARY

UNDERWOOD
Typewriter5

v

Late Model No.
Salo or To Rent.
221 W. Gold Ave. Phone 720--

For

liucc Track Drama Ever Staged.
CARR, the Mother or "Over the Hill."

Rebuilt Underwoods Thtt IVrfect Rebuilt.
S5.H0 n mouth.
$3.00 Down
Just Like Rent.
The New Mexico T.vievrlter
Exchange.
200. W. Gold Ave. Phone 731.
"We Repair All Makes."
Shlpman-War-

Also a Sunshine Comedy, "PARDON ME"
RKGIXAR

MY SHELLED PINON N UTS
will he delivered from the Fred
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
NON. M., UNTIL FURTHER
TICE. Fu'Hilc S. Spitz, 32S North

INDIAN

Tenth.

FOGG, The Jeweler's
Window for ItargaliiH.
Opposite Postotflce
118 South Fourth.

2.000

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why We Lead. Others Follow

MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
NAVAJO

Two front rooms and kitchenette, bath, large front porch.
Thoroughly clean and sanitary.
Close In. No sick or children.
124 South A mo.

AT

000 N.

PRICES

ROTHMAH'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 Smith First SI. Phone

U17--

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371

ELMS HOTEL

rooms In the state
hot
and cold
heat.
water all outside rooms.
vVeekly rates, with or without private bath, ti to $10 week
Transient rate J1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single anu
double $3.00.
Finest
steam

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCT-

Dally

W1LI.ARD.
Except Sunday.

Phone

1100.

Buy Your Groceries
'

AT

RONEY'S
MONE
Eighth and
We give S &
Free Delivery

to all Parts
the City.

NOTICE!

pay 2c each for our
Hangers returned to us.

We will

hint

I'or Sale. Bargain on ensy
terms.
115 South Third. !honc 933--

Red Star Flour, 12 lb. bag
Red Star Flour, 6 lb. bag
Horlick's Malted Milk, Hospital size
Horlick's Malted Milk, $1.00 size
Horlick's Malted Milk, 50c size
Whole Klim, 212 lb. can
Whole Klim, 1 lb. can
Skimmed Klim, 212 lb. can
Skimmed Klim, 1 lb. can
Armour's Milk, small can, 5c; tall can
St. Charles Milk, small can, 5V2c: tall can
Carnation Milk, small can, 5V2C; tall can

75c
40c
$3.20
77c
39c
$1.57
76c
96c
45c
10c
11c
11c

Old

Pisnic Etams, per pound
Bulls, per pound

22c

J. S. B. Spinach, No. 2' 2 can
J. S. B. Spinach, 6 cans

27c
$1.56

If You Cannot Come to the Store Phono Your Orders

COLOMBO HALL
TONIGHT
Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

FREE FREE FREE

r

it;
Sell

M IM
TNin
?11U1 1

1? h75C$

tKy

822 S. Walter.

WE DELIVER.

By electric machine. Removes
old varnish and stains, leaving
new surface. New floors wade

perfect. Estimates

free.

R. F. HULICK
Phone BIS.

211

West Gold

Highest Crada Macaroni
EH Noodle,, Spaghetti and
othaP Mac,ron Product,

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

Phones

It Is indeed a privilege and a pleasure to help you plan for
suggestions that
your table, doubly ro when we can hit uponsame
time prove
will add to your satisfaction and at the
economy.
offers. There
Hero nro Just a few of our money-savinare many others. Call anil see them.
Soda Crackers, ready to serve and quickly prepared.
52c
.Special per caddie
23 bars Crystal White Soap and Three bars Creme Oil
all
$1.00
for
Toilet Soap,
2Hn
California Sliced Peaches, 35c size, special per can
K"o
3 cans large size Bartlett Pears at
We have a new shipment of choice assorted Cookies and many
other items at special prices today.
"U It's Good To Eut, Wo Have It."

TO 11

P.v

H.

IVJ

g

CRESCENT GROCERY
Phones

COIDWYN

501 South

575-57-

PICTURE

Walter

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"NOTHING
A

UNIVERSITY GROCERY

IT"

LIKE

Christie Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

Two-Pa-

rt

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY
$1.00
25c
25c
20c
20c
40c

16 pound Sugar
can" Apricots

148

2ia can Peaches
Small Log Cabin Syrup
Welch's Grapelade
1 lb. Chocolate Cream Coffee

FRESH MEATS AND VEGETABLES
PHONE

FREE DELIVERY.

1785--

i
PI

Sat., April 29
White Lightning
Harmonizers

.

$1.00
I. O. O. F. HALL

Admission

rilOXE

Fifth Street.

FREE.

i
Berries attain Special, box
We did not have enough last Saturday. Come early.
Spinach, home grown, 34 pounds for
Asparagus, 4 bunches 25c, or 2 for
Mustard Greens, fresh and nice, 2 pounds
New Potatoes, very fine, pound
tireen Beans, pound
Fancy Khubarb, pound
Bunch Turnips, nice ones
Summer Squash, will have small amount, pound
Bananas, 2 pounds
Best LonRhorn Cheese, pound
Any of our Candy in the case, pound
We are out of Chocolate Candy but have more coming,
and the price will be, pound
PLEASE CALL AM) SEE VS.

ROAD SHOW OF TWELVE PEOPLE.
With TOUX and Their famous Quartette
School Children's Mntlucc. 2:30 o'clockJOo
SATIRDAY
SATURDAY KIUUT "Tempest and Sunshine An Old .
Favorite Piny.
SCXDAY NIGHT Farertell engUKcinciit. plajrlnjr "SPITTER."
In this play Toby stutters it is the funniest Toby pluy.
NO RESERVED SEATS)
Admission: Adults, 65c; Children, 2uc; Includes Tux.
Doors Open 7:30; Curtain, 8:30.

ALL THOSE THINGS YOU RELISH SO MUCH IN
THE SPRINGTIME
Our line of Fruits and Vegetables, Pickles, Olives
and Potted Meats is complete. We have just what
you need for the picnic.
Fresh' Fruits and Vegetables are fine. Strawberries
are the best this season. We will deliver your order free.

Highland? Grocery

20e
2,"ic

t."o

CEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

Corner Coal and Arno.

Phone 328

23c
liic
30c
10c
10c
10c
2,"c
3,"o

2."e
2."c

0.

K. RflARK

PHONE 319
North First St.
KANSAS CITY MEATSSPECIAL for SATURDAY
17 Vac
Extra Choice Beef Roast, pound
22c
Prime Rib Roast, pound.....
501

STRAWBERRIES
Green Beans, Green Peas, Asparagus,
Lettuce, Green Qnions, Spinach.
Glass Jar Peaches, No. 2'a cans, each
Glass Jar Blackberries, No. 2 cans, each
Tall Pink Salmon, 2 cans
Good Bacon by the slab, per pound
Blue Ribbon Butter
Welch's Grapelade, jar

Rhubarb,
,

30c
29c
25c
. . .

.25c
43c

...23c

Rump Roast, pound
Short Ribs of Beef. ,i
Steak, pound
Hamburger, pound
Pork Ham Roast
Pork Loin Roast
Pork Shoulder Roast
Spare Ribs
We also have Veal and Lamb.
Fancy Dressed Hens, lb
ne

Phone 1517
1124 South Edith.
We Sell for Less and Deliver the Goods.

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

Egg

Noodlae, Spaghetti and

tharMacaroni Product

Sell

The difference between the sort of Shoes, we sell
and the other sort will be perfectly .apparent to
anyone who compares our Good Shoes with Just
Shoes.

Our Better Shoes!
Our Shoes are built up to a standard and not down
to a price. The result is that our shoes are more
economical than uncertain shoes. They wear so
much longer and look so much better than Bargain
Shoes that they are a better investment, dollar for
dollar,-thaany shoes that sell for less.
Shoes
for Men from
Better
$3.50 up
Better Shoes for Women from
$3.25 up
Better Shoes for Boys and Girls from
$2.75 up
Better Shoes for Children from
.$1.50 up
The true test of Shoe Value is not the first cost, but
the final cost not what they cost per pair, but
what they cost per year. It is upon this simple test
of value that the success of our shoe business is
based.

west Central Ave.

35c

"Where the Dollar Does Its Duty"

Tti Highest Grada Macaroni

The Difference in Shoes

20c
15c
30c
20c
30c
30c
25c
20c

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We Sell

FORMIIAL'S GROCERY

Days

2LAUGHAT TOBY EL

Gfie

803-- J

ll

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

J

I

We've Got 'Em

TONIGHT-farcwc-

TAYLOR STOCK COMPANY

i

and 449.

Annual Dance

$3.00 OHDEKS 1I2LIVERED

We
Sell

t

Saturday Specials in Groceries

BOSWELL'S CASH GROCERY
612 North

Theater

VRIC

ROBERT JONES

.

205 South First St.

PHONE 60.

FRESH TODAY

Radishes, Green Onions, Cauliflower, Fresh Peas, New Spuds,
Spinach, New Turnips, Beets, Mangoes, Carrots, (Asparagus,
long green), Lettuce, Tomatoes, Yams, Khubarb, Florida
Grape Fruit.
STRAWBERRIES
.25c
15c Crackers and cookies, 2 for
Mile High Chocolates, 6 flavors, pound..
..50c
30c.
Can Bartlett Fears :.
2
i
17 P. & Q. Soap
,.$1.00

rt

ht

Woodmen of America

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y

Floors Had

Two-Pa-

Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.

BY

21c

We Deliver Orders Over $5.00 Free
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

A

LAST TIME TODAY

DANCE

Imperial Laundry

Star Flour, 48 lb. Bag.. $2.45
Red Star Floor, 24 ib. Bag. . .$1.80

We Should Have Plenty of Strawberries.
Blue Goose Oranges
Bananas
Lemons
Washington Apples
Rhubarb
Florida. Grapefruit
New Peas
Native Asparagus
Fresh Tomatoes
Green Chile
New Radishes
Head Lettuce
New Turnips
Young Onions
New Carrots
New Beets
Cucumbers
Celery
Soup Eunches
Spinach
Mustard Greens,
Parsley
We receive our Fruits and Vegetables fresh
each morning and you can always depend on gct- -'
ting the best here.

"SQUIRREL FOOD"

2'i

I

MONTY BANKS in

BILLIE WILLIAMS, Auctioneer
L. J. WILLIAMS, Clerk.

CONTDrOOCS

Cleaning,
Dyelne, lint
and Blocked. Riis
latest
cleaned
by
process.

Fruit and Vegetable Dept.

ADDED ATTRACTION:

Corner First St. and Mountain Road

Phone 682

(leaned

Fresh Shipment of Crackers in caddies about 314
lb. and 6 lbs.
Plain Soda Crackers, per pound
14c
16c
Krispy Salted Crackers, per pound

Saturday, April 29, 2:30 p. m.

of

Dry

Red

"TELLIE"

2

683.
Mountain Road.
II Oreen Stamps.

WANTED

Sunday Picnics a Specially

Household Furniture, Farm Wagons, Work Harness,
Farm Implements, Mules, Horses and Milk Cows.

TO PROPERTY
OWNERS.
Interest
paving certificates
will be due and payable May
1st., at the city treasurer's office. Please remit promptly and
avoid paying penalty.
T. W. TELFER,
City Treasurer.

The tip that a new three-rooplastered and shingled house,
furnished, in South Highlands,
with extra, built-ifeatures; a
2
real cozy home on corner lots.
Gallon, Packed,
100 by 14", shade trees, flower
and delivered, $1.00
beds, garden, all kinds outPhone
313
buildings, chicken house, feed
house, cow barns anil rabbit
for
hutches,
fully equipped
dairy, with city water, electric
lights; everything you want entirely enclosed with chicken-tigWe pay good prices for firefence and cross fenced.
arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must bo sold quick, leaving
Must
Guns. Pistols.
be In i city $ljflr.0.
$1,000
Terms,
i conamon.
down, balance $15 per month.
213 Solnh I Irst Street
' 1600 South Kim. OWNER.

821 South Second.

Rear end of Central Avenue
store room; suitable for sample
room. etc.
Phone 005--

Phone

In Her Superb Portrayal of

on

n

FOR RENT

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

5

AUCTION SALE

NOTICE

Thomas' Ice Cream V

J

B. H. CALKINS,
General Engineering
Surveys of all kinds. Mapping.
Work.
Irrigation.
Municipal
Phono 411,
120 S Fourth.

First

3KS-Y-

NOTICE!
If you want to see the baseball
came at Helen Sunday, get your
round trip tickets from Guy's
Transfer, phone 371, 324 South
Second Street.

JEWELRY

REDUCED

PHONES

MARY MILES MINTER

Board and Room

Johnson Coal Co.

RUGS

BASKETS

APARTMENT
I

Gallup Lump Coal

BEADED BAGS

WATCH

4

With privato family. Two large
sunny rooms. No other roomers. Good meals. Large bath
room, lots of hot water. Just
the place for a convalescent.
913 NORTH SIXTH.

d

-

PRICES.

ADMISSION'

LAST TIME TODAY

ASSAYING

.

hiuiii..i;i

THEATRE

THE VERY BEST

H. O. BROOKS
409 West Copper Ave.

ii JO.

iunm i.i.niiin iwwhiiiiii

GALLUP GOAL

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO.

CO.

WILLIAM POX l'KFSKNTS

U

youi

and pressed.

Meadows & Martinez,

STORE,

PflSTIWIE

LET'S GO

fi.

get

.1

Hll.lS SHOP.
Phone 480.
215 S. Second.
Prompt Service.

IH-h- k

CHAS.

'A

to

A
real place
clothes cleaned
Give us a inm.

For Itcnl in Our Office . With.
Window.
Or Will Kent Single
'

This tlmo from Phoenix, where the new crop is on. lb. 1 7 ! a c
Florida new potatoes, a shipment in yesterday, they are very
nioe and sood size, lb
Aiparagns, the sanio good, green, tender kind wo have been
l4c
having, bunch only
California lettuce, cauliflower, celery, turnips, beets, cucumbers, fancy, smooth tomatoes, etc.
Pippin apples, the good cooking and eating. Wincsap apples,
the nice red kind.
chocolates.
59c for a box of week-en- d

CASH

SPACE

OFFICE

New Peas

WARD'S

FOUND

Let Us Send a Man

'April 29, 1922

ORDER YOUR

BUTTER, BUTTER MILK
and ICE CREAM, from
ALBUQUERQUE

MILK,

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You.

Th HigtiMt Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

thar Macaroni Product

317-32- 1

North Second St.

.

PHONE 351

